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Clear and

News in Print:

Cooler Tonight;

You Can Se« It,

Warmer Wednesday

Reread It, Keep It

Nixonto Ask
S662 Million
For Transport

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon said today he will
ask for $662 million in the next
five years to develop a supersonic transport aircraft.
The United States must go
ahead with the plane—called the
SST— "to maintain its leadership" . in the world aircraft industry, Nixon said.
"I want the "United States to
continue to lead the world in air
transport," he declared at a
¦White House brief. "The SST
is going to be built."
Nixon noted his decision on
the 1,800-mile-an-hour, SOfrpassenger airliner came after a
"spirited debate within the administration."
Opponents of the project have
argued it is impractical, too expensive and too noisy.
Nixon asked $96 million this
year in new funds from Congress in addition to $99 million
in unused 'carryover appropriations for the SST program^
This would rise to $314 million
in fiscal 1971, then progressively
fall to $1891million in fiscal 1972,
$48 million in fiscal 1973 and $15
million in fiscal 1974.
To meet a major objection
from some opponents, Secretary
cf Transportation John A. Volpe
said the SST would not be allowed to fly over population
areas until tie noise factor
comes within acceptable limits.
Volpe said government investment in the SST would total $994
million of the approximately
$1.4 billion needed to build two
prototype aircraft by 1972.
The first test flights are
scheduled for late 1972, with
commercial use expected by
19787
In addition to the need for
continued U.S. leadership in
world aviation, Nixon said a further reason for going ; ahead
with the , SST—the-plane "would
bring the world closer together
In a physical sense and in time."
Backers of the SST had called
for $200 million to keep the project going fullblast through next
June 30.
Opponents of the project »contend much of the $600 million
the government already has -put
out for research and design
study has been wasted. They
say sonic booms would make it
impossible to fly the plane over
inhabited areas and that the
federal funds are needed to
solve other domestic problems.
It is estimated another $6O0
million in government funds will
be required before the first of
two prototypes of the Boeing
Corp. produced 1,800-mile-perhour aircraft can be flight tested in 1972.
The airplane, to carry 300 passengers, would be expectea to
go into commercial use in 1978.
The U.S. government has accepted Boeing's revised, fixedwing design and the company is
ready to begin production this
year.

TO CURB NUCLEAR ARMS RACE

Soviets to Reply Soon' on Talks

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP ) — The Kremlin has sent
word that,it will 'reply "soon to
President Nixon's bid to begin
U.S.-Soviet talks on curbing the
nuclear arms race.
This message from Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko to
Secretary of State William P .
Rogers Monday night fell short
of U.S. hopes; It meant indefi-i
site further delay on the already much-delayed disarma-

agreed to continue the talks between Assistant Secretary of
State Joseph Sisco and Soviet
Ambassador Anatoly F. Dobrynin on this crisis.
Rogers apparently found the
going slow in his first private
meeting with his Soviet counterpart since Nixon took office
avowing "negotiation rather
than confrontation with the
communist camp. Gromyko
hosts a follow-up meeting Fri-

day night. ¦
On SALT — The Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks which
Nixon had publicly hoped-to get
under way by mid-August in
Vienna or Geneva—Gromyko
told reporters only that "the
time will come for a Soviet
statement."
McCloskey reported Gromyko
told Rogers: "We will give you
a reply on a time and place for
preliminary talks soon."

MONEY. WOES 7 . 7 French Premier Georges Pompidou wipes perspiration from face during press conference
Monday at, the Elysee Palace in Paris. Pompidou attempted
to rally sagging popular support for . his government's economic recovery program and devoted much of the news
conference to France's Economic problems. (AP Photofax).

Senate Debate?
Housing Issue

SAIGON W) — A company
of 130 South Vietnamese civilian
irregulars led by American
Green Berets suffered more
than 50 per cent casualties in
heavy fighting six. miles south of
the Cambodian border, military
spokesmen reported today.
Within hours after the fighting
ended, five waves of U.S. B52
bombers pounded North Vietnamese bases and staging areas
along the border north of Saigon
with ¦some 750 tons of explosives;

Seven of the South Vietnamese civilian irregulars were
killed and 62 were wounded in
the six-hour fight Monday three
miles northwest of the Thien
Ngon Special Forces camp.
Four Green Berets were woundWASHINGTON (AP) — The The government currently in- ed, ,'
Senate called ;up for debate to- directly subsidizes rents by pay- American
fighter-bombers
day a $6,3 billion housing bill ing nearly all of the cost of pay- and artillery came to the rescue
providing for the first time di- ing off the bonds which pay for of the embattled company and
rect federal rent subsidies for construction, but there has been South Vietnamese headquarters
public housing tenants.
no direct rent subsidy.
said 35 North Vietnamese bodies
Although the bilL essentially The bill would revise public were found afterward .
provide funds to carry on exist- housing financing in a way that The U.S. Command sent its
ing housing programs it does could lower present rents or biggest bombers against the
call for a major change — au- prevent them from rising.
bases along the border in an atthorizing the Department of Under this provision, HUD for tempt to break up preparations
Housing and Urban Develop- the first time would pay a part for a new enemy campaign exment to pay $75 million toward of the costs of maintenance and pected in November.
part of the rent of project dwell- operations of public housing U.S. spokesmen said the
ers.
projects.This now comes entire- Stratofortresses hit North Vietly from rental income.
namese "activity base camps,
Supporters said this was desupply
and staging areas" besigned to revitalize the public A third change would permit
tween
a
and a mile and a
housing program.
a sharp increase in public hous- half frommile
the border. The target
Under the plan, sponsored by ing construction costs.
area stretched from 65 miles
Massachusetts Republican Ed- Present law allows a $750 per north-northwest of Saigon to 83
'
ward 7 W. Brooke, the govern- room increase in high cost miles north of the capital.
ment would pay that part of the areas. The bill would allow a 45
Earlier, four American obserrent which exceeds 25 per cent per cent boost.
of the family's income. For Sponsors said that, for exam- vation helicopters were shot at
families in the direst circum- ple, this would permit a per in the same general area, 60
stances, the subsidy plan could room cost of about $4,000 in New miles north-northwest of Saigon.
mean no rent payments at all. York as compared with $3,100 The helicopters returned the
Brooke said HUD had told now. New York officials have fire with machine guns and dihim 180,000 persons in these complained the present ceilings rected artillery onto the enemy
projects were being required to are strangling , the program positions. U.S. headquarters
sad 16 enemy soldiers were
pay more than 25 per cent of there.
their income in rent. There are The bill also contains $3 bil- killed. No U.S. casualties were
approximately 4 million persons lion additional for urban renew- reported, and the helicopters returned to their base.
al over the next two years.
in public housing now.
Gen. Creighton W. Abrams,
the commander of U.S. forces in
Vietnam, reportd two days ago
that "a lot of prisoner of war
statements and other documents
indicate there will be a winterspring campaign." It would be a
continuation of the enemy 's autumn campaign , which has been
marked by periods of comparatively heavy attacks alternating
with longer stretches of light activity.
In the past , the heaviest at,
reasons for setting up the com- pay settlements
mission by presidential execu- They argue that the federal tacks have been made northtive order Monday.
Landrum-Griffin law, enacted to west of Saigon and have been
Construction wages, rising at protect union members rights, staged from camps along the
a record annual pace of about 20 prevents them from bringing Cambodian border.
per cent so far this year, have pressure on local unions,
reached as much as $10 an hour
Haggerty criticized Nixon 's Byrnes Leaves
for skilled men in some cities.
cutback
in federal construction , Hospital; Weak ,
Secretary of Labor George P.
Shultz, named as chairman of saying" it would lead to rising
the White House commission , unemployment and cripple ef- But Doing Well
has: warned that both the indus- forts to give more high paying COLUMBIA , S.C. (AP) try and the workers could price building trades jobs to Negroes. James F. Byrnes, 90-year-old
themselves out of the market The construction unions is- former U.S. secretary of state
unless the inflationary spiral is sued a policy statement Monday and Supreme Court Justice , has
slowed,
urging all 9,000 locals of the 17 left Baptist Hospital after his
Construction wages are nego- unions to take in any qualified third stay since February.
tiated locally and presidents of Negro or other minority group His physician said Monday
tlie building trades unions say applicants who can pass jour - Byrnes "is still quite weak but
they have little influence over neymen's tests.
anxious to return home. "

Union Leaders Cautiously
Promise td Aid in Study

"They condemn our wage rate
increases and bless the bonanza
that the- money managers have
engineered
for
themselves
through interest rates that tho
Nixon administration has condemned , Haggerty said in an
official report to the convention
of the 17 building trades unions
representing 3,5 million construction workers.
But a spokesman for Haggerty said building trades officials
will cooperate with the White
House commission in hopes of
Kcttinil across labors views on
inflation.
President Nixon named Haggerty and three other building
trades union leaders, along with
four industry representatives
nnd thrco government officials,
to tho special construction industry collective bargaining
commission.

ment parley the two superpow- Germany-Berlin and the treaty
to outlaw the spread of nuclear
ers agreed long ago to hold.
Gromyko did not specify what weapons—but not Vietnam or
he meant by ''soon." State De-. Red China—also were dispartment press officer Robert J:' cussed.
McCloskey commented: "We Neither Gromyko, who said
were satisfied that what was "we had a very good dinner,
said was meant, and we accept- nor the Americans claimed
ed it.
progress on these issues. U.S.
Rogers and Gromyko held a sources did say the discussion
three-hour dine-and-talk session provided a clearer understandit Rogers hotel suite.' The Mid- ing of the opposing views on the
uie East, the United Nations, Middle East and the two sides

B52s Fly
Raids on
Red Bases

OF INFLATION IN CONSTRUCTION

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP )
— Union leaders cautiously
promised today to help a new
White House commission study
inflation in the construction industry. But th ey said high interest rates and soaring prices of
real estate, and building materials are far more to blame thanN
wage hikes.
. ¦ "They talk about labor costs
and ignore the skyrocketing
prices of land , materials, fixtures and equipment , said
President C.J. Haggerty of the
AFL-CIO
Construction
and
Building Trades Department,

\

¦
CONFER ¦ ' .:. , .'• Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei K. Gromyko, left , gestures as he ispeaks with U.S. Secretary of
State William. P. Rogers Monday at New York's Waldorf

Hammy Weather
The cynic described a
hammy TV weatherman:
"Someone mentioned that it
was a beautiful day—and he
said 'Thanks'" . . . A poll
taker asked* people, "Where
would you like to be if an
A-bbmb fell?" and a man
said, "Somewhere where I
could look up and say,
'What was that?" . . Someone described his quiet
home town: "One year they
held a turtle race — but had
to raise the local speed laws
first"
Success is the f ine
art of making mistakes
when nobody's looking.

..

...

(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4-A.)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Water is flowing through Jordan's Ghor irrigation canal
again as the result of another
secret deal between Jordan and
Israel.
Informed sources said Israel
for the second time had agreed
to let Jordan repair the canal
unmolested in return for Jordanian agreement to enforce the
Arab-Israeli cease-fire in the
Jordan and Beisan valleys.
Eyewitnesses reported that a
30-man crew began temporary
repairs Monday and that the
water was flowing again by late
Monday afternoon .
The United States acted aa the
go-between in the negotiations,
which Jordan requested, the

To Spend $1.3 Million Daily
fense budget for fiscal year
1970, but the budget has not
completed the legislative route
through Congress.
"Without this extension , all
Safeguard research and development would halt as of Sept.
22," tho Pentagon said.
The Pentagon said the action
was ordered by Secretary of the
Army Stanley R, Rcsor "in
keeping .with the Army 's position of committing only the minimum funds necessary to sustain the program ponding a
congressional decision. "

The Safeguard system—a p rogram requiring $800 million this
year and eventually a total of $6
billion to $7 billion—won a key
Senate test in August but still
lacks expected Houso approval.
The Pentagon emphasized the
Army is not buying Safeguard
sites or nntimissilcs at this
time.
But the Pentagon said further
research work is permissible
under legal provisions allowing
government agencies to continue work already ln progress
while Congress considers annual
appropriations.

Postal Corporation
Proposal Voted Down

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Nixon's postal corporation
proposal was voted down by the
House Post Office Committee
today under a confused parliamentary procedure that left in
any prospect for revival.
¦doubt
"¦ The vote, which was recorded
unanimously by the 26-rnember
committee, was to accept an alternate reform plan by Chairman Thaddeus J. Dulski, D-

N;Y., as the basic approach to But he indicated that as far as
he is concerned fqr the present
be fpllowed.
the committee has chosen his
That vote was expected. But bill over the administration's
under procedure approved last proposal to turn the nation's
week, there was supposed to be mail system over to a govern*
a second vote on whether to re- ment-owned corporation.
write the chairman's plan into a
General Winton
corporation bill. But objections M.Postmaster
pressed the effort for
Blount
were raised and tha second vote
administration plan.
*
was not taken.
y 7 the
'
Blount
.reportedly; personally
Dulski said he will call a new
visited wavering House, Post Ofmeeting, possibly next week.
fice Committee members on the
eve of today's vote to secure
their support for the plan while
union officials applied pressure
to vote it down.

Jordan, Israel Work
Deal on Irrigation

TO KEEP SAFEGUARD PLAN ALIVE

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Army will spend $1.3 million a
day from now through Nov. 3 on
Safeguard antimissile research
jus t to keep the big project alive
pending full congressional approval.
The expenditures were authorized by the Army Monday,
Specifically, the Army awarded
$55 million to Western Electric ,
prime contractor of the system,
to use under an outstanding research and development conNixon died labor - manage- tract totaling $249.65 million .
ment sirlko tensions and infla- Money for that contract techtionary wage settlements ns nically is provided ln the de-

Towers. The two met in hopes of making progress on
East-West issuds, including an agreement to start missilecurb talks. (AP Photofax).

In July the Army gnve Western Electric—which has been
researching antimissile warfare
the past decade—an initial $80
million to keep going in the new
budget year . That award allowed Western Electric to spend
$1.7 million a day from Aug. 1
through Sept. 15.
Under Monday 's award , Western Electric will conduct tests
of Safeguard interceptor missiles, radars nnd various and
subsystems at White Sands Missilo Range, N.Mi , and Kwnjnleln Missile Range in the Marshall Islands.

sources said.
The 40-mile canal transports
water from the Yarmui River
to northern Jordan's fertile valleys. Israeli commandos blew
up a section of it on June 23 in
retaliation for Arab guerrilla
activity in the area. During July
the United States was a go-between at Jordan's request, and
Israel agreed to let the canal
alone if Jordan curbed the guerrillas.
Shortly after the canal reopened, however, guerrilla acttivity resumed along the border.
Israeli jets hit the canal again
Aug. 10.
Despite the new agreement,
an Israeli spokesman reported a
rocket attack Sunday night from
Jordan on a kibbutz four miles
south of the Sea of Galilee as its
residents observed Yom Kippur ,
the Jewish Day of Atonement.
Tho spokesman said Israeli
forces returned tlie fire.
The Israeli said "a few " rockets also were fired from an improvised bazooka Monday at
Zafrlrim , 15 miles southwest of
Jerusalem. No damage or casualties were reported .

In Morocco, where leaders of
26 Moslem nations were meeting ln an Islamic conference ,
President Gamal Abdcl Nasser
of Egypt snid in a message that
tho recent fire in tho Al Aksah
mosque in Jerusalem was a
"premeditated act" and a
threat to free peoples throughout the world.
Nasser, reported ill with influenza In Cairo, is represented
at the meeting in Rabat by Vice
President Anwar Sadat. Tho
conference was called in an attempt to use the firo to rally

non-Arab nations against Israel.
Nasser's message told them
that the fire was "only one aspect of a picture which threatens not only the Arab nation
but free peoples throughout the
world, who are now able to
measure the full dimensions of
this threat."

Say Trainees
May Have Hit
Marine Recruit

PAItRIS ISLAND, S.C. (AP)
— An investigatipn into the
death of a recruit who said he
wns "kicked and choked" at the
Pnrris Island training base indicates fellow trainees may have
hit him and pushed him against
a wall , a Marine spokesman reports.
Pvt. Stephen E. Melson , 18, of
Millsboro , Del., died Sunday after being hospitalized Sept. 7,
four days after arriving at the
Marine recruit training depot.
A Marine spokesman said investigators found that Melson
told doctors at the U.S. naval
hospital at nearby Beaufort that
he had had the symptoms of
which he complained for nt
hast eight days.
Doctors nt the University of
South Carolina hospital in
Charleston , to which ho wns
transferred , said denth resulted
from kidney failure , uremic encep nlopnthy and pneumonia.
Autopsy results have not been
announced.

The challenge to the corporation concept came from an alternate postal reform bill, favored by the unions , introduced
by committee Chairman Thaddeus J. Dulski, D-N.Y;
The corporation would put the
nation's mails under a board of
directors who would be responsible for all business operations ,
including setting of postal rates
subject to congressional veto.
Dulski's plan would keep the
Post Office Department intact
and leave postal employes in
civil service with wages set by
Congress but would give the department more businesslike
control oyer its operations.
The outcome of the vote was
lh doubt up to the start of today's session with the major issue the administration plans' labor-management provisions.
The unions had insisted on tho
right to strike, otherwise, they
say they would ,be at the selfsupporting, government-owned
postal corporation 's mercy.
Blount stood by the proposed
corporation machinery for compulsory arbitration , in lieu of
the right to strike , when major
contract disputes had reached
an empasse .

WEATHER
FEDERAh FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Clear and cool tonight ; fair nnd
warmer Wednesday. Low tonight 38-42; high Wednesday 00C8. Outlook Thursday: Chance
of showers ; temperatures near
or a little above normal.
I.OCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today
Maximum , 70; minimum , 49;
noon, 50; precipitation, 4§.

Will 4 Percent Sales Tax
Be Repealed in Wisconsin?

MADISON, Wis. Ml - If Wisconsin lawmakers need a precedent for repealing a tax they
have one.
The 1953 legislature did it.
The 1969 legislature will return , to Madison Monday and
one of the agenda items Will be
repeal of the four per cent sales

tax passed during the summer
Leading Republican members
of both Houses — after some
time with the home folks —
frankly admit the four percent
tax didn 't help get votes.
THEY'VE prepared a substitute. It would get rid of the
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brought howls of protest.
The howling was so effective
that lawmakers hustled back to
Madison and quickly undid
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files and newspaper clippings I
of the 1953 tax snafu are unclear as to whether a tax applied then was deliberate or a
goof.
The tax was an $8 fee on twowheel trailers, the kind used
behind cars to haul boats,
camping gear, rubbish or what¦
ever a two-wheel trailer owner I ¦ ¦ ' .
J I Pft v ' A. -^B I ¦
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likes to lug.
statement put out by his sub- One assemblyman disturbed
over .the $8 tax yelled on the
committee.
floor as he pleaded for prompt
Neither did he list the steps repeal: "I've.- .had- more troutaken, but the House has as- ble with this lousy bill than any
signed two clerks, instead of other since I've been in the legjust one, to record members' re- islature."
sponses in the House chamber.
And the subcommittee is "WE WENT off half cocked
studying plans for electrical and in enforcing the law," a respecmechanical equipment to. mod- table senator told his colleagues. A clipping quotes this
ernize House operations.
One procedure used in his legislative admission :
unit' s inquiry, Price said, was "I voted for the law and I'm
to check the tallies as they ap- willing to take the blame."
I
I
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This result, he said, showed a said two-wheel trailers weigh1.86 per cent error in quorum ing less than 3,000 pounds
calls and a .28 per cent error in should be taxed half of a trailer
weighing over¦ that figure, makvotes.
Other rollcalls were checked ing it $8. . ;•-.
for other type errors, Price The trailer tax bill was passsaid, and discrepancies were ed in June. It went into effect
found between the rollcall hook a month or so later. Cries of
and tally sheets, between the indignation went up as trailer
tally sheets and Congressional owners ' registered and shelled
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Price said in many instances Back in Madison in October,
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to be responsible for the dis- repealer. It promised refunds
|
to all who bought licenses.
crepancies.
"While the percentage of er- THEN GOV. Walter J. Kohler
ror, especially with respect to vetoed the bill. He said he fa¦ j y y y:: 1 :
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'yea' and 'nay' votes- (which fs vored; repealing the fee, but 1
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approximately one fourth of 1 noted lawmakers failed to prorefund
money.
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paying back tax money.
The state Supreme Court was
the next step.
The court said "pay up."
four percent fee that hits about
everything but food and pre ;
scription drugs. The new plan
would peg the tax back at
three percent and even include
an $8 credit refund feature.
Current repeal efforts recall
that 16 years ago the legislature slapped on a tax that
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Admit Errors in Recording
Members
of
House
Presence
_

WASHINGTON (AP) There quorum calls but no indication
might have been a pattern of whatever of such mistakes in
minor but deliberate errors in actual votes.
recording the presence of House
members last year, the House He said steps already have
Ethics Committee chairman been taken to insure the complete removal of the possibility
said today.
But in reporting this, Rep. of purposeful errors.
Melvin Price, D-Ill., said a
study by this panel showed no Price did not elaborate on
indication this type error oc- what was meant by "purposeful
curred in recording actual errors," a phrase used in the
votes, only quorum calls.
"Improved voting methods . 1,000 File Claims
are unquestionably indicated,"
Price said in calling for a mod- On Drug Overcharges
ernized, error-proof system in
MADISON, Wis. \/R - Some
the House.
Price's committee, at the re- 1,000 Wisconsin residents have
$250,000 for
quest of Speaker John W. Mc- filed claims totaling
1,
Cormack, investigated irregu- overcharges in buying drugs,
larities in recording House roll- Atty. Gen, Robert Warren 's office said Monday.
calls last fall.
In May the committee said it The claims grew out of a price
conspiracy case brought by the
found no evidence of complicity, federal
government against five
in a series of rollcall errors dismakers.
closed last September, but drug
An estimated 38,000 claims
called for a modernized voting were
filed nationally for alleged
system to minimize chances of overcharges
for antibiotics. The
human error.
firms agreed this year to setPrice, in a statement pre¦ ¦ ' ¦'
¦
pared for a House Administra- tlement terms.
'- . ¦ ¦ v.
v . "•"
tion subcommittee, said today
all 428 rollcalls in the second Shah of Iran to
session of the 90th Congress—
233 votes and 195 quorum calls Visit Washi ngton
—were examined.
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The
Price said the study showed Shah
of Iran will visit Washingthere may have been a minor
Oct. 21-23, a court commupattern of purposeful error in ton
nique announced Monday.
Empress Farah, who is expecting a child, will not make
the trip, the communique said.
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! BUFFERED f FRICTION 1
LONG BINH, Vietnam (AP ) i
ASPIRIN I I OlTinkl I
— Famed Boston criminal lawyer .F. Lee Bailey is going to defend one of the six Green Beret
officers charged with murdering
a Vietnamese double agent, the
military attorney for the officer
announced today.
Bailey will take charge of the
defense of Capt, Robert F. Mar-i|
asco of Bloomfield , N.J., who is
scheduled to go on trial before a I
general court-martial on Oct. 20
along with Capt, Leland J.
Brumley of Duncan , Okla., and
Capt . Budge E. Williams of Alliens, <Ja. However, the defense
is expected to seek a postponement of the trial.
Edward Bennett Williams, another of America 's best known
criminal attorneys , is expected li
to direct the defense of Col. i
Robert B. Rheault of Vineyard i
Haven, Mass., the former commander of Special Forces troops
in Vietnam and the highest
ranking of the defendants.
Rheault and two others are to
be tried after the other three officers, but there are indications i
the charges will be quashed if
the first trial ends in an acquittal .
Both Bailey and Williams are
expected to arrive in Vietnam I
next Monday or Tuesday.
A third prominent trial law- I
yer . Henry B . Rothblatt of New
York, arrived in Saigon Monday I
to defend Capt. Brumley and I
Maj. David E, Crew of Cedar
Rapids , Iowa , who is scheduled
to be tried with Rheault and
Maj. Thomas C. Middleton Jr.
of Jefferson , S.C.
Marasco 's military attorney.
Capt. Thomas II . T. Young
spoke by transpacific telephone
with Bailey in Boston today and
told newsmen Bailey said he I
would be "happy " to joi n the
I
defense.
"We wanted the best and we
have got the best , " Young said.
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ONLY PARK-REC REMAINS

Tentative Approval
Given Budget Issues

By FRANK UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Approving a large mixed bag
Ot tentative budget requests for
several departments, the City
Council Monday night approached the end of preliminary reviews for next year 's fiscal operations.
Next week the council will see
the largest remaining budget,
that of the park-recreation department, and then will consider the complete city budget. It
is expected to call .for a dollar
levy about $50,000 below the total levied for 1969 operations.
THE budgeting process up
to now has consisted of proposals by department heads to the
city manager , adjustment and
approval of figures by the manager and tentative approval of
each section by the council.
Next week all the threads will
be- drawn together and the
council will act on the final document, :
Given tentative approval Monday night were the following:
• Post Audit — Set at $2,000,
this is the estimated cost of a
public examiner 's audit of the
city books for the preceding
year.
• Elections and Voter Registration — Calling for expenditures of $10,813, this section includes the annual payment of
$6,004 on city voting machines.
It also covers the salaries of
election judges and the cost of
supplies. The city expects to
spend $3,296 for election personnel in 1970.
City Clerk John Carter was
questioned by Councilman Dan
Trainor Jr. about funds for an
additional election should the
need arise. He observed that
these possibilities might include
a courthouse election or a charter referendum. Funds would
have to be rounded up from
other sources, Carter replied.
City Manager Carroll J; Fry
told councilmen the ' city cannot-budget to cover every possible contingency because this
would push the budget through
the roof.
Election expenditures for 1968
were $14,257 and for 1969 will
total $10,639, the report showed.
• Mayor and Council — For
1970 the request totals '$19,906,
compared with $32,740 appro
priated for 1969. The reduction
comes in the amount designated
for services of consultants, Fry
told the council. In 1969, $16,535
was allotted for this purpose
while in 1970 the allotment will
be $7,900.
The budget also covers salaries of the Mayor ($2,400 per
year) and councilmen ($l,00O)
per year each .
• Flood Control — Lacking
any appropriations for land purchases next year, the expenditure total is expected to be
$420. Flood control for the current year was pegged at $1,650.
Because Corps of Engineers
planning and Congressional action on funding both are lagging,' there is little or no prospect .that purchases of land
will be necessary in 1970, reported Fry.
A letter frorn Cong. Albert
Quie advised , the council that
the district corps office in St.
Paul expects to complete its
draft report on Stage II at Winona by November. A request
for $22,000 to complete surveys
is still under study by the
House appropriations committee, Quie reported, noting that
he had testified in favor of it
early in the summer. The district engineer has been urged
to complete all work in time to
get the Stage II project into the
omnibus public works bill . next
spring, Qtiie wrote.
• Boat Harbors — A total of
$1,242 is proposed , compared
with $420 for 1969. It would include $822 for repairs to the
commercial harbor dock.
• Charter Commission — A
proposal for $200)was adopted.
The charter commission, now
relatively inactive, is authorized a maximum appropriation of
$2,400 under state law. The appropriation would cover consultant costs in the event a charter amendment is drawn and
rocommended by the commission.
• Armory — Councilmen approved a proposal for $7,500,
covering the city 's annual payment on bonded indebtedness.
An appropriation of $14,000 for
1939 wasn't spent , Fry reported .
This money will go back into
the general fund surplus..
• City Bond — Expenditures

FC Rod & Gun Club

FOUNTAIN CITY , Wis. (Special)—Fountain City Rod & Gun
Club will hold a meeting tonight,
nt 8:30 on the second floor "" of
the fire station ,
The meeting will follow tlie
weekly ImnterB ' safety course
which the club is sponsoring for
25 young people ages 12 to 14,
Tho course Is sanctioned by the
state Department of Natural
Resources. A shooting lesson on
the range is scheduled for Saturday.
a

Tho rheu m monkey is used in
Europe nnd (he United Slates as
a preferred laboratory animal.

of $7,050, compared with $6,980
for the present year, were approved by the council. Fry noted that the statutory limit for
such levies is $10,000.
• Port Authority — After
discussing the authority 's priorities briefly, the council voted
approval for a proposed $15,000
appropriation.
Acknowledging that industrial
development is one of its functions, Councilman Barry ' Nelson
urged that the authority give
early attention to sparking an
upgrading of the city's river
front. He asked that industrial
property owners be requested
to improve their lands and that
tbe authority attempt a cleanup of city properties.
Fry pointed out that the authority has no juri sdiction over
city lands, 7 unless the council
grants it, and that a study of
the situation is contemplated.
Part of the budget allotment
will finance this Work/he said,
and when data was assembled
recommendations can be made.
Nelson said he thinks supervision of port facilities should
be given a higher priority. He
added that the authority can
recommend, even if it cannot
act directly, and can bring
about upgrading by moral
force.
Operating in 1969 under a
$5,000 appropriation, the authority used $2,700 and the remainder will revert to general fund
surplus.
• Animal Control — Expenditures of $6,417 for 1970 were
approved; including the poundmaster's salary of $5,040. The
figure is virtually the same as
the $6,437 expenditure total.
• Sanitary Sewers — A total
expenditure of $77,050 was approved. Of this amount, $72,900 will be funded by special
assessments and $4,150 by the
general fund tax levy.
• Storm Sewers ¦— Total new
construction costs of $137,800
were approved. About $40,000
was spent for this purpose in
1969. A $102,300 program for
improving . County Ditch No. 3
is the principal cause of higher
costs.
Funding will be as follows :
General fund , $63,800, county
contributions $15,000, federal
aids $45,000 and assessments
$14,0007
• Police — An outlay totaling $367,849 was approved virtually without discussion. Police
expenditures for the current
year are to be $354,088. Tie increase is $12,761. Within the
new budget are salaries totaling $312,265, a rise for this item
of $15,514. :
Police Relief Association —
The fund will pay $64,350 in benefits for 1970, of which $44,725
will be supplied by general fund

Harmony Student
Tests Scheduled

tax levies. Members' . dues will
furnish $13,634 and investment
interest -Will supply $5,991
The increasing demands on
retirement funds and" on tax
sources for financing will require that both police and fire
departments be held to absolute personnel minimums, said
Fry. He told the council that
funding requirements will rise
steeply in the. next few years.
Expansion of actuarial bases
for such funds is being pushed
by the state and increased demands will be made on pension funds as police and fire
salary payments rise, he said.-

HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
— About 40 Harmony High
School seniors will be taking
the GATBY (General . Aptitude
Test Battery) test Wednesday
at 9:30 a.rn. The test is designed , for voactional and technical school students and will
be administered by the Minn*
sola State Employment Service
and counselors of District I.
It will be given at Greenfield
Lutheran Church basement.
Orientation and registration
were held Monday for students
who: expect to go to college dr
are .undecided about college.
p The (American College T^st
and the Scholastic Aptitude
Test will be given in December
at Luther College,- Decorah,
Iowa, and the Rochester and
Austin' junior colleges.

FIRST CONTRIBUTION . . . James
Thompson, left, area sales manager for the
Shell Oil Co., presents a $200 check to James
Doyle, generaf chairman for the 1970;Winona
Community Chest fund drive. Harold Brie-

Village of Altura

Town of Dresbach
Town of Elba
Village of Elba
Town of Fremont
Village of Goodview

„

• ¦

By C. GORDON HOLTE
Dally News Staff Writer
The cost of operating schools
of Winona Independent District
861 may increase more than
$800,000 this fiscal year but it
appears that the larger tax bill
may be accommodated by an
actual overall reduption in the
mill rate for school purposes.
During a preliminary study of

BLACK HAMMER FUND
SPRING G R O V E , Minn.
(Special) — The annual meeting of the Black Hammer United Fund will be held Friday at
8 p.m. in the Black Hammer
church basement.

sath, local Shell station owner, looks on. The
presentation is the first ; toward an anticipated $177,531 set as the goal for the general
campaign Oct. 6-25. •

Kenny Institute Cares
For Several D/sort/e/'s

A child with a school learning problem.
A farmer's wife with excruciating back pain.
A blind youngster With a behavior disorder.
A teen-ager paralyzed after a
car accident.
A young businessman helpless
from a stroke. •
THESE ARE typical patients

at Kenny Rehabilitation Institute, Minneapolis, sponsored by
the American Rehabilitation
Foundation, and one of the 17
member agencies of the Winona Community Chest.
Since its early days when its
chief concern was the care of
polio victims, the institute lias
rehabilitated thousands of crippled and handicapped patients

County Totar$610 b6o

Village of Dakota
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a listing of anticipated expendi- mill rates is responsible for the After the board's business
tures for educational services anticipated drop in the overall manager, Paul W. Sanders, had
¦ 7. mill levy in the face of a sub- led the discussion of the adminfor the new ,—¦¦
¦ stantial rise in the cost of school istration's recommendations on
fiscal y e a r #» * .
services.
Monday night OCnOOl
budget expenditures, Superint h e School
THIS DOESN't mean that all tendent of Schools A L. Nelson
'
Board heard D—s-J
taxpayers in the district will be noted that state law. requires
ad m i n is- ,J board
paying less as their share of the that the board in any district
tration r e c- . . . . . . - '
total district school bill this
where a 5 percent increase or
ommendatioris for allocations year.
for the general school fund Owners of agricultural land more is necessary in the mill
amounting to $5,126,777, com- which was not involved in the rate to support a school budget
pared with $4,243,376 actually city revaluation may find their must call a public hearing on
spent for school operations dur- tax assessment for school pur- the proposed budget.
ing the year ending last June poses somewhat lower than last In view of the fact that Wi30.
year as will commercial and in- nona's district apparently will
To support the all-time rec- dustrial property owners whose realize a reduction rather than
ord operational budget, school property did not receive a high- an increase in its new school
directors found, a local school er valuation tag in the citywide mill rate, Nelson asked whether
the board felt it advisable to call
levy of $2,018,015 will be requir- revaluation.
But, for the majority of the such a hearing.
ed. .
owners of residential property
ALTHOUGH THE anticipated the revaluation resulted in a "EVEN IF THE mill rate
1970 levy is slightly more than higher property valuation for does go down the dollars we're
$300,000 above that required for tax purposes and their dollar tax spending are going . up," 4th
fiscal 1969 the school mill rate bill for school purposes will be District Director Daniel S. Sadowski observed. '"I think the
for the general fund may drop higher than for 1969-70.
from 104.85 on agricultural land After a detailed study of the people are entitled to have a
and 129.85 on nonagricultural 12-page listing of anticipated re- hearing even though we're not
land in 1969-70 to 103.6 and 128 .8, ceipts and expenditures pre- obligated to call one."
in these two respective cate- sented by the administration Board President Frank J,
gories, for 1969-70.
for fiscal 1970 the board agreed Allen concurred, saying, "I
In addition to the levy for the to hold the proposed school think this information we have
general fund 20.8 mills will be budget over for further consid- here on the proposed budget
levied for the debt service fund eration.
should be made available to
and eight mills for the school
everyone who's interested and
building fund.
A SPECIAL meeting of the we should have a hearing deThis would bring the total board has been scheduled for spite the fact that the law does
school mill rate for all purposes Oct. 5 when budget study will not say we have to have one."
to 132.4 for agricultural land be resumed and a public hearV Other directors agreed and
and 157.4 for nonagricultural ing on the proposed budget was the Oct. 7 hearing was schedland in the current fiscal year. set for the evening of Oct. 7.
Comparable figures for 1969-70 Although the public hearing uled.
expected now that the
were 135,59 and 160.59.
is not legally necessary board It's will convene again after
The past year 's revaluation of members agreed that it should board
hearing for possible formal
nonagricultural business and be called in consideration of the the
action
adoption of a new
residential property which pro- extent to which educational budget on
which must be submitvided a broader real estate tax services figure in the overall
ted to the county auditor by
base for the computation of tax picture.
Oct. 10.

ALTHOUGH total expenditures from the general school
fund will be running some $880,000 above those of the 1969-70
fiscal year, the local effort for
support of the proposed budget
is held to an incre'ase of a little
more than $300,000 because of
an anticipated increase in several revenue sources.
Increased school enrollments
which
are a factor in the inAppointment of two School As finally determined, the
operational costs also
Board representatives to serve study committee will consist of creased
will
yield
a larger base from
on a committee which will study
state and federal school
possible measures that may be two members of the administra- which
are computed and a new
taken inv implementing some tion, five teachers and two aids
formula for computation of
type of merit plan in future de- board members.
aids should result in a substantermination of salaries of public Allen Monday night appointed tial increase in revenues from
school teachers of Independent Directors Kenneth P. Nelson these sources.
District 861 was approved Monand Dr. C. R. Kollofskl to rep- As far as increases in exday night by the board .
penditures are concerned emThe action was prompted by resent the board on the com- ployment of additional personfindings submitted¦ last sum- mittee.' ;
nel to accommodate the larger
mer by an ad- ' - ' - " -" ; :" Also figuring in any future enrollment, higher salaries and
'
7
justment pan- : .
merit consideration was a panel anticipated increases in other
el appointed School finding
costs, are responsithat an expansion of the operational
in conjunction
ble for the budget passing tht
present administrative staff in $5 million mark.
with negotia- Board
tions between
certain areas would be advis- Total salaries for instructiont h e School
' able to allow key administrative al- purposes are up more than
Board and teacher representa- personnel additional
$600,000 and account for more
opportunity than $3.3 million in the new
tives in 1969-70 contract negoito observe teachers in class- proposed budget.
ations.
Earlier the board had accept- room situations and -work with ON A percentage basis, aped the panel recommendation them in an effort to increase proximately 75 percent of all
on a new teachers' salary general instructional effective- anticipated expenditures for
schedule and held over for adschool purposes from the genditional consideration other pan- ness. . : < . -. : ' .
eral fund during the next fiscal
"If we accept the panel re- year
el findings.
are related to salaries. •
"We had agreed some time port," Allen said, "we're going Sanders pointed out that when
to
have
to
hire
more
adminisago," Board President Frank J.
teachers' salaries and instrucAllen recalled Monday night, trative personnel and change tional supplies are lumped to"that we would accept the pan- some of the duties now assigned gether to provide a total antiel findings in their entirety. to administrators."
cipated expenditure for classAs you remember, the panel The board approved his room instruction it's found that
said that we should not go on suggestion that the board pres- 74 cents of every dollar in the
simply raising the salary sched- ident and Dr. C. W, Rogers, Sth Siroposed budget is earmarked
ule year after year but probably District director, serve as a or this purpose.
should have some sort of merit committee to study the admin- Nelson commented that naconsideration involved in estab- istrative structure, determine tionally it's considered that an
lishing salaries in the future. " what new personnel may be outlay of 70 percent , or more
It had been the recommenda- needed and consider realign- of the total school budget for
tion of the panel that a joint ment of administrative duties. instructional purposes is concommittee composed of board, The two-member committee sidered a standard level for efteacher and administration rep- will submit its findings to the ficient and effective school
resentatives be named to study board at the conclusion of its operations.
Most of the increases in the
salary scheduling and attempt study,
proposed budget can be traced
to develop some way of incorto the expanded district school
porating a merit factor in fu— up 459 over last
Gale-Ettrick Sets enrollment
ture salary adjustment s.
year — additional personnel to
the larger school populaFaculty Meetings serve
tion, higher salaries approved
past summer1 by the board,
GALESVILLE, Wis, (Special ) this
expanded
school facilities for
— The Gale-Ettrick faculty, the larger enrollment
and highwith other elementary teachers er costs of equipment ond supfrom the 25 schools in Coopera- plies,
tive Educational Service'; Agency 11, will have ' a day of ALSO under consideration at
"learning and sharing" Wed- Monday night's, meeting, was
the annual clerk's report on finesday.
Teachers of the various nances for the 1968-69 fiscal
classes will attend sessions year.
from
8:30 to 3:30 at the follow- Total receipts amounted to
Routine approval for issuance
$4,586,941, including a balance
of a 3.2 beer license to Mrs. ing places :
hand July 1, 1968 of $187,742,
George Pippenger , at the Hof- Kindergarten and grade 1 at on
expenditures for the pewhile
Brau Tavern , 529 E. Wabasha Holmtfn; grade 2 at West Sal- riod came to $5,154,527, leaving
St., was granted Monday night em; grades 3 and 4 at Cashton; deficit of $567,585.
grade 5, Bangor ; grade 6 and Sanders ppinted out, however,
by the City Council.
The motion by Councilman art, Black River Falls; music, that this statement of financial
Dan Bambenek , seconded by Luther High , . Onalaska ; para- status of the district was misCouncilman Howard Hoveland, professionals, Tomah, and spe- leading since a substantial poraroused no debate. It was pre- cial Education , La Crosse.
tion of last year's revenues
ceded by n report by Police
which should have been recordChief James McCabe that the
ed during the fiscal year were
Wabasha
Co.
Planning
applicant appeared to meet the
delayed and not received until
qualifications imposed by city WABASHA, Minn . — Gary after July 1.
codes.
Wabasha County plan- Addition of these . receipts
A lively topic In other meet- Claude,
came in after the end of
ner,
will
me*et with members which
ings, the license proposal stir- of the planning
the
last
fiscal year, amounting
red no references to previous the Wabasha commission at to more than $900,000, actually
County
courtgave the district an effective
applications. At its meeting last
net balance of slightly more
week the council had denied an house, Thursday at 8 p.m.
Claude will present proposed than $409,000.
application submitted by George goals
and objectives of the Wa- - The annual report also will
Pippenger , husband of the successful applicant , on grounds basha County plan to be dis- be brought up for formal acthnt n record of misdemeanors cussed by commission mem- ceptance at a subsequent meetbers.
ing,
should be considered ,
City Clerk John S. Carter told
Mayor Norman E. Indall thnt
Mrs. Pippenger now Is the lessee of record for the tavern.
By a scattering of voice votes
Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room I
councilmen adopted the motion , Jj
^
fyy
James Simon, W.P.
V
A few appeared" to abstain but Jtir
^L/ ¦
4V tr^7
there were no nays.

TWO MEMBERS APPOINTED

Sales Tax Receipts to
State Auditor William J.
O'Brien announced today that
his office will distribute $610,000
from sales tax receipts to Winona County next year. The distribution will be in equal installments on June ,15 and Nov. 15
and goes to municipalities and
school districts.
Most of the payment, O'Brien
said, will be from 1970 sales tax
revenues, totaling $506,360. This
is an increase ot $95,063 _ 24
Eercent — from the 1969 distriution .
THE REST OF the payment
will come from amounts collected but not previously distributed. These amounts are $35,548
for 1968 and $67,982 for 1969.
The makeup payments repre-

School Costs Will Increase;
But Mi11 Rate May Go Pown

sent the differences between es- Independent School District No.
timated revenues and actual col- 861, topped the list of 1970 estiand makeup payments
lections, which ran higher. Un- mates
1968 and 1969.
der a recent opinion issued by forThe
will receive an esDouglas Head, state attorney timatedcity
next year,
general, the state must appor- plus back$176,688.60
payments
of
tion one-third of the actual lor 1968 and $23,534.39 $12,376.23
for 1969,
amounts collected in sales taxes
a total of $212,599.22.
to local government units and orThe
district will reschool districts. Previously the ceive anschool
estimated $140,793.84 in
state had apportioned one-third regular
next
of the estimated amounts under year plus apportionments
$18,499.03
for
1969,
or
the original interpretation of the a total of
$159,292.87.
law's intent.
addition, $8,326.99 will be
Per capita distribution to mu- In to
the district for makeup
nicipalities next year will be paid
funds
payable
Special School
$6.60 and school districts will re- District No. 5,tothe
Wiceive $24.52 per capita , accord- nona city district, nowformer
superseding to the auditor 's estimate of ed
by the independent district.
Sept. 1, , 1969.
The following table shows
THE COUNTY'S two largest amounts payable to municipalisubdivisions, City of Winona and , ties:
Makeups
Total
Census
1968
1909
Estimate
1970
320 $ 147.94 $ 281,31 $2,112.00
$2,541.25
339

423
291
152
485

156,72

195.55
134,53
70,27
224 .22

' . 371.86
; 255.82
' '133,62
426,36

298,01

2,237.40

2,692.13

1,348

623.18

1,185,03

8,886.80

10,705,01

Town of Hart
472
Town Of Hillsdale
307
Town of Homer
820
Village of Lewistfal
890
Village of Minnesota City ....
190
Town of Mt. Vernon
427
Town of New Hartford
749
Town of Norton
510
Town of Pleasant Hill
528
Town of Richmond
287
Town of Rolllngstone
087
Village of Rolllngstone
392
City of St. Charles
1,882
Town of St. Charles
481
494
Town of Saratoga
242
Village of Stockton
Village of Utica
218
Town of Uticr.
671
Town of Warren
624
Town of Whitewater
254
72,1
Town of Wilson
City Of Winonn
26771
Town of Winonn
471
Town of Wiscoy
SCO
Totals
42,81.1

21«, 21
141,93
379,09
" 411.45
87,84
197.40
340.20
235,77
244.09
132.60
317.60
181.22
870.05
222.37
22fl.:i0
111.08
108.73
310.20
2118.48
117.42
335.17
12,P,76.23
2111.13
, 160.4S
$19,792.47

414,94
269.88
720,86
782.40
167.03
375.38
658.45
448.34
464.16
252.30
603.94
344.61
1,654.47
422.85
434.28
21174
191.64
589.08
1>48.56
2211.20
637.35
23,r.~4.30
4HI .69
316.48
$:i7,fi3(!.02

2,791.80
1,920.60
1,003.20
3,201.00
3,115.20
, 2 ,026,20
' 5,412.00
5,874.00
1,254.00
2,818.20
4,943.40
3,366.00
3,484.80
1,894,20
4,534,20
2,587,20
12,421.20
3,174.60
' 3,260.40.
1;507.20
1
N .4S8 30
4,420.60
4,118.40
1,678.40
4,705.00
176,680.60
• 3,128.40
2,376.00
$282,505.8(1

3,359.21
2,310.95
1,207.09
3,851.58

and returned them to community life. With polio a tragedy
of the past, the institute today
cares for stroke patients, those
with :arthritis and neuromuscular disorders, and the victims of
car, industrial and farm accidents.
Community Chest funds help
those unable to pay, and every
patient receives some free care,
since fees never take care of
the total cost;
THE GOAL of the 1970 Winona Community Chest .Fund
drive is $177,531. The general
drive is scheduled Oct. 6-25.
The Kenny Institute is not a
"typical" hospital. It is a model
center for the evaluation, treatment and retraining of patients
with disabling conditions, It is
one of the oldest such institutions in the nation.
Besides dealing with physical
disabilities, the institute also
deals with problems of children
such as learning and behavior
disorders.
A MAIN PURPOSE of the institute's studies is to develop
ways of better health care without increasing costs. The training and interests of its staff include sociology, economics, statistics, education, systems planning and data processing technology applied to health and
medical care.
The American Rehabilitation
Foundation conducts a broad educational program. It schedules
some 48 programs yearly of 14
courses, including refresher
courses for » nurses, social workers, physical and occupational
therapists ; courses on stroke for
physicians and programs for
clergy who counsel the chronically ill,
Through its field services the
foundation carries its continuing
education programs beyond the
institute and takes them into a
five-state * area. These "extension " courtses are conducted by
rehabilitation educators, specially trained nurses who explain
and demonstrate the latest techniques in rehabilitation.

3,7411.35
2,43(1.01
6,511.95
7,067.83
1,508.87
3,390.98
Spring Grove Speaker
5,948.11
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe4,050,11
cial) - The Rev. Jake Rein4,19,1.05
hardt , Minneapolis , will speak
2,279. 18
at special services at the Cal5,455.74
vary
Evangelical Free Church ,
0
3
3^113.
Thursday through Sundny at 8
14,945.72
p.m. He also will speak nt the
3,819.82
Sunday services at 11 a.m.
3,923.06
Rev. Reinhardt has been a
1,921.82
missionary in Germany and
1,731.22
served two»years as an evan6,328.687 , gelist for the Evangelical Free
Church.
4,965:4|b
¦
2,017.11
Of over 200 different kinds of
' 5/7S7.52
monkeys in the world , the tini212,599.22
est is the pygmy marmoset, no
3,764.22
larger than n rat ; tho largest is
91
- 2,858.
the African baboon who is often
$330,095.19
over 3 feet tall.

Merit Plan Study
Asked by Board

Council Says
Nolo Husband
Yes to Wife

JMjT Eagles Regular Meeting j

K|

91 Mappi 'mLlaAt Might

either sex.
Bear — Sept. 8-Nov. .1, bag
limit 2, either sex.
MANITOBA
Grouse ( r u f f e d and
spruce) — Sept. 5-Nov. 29
depending upon area , bag
limit 6; poss. limit 18. 7
Grouse (sharptailed) —
Sept. 5—Nov. 29 depending
upon area; limits also vary.
Ducks — Sept. 1—Dec. 6
depending upon area; bag
limit 7, poss. limit 14.
Geese --same as ducks,
including limits. ,
Deer (archery) — Sept.
. 1-Nov. 1 depending upon
area, any deer.

py Ed Dodd

iVlARKTRAll.

Button, Button.
Lost My Button

WSM
7:15-9:20—$1.25-$1.50
No Po»se»
ENDS TONITE
NO ONE UNDER 16
ADMITTED UNLESS
WITH AN ADULT

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — I had on a one-button jacket at El Morocco's
formal fall opening-r and the? one button popped off.
Feeling naked among those society people with my coat
open and tummy hanging out , I ran to the men's room screami
i
i
—««» .
ing for a needle. (I didn't want such people" as Ed Eullivan
and Walter Cronkite, who were also there, to see jne in that
cials: "I'd buy anything you
PATTY DUKE
condition.)
Deer (gun) — Sept. 19-Nov.
The pro reported my embarrassing need to the ladies' room advertise — except shaving
29 depending upon area, any
matron. Ethel Merman, always
cream" ... Sidney Peltier 's
deer.
a pal, roared to the matron:
late
paying
me
because
day
breakfast at Ground Floor:
"Help ! There's a mail here he had to have the check sent Orange juice and steak . . .
Moose — Sept. 5-Nov. 29, dewho's lost his only button!" from Miami where he lives BBardot's estranged husband
pending upon area, male over
The pro yanked off my coat. most of the time.
age of one year.
Gunther Sachs talked at the
The matron sewdd on the button Leslie Gore's got mumps and Camelot of opening a Paris
Moose ~ Sept, 5-Jan. 24 deIn two minutes while I cowered several people she playfully branch.
pending upon area , any moose.
in shirt sleeves in a phone kissed are worried (Mike Doug- TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
ONTARIO
booth. I gave the pro a large las, Julius La Rosa, George Fli Wilson told of a friend
75(i, the matron $1, and rushed Carlin) that they might get witnp 20-20 vision: "Any time he
Grouse ("all species) —
back to tell my Beautiful Wife, them . . . Elke Sommer's hus- owes somebody $20, he can
Sept. 15-Dec. 15 depending
"I got a button sewn on for band Joe Hyams , writing in a spot him at 20 yards."
upon area, bag limit 5; poss.
German magazine, raises the WISH I'D SAID THAT: One
only $1.75."
limit 15.
Patty Bute coto w Deu»e gaa»
Snappy rejoinder : "If you question about just how happy thing
Ducks — Sept. 15-Dec. 15
s
sure
about
the
current
'
you
wouldn't
Sharon
Tate
and
Roman
Polantook off weight,
depending upon district. Bag
TV season — sortie of the new
ski were together . . . Ronald commercials
pop your buttons."
limit
5; poss. limit 10; conwill
be
around
' New proprietor Joe Norban Reagan can be president in
STARTS WtU«
sult, regulations as to exnew
longer
than
some
of
the
(succeeding Maurice Uchitel) 1976, says Astrologer Frances J. shows,
ceptions. •
offered Skitch Henderson's mar- Littlejohn . .7 F. Lee Bailey
Geese — Sept. 15-Dec. 15
velous music and .talented gal says he inspected the bridge at REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
¦m tol W. 5thi tt ' :y r
depending
upon district,
speaker
Veteran
'
after-dinner
singer Ruth McFadden to the Chappaquiddick "because a
Bag limit 5; poss. limit 10.
crowd that raised a few thou- client asked me for advice as George Jessel said it: "Some
Some counties have no
to something to be published speakers who don't know what
sand for the Boys Club .
open season this year. Conto
do
with
their
hands
should
The music lads played and that was all."
try clamping them over their
sult, regulations.
Broadway
was
deeply
affectNites: 7:15-9:30
"Mame" when A n n Miller
mouths."
ed
by
the
sudden
death
of
Seyswept in with co-producer Don
(gun)
Oct.
4-Nov.
15
Deer
—
ADM. $2.00
Bowak . . . Famous maitre d' mour Weiss of New Orleans, EARL'S PEARLS: A secredepending upon area.
tary
said
she
just
got
a
$25
No Passes
a
great
host
and
great
gentleAngelO bowed in the Francis
Deer (archery) — Sept. 15Warren Pershings, "Ambassa- man. Toots Shor was so shaken raise ; "Frankly, I don't know if
Oct,
20-Nov.
1
deOct.
3
and
SEE IT NOW
dor" Richard Cowell, Totie he couldn't give the news to it was for my shorthand or my
pending upon area.
Wetherill, EUie Cernados, the Weiss' close friend , Joe E. Lew- short skirts."
no
Sept.
1-June
30,
Bear
—
Frank Hunters, the Billy Reeds, is. Weiss was here with us on Rocky Graziano was urged to
PERSONS UNDER 18
limit.
Ben Finney, the Collier Hurleys Broadway, seeming healthy, try some flamenco steps at the
Sept.
15-Nov.
15
Moose
—
'
NOT ADMITTED
FLAMING GORGE TROUT . 7 . The on their return trip Saturday. They fished with
of Houston 7. . and several so- just ' a week before his pass- Chateau Madrid, but refused:
), Oct. 4-Nov, 2
(northern
¦
area
ing:
still
move
that
fast,
"If I could
"
two Winona fishermen, Barry Nelson, left , a guide, Joe" Burcas, Grand Junction, Golo., (southern area).
cialities doing fashion nvddeling
. 7- - A-4'
for the cause . . . Joan Farley THE MIDNIGHT EARL . . . I never woulda quit the ring." Homer Road, and Ed Bunkd, 684 E. Sarnia in the Flaming Gorge area of Utah. (Daily
mammmmammmm
(ex-Mrs. James Farley Jr.) Actress Genevieve Waite (of That's earl, brother.
Street, with a few of the larger rainbows, News photo)
ASSIST
MARSHALL TO
and Maureen Lehman McCIus- "Joanna") and Matthew Reich,
three and one-half pounders, they displayed
¦
key Oxenberg.
who wed so romantically — us- HUMANE ALTERNATIVE
NEW YORK (AP) '-. Don
Tammy Grimes, with Tommy ing cigar bands instead of rings • CHICAGO (AP) - A tear gas
Marshall, 37, with J5 seasons in
Thompson, declared that Walter — busted up; she's here to film first aid device is..the' ' newest
the National Hockey League,
Cronkite looked sexy and want- "Move" with Elliott Gould item police officers will carry to
assisting Emile Francis in
ed to dance with mm. ,
. . . Is the N.Y. Hilton planning offset the danger of aftereffects
coaching the New York Rangers
Yeah, but would he look sexy an expansion? . .. Mets owner attendant with spraying the disthis season.
Mrs. Joan Payson, who lunch- orderly with the tear-producing
with one hutton off?
S., St. Louis Pafck , Minn. by zoneDuck Pow Wow
Marshall, who can play any'
ed
at
Voisin
the
day
the
team •gas. , .
Taken from Sullivan Lake
(archery) Sept. 8-varies where on the ice, needs 16 more
Flash: John Jacob Astor just
personDeer
refuge
The
meeting
of
paid me back the $10I lent him went into first place, says A mild antiseptic, the tear gas nel at McGregor over the week- near Buffalo, Minn.
by zone.
goals to reach No. 250. Last
she'll continue lunching there antidote can be sprayed on af- end consisted mainly Of a reat the Sherry Netherlands bar when
Moose — Sept. 8-Dec. 20 ac- year • he played in his 1,000th
caught
4
oz.,
they
return
to
N.Y.
in
SUNFISH:
2
lbs.,
when he found he'd lost his wal- first place . . A famous en- fected skin areas to provide in- view of refuge regulations,
by Etta Bender of Nevis, Minn., cording to zones; bag limit One, league game.
stant relief.
.
let. He sent me a check and tertainer is retaining
which have not changed during in East Crooked Lake near
lawyers
to
Available
in
aerosol
pressured
also gave a $20 reward to Ruinto her ex-husband's fi- cans, the TGA was developed hy the year. Generally speaking, Nevis.
ben's busboy Jose Coloca who look
nancial
Partner "Industries, a Chicago last year's rules prevail.
BASS: 8 lbs., 4 oz., caught by
found his wallet with $350 in it. Joe E.doings.
Lewis,
in
Hot
Springs,
firm.
(I just want to say jack Astor got an early morning
James T. Witte, St. Paul, in
Boundaries
of
the
closed
BOf lRD YOUR^O^^^I
call from It was developed because of
Round Lake near MilltOwn, Wis.
is a classy guy and I always a friend , Bobby Gordon,
who increasing criticism oi tear gas areas remain the same" but
knew he was good for $10.)
asked anxiously "Did I wake by legislators. Yet, most law en- have been cleared and reCanada Seasons
Astor, who signs himself John you?"
^
posted where the old mark"No,
grnmWed
Joe
E.,
"
forcement
officials
agree
We
have
had a number of inthat
Astor without the Jacob, was a
"—do you want to try again non-lethal chemical weapons ing signs were damaged by quiries about dates of the varijy pfr LOVING CARE BY DAY, WEEK
later?" . . . A woman , told Jo- are an effective; humane alter- the flood. Problem areas ous hunting seasons in prov^^0^
^^
as
well
as
were
discussed,,
seph Gotten at Hapsburg House native to firearms and othei
JtHOMS HBUMANJOHN KHUIIMWI
north of Minnesota.
inces
PROPUCTION
the regulations that normal- Here they are.
she enjoyed his TV commer- forms of physical force.
ly cause trouble. A lot "of
DU3TIN
the detail was inainly for
SASKATCHEWAN
,
R
|
^P
s
OEDARHAYEN
Kennels
S^franek'
HOFFMAM
benefit oif staff memDucks — Sept. 8-Dec. 6
IM WIH0HA, DINING OUT CAN BE
Highway 61 at Homer—Phone W5t
Every Wed. & Fri. the
^mr ^M
bers, many of whom are'
(north zones), bag limit 7;
x^
UON
ELEGANT WITHOUT BEING EXPENSIVE
new during the past year.
poss. limit 14; Monday-Dec.
FISH FRY
sJ
^
VOIGHT
zones),
(south
same
lim*K.
\£y*r^
/*t>i
* */lS.? ~-*^mmmKez***£yH**Jb.
m
The hunter who hunted the 6
All the Fish You
lik
*^-, * ' *' [ **£* * f
fls ^^^^
UtBUtUtSS ^^^^^^^^^^^^^mKH ^A^*
g
S
Mississippi bottomlands last v its.Geese — Sept. 8-Dec. 6
"fVIIDNIGHT M
Can Eat
worry,
year, has little cause to
zones), bag limit 5;
(north
COWGN3V
Includes
but the federal and state chang- poss. limit 10; Monday-Dec.
identificaes
as
to
species
and
COLORtyDeIjux«'
French Fries, Salad,
(south zones), same limI. rt?S
v-/ - ¦ . - ; ¦ Ilniied/irti»t«'
tion of birds, will need some; 6its.
Rolls & Butter
.
attention in advance of the Grouse (sharptailed)—Sept.
*
opening.
$1.15
"You Won't Leave
WR
8-Nov. 1 (north zones), bag
COMPLETE
limit
6;
poss,
limit
12;
Sept.
Contest Winners
Mj S \ Our Dining Room
$1 ^ C
^mt l
29—Nov. 1 (south zones),
Winning fish in a stateCOUNTRY STYLE
|
bag limit 4; poss. limit 8.
Hungry!"
wide contest that ran all
# Jf *}
JmfrT'
WO
season gives a good idea
Partridge (Hungarian)—Sept.
Tonlte: 7:15
how large fish grow in a 29—Nov.
bag limit 6; poss.
35C-$I.OO-$1.25
given area. Here are the top limit 12. 1,
i
i
———.^——* ¦
winners in the contest conVEGETABLES—SALAD-HOT BISCUITS
(gun) — Sept. 8-varies
Deer
ENDS TONITE'
ducted by the St. Paul paI
per this season.
Dail
y
News
Winona
~~
"HANG 'EM HIGH**
MUSKIE: 40 lbs., 10 oz. ,
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 53, 1969
AT 7:15
Bradley
caught by 15-year-old
VOLUME 113. NO. 258
Minn.,
in
OP
Shopp
of
Rosemount,
"GOOD-—BAD—UGLY"
^j lmfwr
™E
Lake of the Woods near Bau- Published dally except Saturday and HoiAT 9:15
MAJESTIC
yJ8wM\
Idays by Republican and Herald Publishdette, Minn.
ing Company. 601 Franklin St» Winona,
NORTHERN -PIKE: 25 lbs., Minn 55987.
6 oz., caught by Mrs. Dorsey
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
SUPPER CLUB '*^0&
U fB5g|^^922SSS9SSSS&
of Ely, Minn., with her Single copy — 10c Dally, 20c Sunday ' \\'m,
RESTAURANT Arnold
Fountain City, Wli.
catch from White Iron Lake Delivered by Carrier—Per Wetk 50 cents XA ! ^»
sdSfiur&S
.
near Ely.
26 week) S12.75
52 winks t25.SU
and
' ^B^B^B^BM
MinSUH^^*'HH M^BM^y
'VJEl^B^BH
I HHBHfllBGiBHE.
By
mall
strictly
In
advancei
paper
stopI EiiMml^HDwrV'^B^H
WALLEYETTS lbs., 3 oz,, ped on expiration date:
^***^^^^.^^a^Znsfa- ^^^^^^^^^^t^S*aaa*^KaaaaBE
^,
^^'*ff^
PANCAKE HOUSE caught
.'^
^
A ^»^L
;
^^ wf i'^^^^tWaaW ^^^^^^^
'Tf iam ^^-*". " \|Sf3tT - llF^HB ^HKr
Thomas
E.
Forby
H
^
In
Fillmore,
Houston,
Olmsted,
Wabasha,
t 'v^B^H
Junction Highway. 14
Winona COUD JIM In Minnesota; Buftune, St. Paul, from Mille and
I ¦HjMHHHL ^f^^B
falo, Jackson, Pepin, and Trompealaau
and
61,
Winona,
Minn.
Lac near Garrison.
..* , _ , JjL.
IN DOWNfOWN WINONA
counties In Wisconsin) and lo military
BK
BB^
B^B^B^BV^3
B^
Open Dally 6 a.m.-2 a.m.
I?^I
with military addresses In tha
CRAPPIE: 3 lbs., 6 oz., personnel
^B^B^B^B
JHj?
^B^
B^B
JnWE
flfcg^^WSa] "Created Bocausa You Love Fln« Things"
continental United Statea ant) overseas
B ^BIB^B^^B^B^B^B^B^BHHL
iVH
wmmin^mKmm ^^mmMMWHmmmm ^m—^mwim ^mm ^m^m^mm ^mmmmt ^mmm *mim ^^
caught by Douglas Beell, wllh APO or FPO addresses .
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Piping Hot

su.oo 3 monlhi
Sf.oo 1 month
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Elsewhere —
In United Statea and Canada
I year
122,00 a months
J7.00
. months
$12.00 I monlh
«2.50
Sunday News only, 1 year
.. . . . $7.50
Second class nosings paid at Wlnon*Mlnn.
Send change ot address, notices, undollv
ered copies, subscription ordeM and other
ma.ll Items W Wlnone Daily News, P . .
Box 70. Wlncna. Minn. 85987.
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State Attorney General Rules in Favor of Locally-Imposed Sales Taxes

By GERRY NELSON
only be collected if they do not where voters are to decide next of the funds, less handling ex- by the state tax department, but "Were the local tax not to be sonnel to handle local taxes. collection of a city sales tax
SI. PAUL (AP) - In a rul- interfere with regular taxes of Tuesday on whether to impose penses, back into the city gov- it was authorized by a special identical, it would likely be Head said it can, provided ap- "would put such a strain" on
ing Monday, Atty. Gen. Douglas the department.
a local one per cent sales tax. ernment.
law and is not involved in more economical for the muni- proval is gotten from the legis- the department so as to imHead said that the state Tax Ifee ruling said the Tax De- If approved, the local tax will Head's opinion said the pro- Head's ruling.
pair its efficiency for regular
cipality to administer and col- lative advisory committee.
Departmentmay collect locally partment is not compelled to pad the present three per cent posed"arrangement is authorized Logan said in the case of Du- lect ' the tax itself," Logan said. Head made it clear that the duties.
imposed "piggyback" sales sign such agreements until sat- statewide sales tax.
under the Joint Powers Act— luth or other cities, it would be Logan said the "total costs" decision in each case wil be up If Duluth voters reject tha
taxes.
isfied with the arrangements.
proposed tax next week, the
As it would work, the state which permits.various units of "administratively
impractic- of collecting the local tax must to the tax department.
The attorney: general . added, One specific area where the would collect the four per cer& government to join for a com- able" for the state to tackle be borne by the local govern- "We wish to emphasize that question of a specific contract
however, , that the taxes could ruling might apply is in Duluth figure and channel one per cent mon purpose, 777
piggyback taxes that differ from ment. This would be done by while the commissioner of tax- between a city and the tax deThe. attorney general did at- the state tax.
having the state skim off its ation is authorized...to enter in- partment would not arise until
tach several major conditions to The state sales tax does not share before returning the col- to an agreement with the city for there is a concrete proposal
this purpose, he is not required from some other city.
aiiy piggyback tax arrange- apply to groceries, drugs and lectee amount to the city.
;
to do so," Head declared.
ment:
The
major
question
dealt
with
St. Paul Mayor Thomas Byrne
clothing. A local government
—The local tax must be es- thus could not impose a broader was whether the tax depart- Head said the tax commis- has supported the idea of a losentially identical to the state general sales tax.
ment could hire additional per- sioner should consider whether cal income tax.
tax. . .
—The stste tax department
must be paid by the city for all
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The ant, Robert Keefe, said the sen- he should have-disqualified him- costs of collecting the local tax.
Senate Judiciary Committee ator wanted to check on wheth- self in the Case because the '—The tax commissioner has
opened its second week of hear- er Haynsworth owned any Ches- vending machine company was the option of rejecting any prois pending before the
ings into Judge \Ctement F. apeake & Ohio Railroad stock at doing business with Deering-" posed tax collection agreements WASHINGTON (AP) - The placing the admittedly crum- The American Institute of Ar- measure
Works CommitSenate
Public
milll6tt
plan
to
obliterate
the
the
wall
agreeing
$45
chitects,
while
sandstone
with
an
bling
walls
Haynsworth's nomination to the the time that he sat on cases in- Milliken/
with local governments.
tee.
Supreme Court today by calling volving that firm. '
A number of local govern- only remaining original part of extension housing a half-dozen should be repaired, says it is in
who
for his testimony on a second Haynsworth testified last Haynsworth denied any con- ments have been eyeing dither the nation's Capitol has run into restaurants, scores of offices no danger of collapsing and has The 79-year-old Stewart,
became Capitol architect in
its first Senate obstacle in the
controversial stock transaction. week he has disqualified himself flicts of interest.
local
sales
taxes
or
local
infor
its
renovation
in
its
called
and bathrooms and a handful of
1954, carried through the controHaynsworth ^ supporters had in all cases in which "I have White House Press Secretary come taxes -as a way out of a person of Sen. William Proxpresent location.
versial extension of the Capihearing
rooms.
Ronald
L.
Ziegler
said
Monday
chairman
of
the
subcommire,
beeitt scheduled to testily today, had a sto<;k interest."
financial dilemma. The theory
considering the proposal. The project would take four Proxmire, a member of the tol's east front and the Rayburn
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Handsome, Hardback Book
Commemorates Space Epic

Hard to answer specifically
without knowing the sifce of
tbe room and the . amount of
The complete story of mankind's .greatest adventure.
ventilation. And knowing how
often you assembler a model.The 70,000-word text is by John Barbour, an Associated Press space expert. Included'ate more than 100 of
With good ventilation; it
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This is a big, handsome volume you will cherish 7. .as
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Kennedy s re-e ntry

Never too late
"Youthful mothers, police officers , military
men with 20 years or more of sendee behind
them, and other mid-careerists are how 'retiring' with greater frequency than ever in order
to go back to school to prepare themselves for
new occupations ," writes Rita Stafford Dunn ,
director of the New York State Teacher Reserve Center of Long Island University .
Dr. Dunn 's report, "Continuing Education
Comes of Age," appeared in a recent issue of
the Journal of the National Association of Women Deans and Counselors. "And they are taking
these bold steps," she continues, "when even
the cliche's proclaim that they are 'just beginning to live.' "
SUCH CHANGES are clearly evident at
many colleges, but particularly so at public institutions , such as Winona State College, where
anythe "older"' student is not even noticed many
more Among these men and women are
who have reassessed the meaning and direction
achievof their lives and in so doing they haveexplore.
to
strengths
ed deeper insights and new
College counselors find that the idea of startgrading advanced education usually develops
University
the
of
Matthews
ually As Esther
of Oregon , also a specialist in adult education
puts it, adequate "inner preparation" is of vital
importance. The woman whose husband and
children energetically volunteer to take on expanded responsibilities for management of
the home is at a great advantage. She runs few
risks in the reordering of the patterns of family life when she returns to school. For her, inner preparation is; readily achieved.
On the other hand , for some a long period of
soul-searching is inevitable. Many women, even
after receiving a vote of confidence on the home
front will ask themselves, do "they " inwardly
resent the changes. ahead in our way of life?
Am I insensitive to their true attitudes?
Dr. Matthews reports that college counselors
frequently talk with women who are anxious to
expand their activities as family responsibilities lessen. Often, however, these women have
mixed feelings because they have consistently
placed the welfare, security, and growth of everyone in the famil y ahead of their own . And
there are other inhibiting" factors.'"
IT IS NOT news that re-experiencing the student role of threatening, foi" many adults. The
whole idea of concentrated study and competitive evaluation may revive earlier experience.
Even the excellent . student , man or woman,
may be tense over his ability to repeat the performance of 20 years earlier.
Most adults were brought up in an earlier tradition which held' that a steady decline
of intellectual ability with age was common if
not inevitable. A recent viewpoint is that maturity is accompanied in most cases by rising
power of discipline , purpose, and commitment
to self-selected tasks.
Today professional counselors are assisting
the returning student in a variety of ways. Some
adult students are encouraged to audit a course
or two before signing, up for credit. Others try
out a volunteer job in a "new " field; still others have signed up for a TV course in a foreign
language as a first step. Testing one's strength
in these ways can tap capabilities, keep the
mind open, and awaken enthusiasm as well as
establish confidence.
COUNSELORS and other officials at all
college are anxious to help the returning student. And teachers love them still more, for the
older student — as the GI who came home from
World War II—brings an intensity and clarity
of purpose, a maturity and a determination
that is ordinarily a cut above that of the younger student .
The younger student , of course, has something to teach the older student , and the classroom is - an ideal setting, for there they are
;
equal. — A.B.

Thfe apple farmer
Although the operation involves relatively
few farmers, the nearby Minnesota and Wisconsin area has become a major producer of apples.
7
The pickers are now scrambling around , in
and up the heavily loaded trees in commercial
orchards at Lake City , Bluff Siding, Galesville
and Dakota-La Crescent .
In the latter area , which logically calls itself
the Apple Capital of Minnesota , the yield at 16
large orchards could be as much as a half-million bushels this year . Both the expansion of
existing orchards and plans for others cause observers to predict that in a decade the production might be a million bushels .
Long ago it was predicted that climatic
conditions in the area would permit Hiawatha
Valley orchards to rival the famous Wenatchee
area of central Washington , a prediction that
no longer seems outrageous ,
Area apples are shipped to markets all over
the Midwest , to the South as far as Texas and
into Canada.
The local trade , of course , is an important.
one to the growers. A visit to any a rea orchard
will verify the huge on-the-spot sale.
This coming weekend La Crescent will be
observing its annual app le festival , an apple
promotion that also benefits growers in other
areas.
Sn it' s on to Ln Crescent this weekend.
— A.B.
¦
For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ:
For it Is the power of Ood unto snlvntlon to everyone that belicveth ,—Romans 1:1(5 .
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Green Beret trial belongs in US
WASHINGTON -- The Army
will long regret its decision to
try the Green Berets for murder
in a field military court martial
whose verdict , by the very nature of the circumstances , will be
forever debatable.
Already, there had been an
ugly odor arising from this
cloak-and-dagger case, which involves the killing of a South Vietnamese, Thai Khac Chuyen,
claimed by defense counsel to
have been a double agent. For
the principal defendant , C o 1.
Robert Rheault of the Special
Forces in Vietnam , has had a
record of marked heroism and
devotion to duty, and the issues
raised here have frightening implications.
ALREADY, some

Americans

with past experience in the darker and clandestine side of war-

fare had been wondering aloud
whether the colonel arid his associates were perhaps b e i n g
thrown to the wolves under pressure from the South Vietnamese
government or, alternatively,
simply because they followed the
harsh orders of wartime in an action that backfired upon higher authorities.
Such suggestions may,- of
course, be utterly unwarranted,
given all the inside facts, and
this columnist, for one, strongly
suspects that just this* is the
case . Nevertheless, a court martial in the field , with all its inherent power to retreat behind security clamp-downs, is the very.
last forum for a satisfactory in-

quest into this business.
The plain truth is that all sorts
of sinister and quite likely fantastically false rumors have been
flying about for months — whispers that the Central.Intelligence
Agency had , reason to want Thai
Khac Chuyen liquidated; and
that some of the regular Army
types were jealous of the elite
green 'Berets; and so on.
THE MERE existence of such

rumors . strongly supports t h e
wisdom of protests made in Congress that this extraordinarily
difficult thing should have been
transferred to Washington for
trial and ventilation under supervision of the very highest authorities in the Pentagon . .
The Democratic leader of the
House, Rep. Cart Albert of Oklahoma , is concerned that the most
basic rights of American soldiers
m i- ' g' .h t become "bargaining
points" in this country's relationship with allies.
Now, no member of Congress
knows the full story, of course .
But this is the very point. They
should know it or be able to learn
it.; '
One can sympathize with the
dilemma of Secretary of the
Army Stanley Resor, who has declined to intervene against the
field court martial on the ground
that he should not tamper with
the ordinary course of military
justice. But this is anything but
an ordinary case.
Apart from the central fact
that it involves the liberties and
honor of men who have repeatedly put their lives on the line
for the rest of us, there is another immense consideration. The
entire military service has long
been under sustained and even
savage attack from the new pacifists. Already, it is hard enough
io find young men willing to take
on the hard role of the combat
officer .
ANY suspicion, however false,

V
. v TH £V.VE - REA<HE> /Vtil<3H LEVEL OF ' INTE LLIGENCE,.
• BUT y THEY 'R E: . gREEWNS THEMSELVES INTO EXTINCTI ON."

that such officers can be destroyed by hindsight judgments to placate either an ally or an antimilitary bloc here at home must :
be smashed. And it can only be
smashed in the full Tight of day.
The critics of the Army here are
its friends; not its enemies.
Everybody concerned, including a CIA unable by its function
to talk back in public, would be
better off by a method of justice
not only done, but justice also
seen to have been done.
United Feature Syndicate

Poor Richard's Almanac (Nixon style)
NEW YORK — The road to
heaven is paved with good intentions.
To govern is not to choose but
to compromise.
War is heck!
Good words are no substitute
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for hard deeds, and noble rhetoric is no guarantee of noble results, but they 're better than
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Lighting up the alley
From an editorial in
Christian Science Monitor

America doesn't need another
blind alley for those who cannot
cope with reality without physical stimulants . Already the nation has between five and six million alcoholics. It would be the
most pitiable folly if it now raised a strain of drug-takers .
Attorney General John N.
Mitchell testified before the Senate juvenile delinquency subcommittee that more than half of
those arrested for drug use last
year were young people under 21,
and more than three-fourth s under 25. Arrcsls were up 322 percent since 1960. And when one
considers that present laws often
go unenforced — as reportedl y
wns the case at the recent Woodslock festival which brought , 400,000 young folk to Bethel , N .Y. —
the drug-taking phenomenon in
America seems clearly to be gelting out of hand.
There 's confusion in three
areas:
• Present laws don't fit all aspects of drug-taking today, The
five - year minimum prison penalty for use of marijuana , for example, may he Ino hea vy for afirst - user. Att orney General
Mitchell thus proposes that penalties be matched to the category
of offender — the professional
trafficker who should be hit. hard

legally, the experimenter who
could be penalized sharply but
not unreasonably, and the addicted who needs to be cured more
than punished.
• Not enough is known about
drug-use and its effects . The legal confusion reflects this general ignorance of the problem .
• The public has to face up to
the family, social, educational
failures that lead to drug-taking.
The drug-use upsurge is a symptom of the failure of young folk
to find' challenge , relevance , fulfillment in their lives. Drug-induced passivity is but. the brother
of violent activism among the
young, The auto and easy transportation , TV and easy communication , are part of a life style
wherein drug-taking ilself becomes easy. Citizens must think
more deeply about the real substance of moder n life — its capacity for vigorous effort , integrity,
justice.,
America 's approach to the
drug phenomenon has been too
sketch y, too naive and at times
too blindly heavy-handed. A major national study either by tho
Surgeon General or a special
commission is called for. Laws
niny have to he revamped , But
mosl importa nt , the nation must
square off intelligently against
the drug-t aking trend. Too many
young folk are alread y playing in
thai dark alley.

nothing.
Don't watch what I do, but listen to what I say.
Early to bed and early to rise
is a silly proposition if you don 't
advertise.
We are neither boastful of our
power, nor apologetic about it—
just confused .
.War is a nuisance.
The smaller they come, the
harder they fall.
For every evil under the sun ,
There is a remedy or there is
none:
If there be one, try and find it;
If there be none , never min d it .
A wise man never talks about
negotiations unless he is losing.
Don 't do today what you can
put off till tomorrow .
Remember the people , but
don 't forget Generals Thieu and
Ky.
Wars are fought by soldiers
but declared by (Democratic)
politicians .
However great the tide, it ebbs.
Promise much and there will
he many in search of you ,
Fortune comes in a slender
stream , but misfortune in a torrent.
The closed han d gets the shut
fisl ,
GRAFFITI
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It takes a long time to clean
up after one of Sen. Kennedy's
speeches, but somebody must
do the janitorial chores, so here
we go.
It is my contention that
shrewd observers of the American scene are aware that if you
ever get into serious trouble,
you should take a har d left tack .
The reason is that it is thought
to be dangerous (it isn't, really)
and you therefore receive the
adulation of those who are always
waiting for new heroes, or for
fresh feats of leftism by the old
heroes , Sen. Kennedy is, how
shall we put it, attempting a
comeback; and this was his first
extra - Chappaquiddick venture,
and what did he do, why of
course he denounced the Vietnam
war, the Saigon government,
and Richard M . Nixon.
; The newspapers f o r t h «
most part stressed Mr. Kennedy's charges that we are dealing , with a "corrupt'' regime
which if it doesn't .come around,
we Should simply abandon.
For an official from the state
which after 400 years of democratic p olitics has finally arrived at Massachusetts eudaemonia,
to criticize the achievements of
the Vietnamese who have been
self-governing for jus t over a
dozen years is what , in deference to the holy season , one
must describe as high chutzpah.
And then Sen . Kennedy, looking indignantly over in the. direction of Richard Nixon, reminds
us that no progress whatsoever
has been made in 16 months.
That is correct. It is also/ correct
that 17 months ago he and others
were telling us that we could
make progress if only we moved
to the negotiating tables, that we
would make progress if we stopped the bombing. We did both
these things and casualties rose.
Does Sen. Kennedy, the pragmatist, now recommend the resumption of the bombing? No, of

course not, although he is as full
of advice as he was a year ago
— which advice , when we took it,
availed us not at all ,
THE WAR in Vietnam, said
the senator, to his audience, "has
been rejected by a great majority of the American people."
When?
We had a great big national
election less than one year ago
today, and the people elected as
president a man who pledged
himself to continue to underwrite
a commitment begun by Sen.
Kennedy 's brother when he sent
15,000 American troops to Vietnam in 1963. At the Democratic
convention in August a full day
was devoted to the question ot
whether we should stop t h e
bombing unilaterally, and that
debate was won by the hawks.
Whose candidate , Humphrey,
was beaten by a senior hawk. So
what is Sen. Kennedy talking
about? It is true that the United
States is tired of the war, and
even more true that the United
States is tired of the false advice
of those who have told us we
must not fight to win, and that
we can count on sweet reason asserting itself at the conference table and lobotomizing the Vietcong into sweetness and light.
And yes, it is of course necessary to blame on the Vietnam
war all the other evils that flesh
is heir to. On account of the Vietnam war, says the senator , "poverty at home will go on." Sen.
Kennedy belongs to the party
whose economic doctrine is that
there is nothing like a little war
or pyramid building to keep the
economy brisk . "Prices will rise
and the economy will continue to
weaken," the senator moans . If
anyone can find me one vote by
Sen. Kennedy in favor of one
measure designed to reduce government spending, I will retire
to the DMZ.
But such speeches are not for
analyzing. They are to give out
vibrations and Zing! go the
strings of their hearts, you watch.

No identity crisis ]
By ANTHONY LEWIS

KORCULA, Yugoslavia—Alienation, the identity crisis arid the
other vogue illnesses of the modern middle-class man must have
something to do with his loss of
geographical roots.
He lives in a suburb that itself
has no identity, or he has lived
in half a dozen places with no
real attachment to any. If he
does not know who he is, that is
in part because he does not know
where he is from.
NO SUCH psychological void
afflicts the people of Korcula , a
medieval walled town on an
island of the same name, halfway between Split and Dubrovnik. They belong, and they are secure in the knowledge that they
do. No observant visitor could
miss the fact. How does it happen?
Insularity plays a part. Islanders always tend to have more
consciousness of place because of
their physical separation. Remote from the outside world, they
turn in on "themselves.
But there are islands without
distinction , peopled by men with
no sense of independence.
History has given the Korcula ns a spirit of shared danger and
survival. They have fought invaders for centuries and, most of the
time, maintained some degre e of
independence .
The advent of Tito 's communism has had remarkably little
effect on the island society. Old
families have adap ted , and some
of their sons now hold office in
Belgrade . Dr. Georg Arneri c, a
marvelously renaissance figure
from one of the great aristocratic families , remarks- dryly that
when his two daughters left the
island to fight the Germans,
"They left with the whites and
came back with the Reds. "
• The sense of continuit y is powerful . Ambroz Kapor , who like
most of the others fought for
Tito's partisans , lives in t h e
house that , his famil y has occupied for 300 years; he was married in its private chapel .
Korcula is a very small place,
only 2,400 . inhabitants . Everyone
knows everyone else.
IT IS ALL very romantic, bur
what has it to do with the 20th
Century ?
We cannot , many of us, live on
Islands , or in wnlled towns, or in
old family houses. Wc cannot
even follow Ihe famous advice of
Mr. Justice Brandeis to stay in
our "hinterland " : There Is no
way now to stop tho flow of mankind from the villages and small
towns to the groat urba n sprawls.
But there is something to be
learned from Korcula . What matters here is less I he walls or the
water around than the sense of
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community within. Somehow we
must find ways of nourishing this
sense in our urban societies.
We may not fight together
against the Hapsburgs, for example, but we can join in resisting
the enemies of life in our civilization . — the forces that smash beauty for short-term profit,. that
plan order and produce sterility,
that value "traffic flow " over
functioning h u m a n arrangements. Anyone who has been
through a neighborhood battle
against an encroaching highway
or airport knows the intense feelings of shared community purpose such struggles can arouse,
The sense of communit y need
not come only from crisis. The
key factor is probably size . Nations and even cities are too
large. Part of the genius of London is that it remains a collection of villages, and people can
identify with Islington or Swiss
Cottage or Carlyle Square . The
same should be true for Roxbury
and Watts and Bedford-Stuyvcsant.
Governments and business and
weapons all grow larger and
more powerful , but man 's yearnings have really not changed .
Among other things, he wants to
be part of a tribe, a neighborhood , a community — an encompassabl e group of fellow beings.
New York Times News Service

CONVENIENCE
SERVICES FOR

Herbert (Mick) Thlele
1 p.m. Wednesday
St. Martin'* Ev. Lutheran

George F, Loppnow
3 p.m.Wednesday
Breitlow-Msrtln Chapel

Breitlow-M a rrin
Funera l Home
374 EAST SARNIA
WINONA , MINN.
Phone Day or Night 8-1538

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Funerals
Arnold H. Arntsen

Funeral services for Arnold
Arntsen, 463 Dacota St., who
died Monday at Community
Memorial Hospital, will be at
2 p.m. Wednesday at MeKinley
United Methodist Church, the
MONDAY
Rev. Glenn Quam officiating.
ADMISSIONS
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Karen Gaulke, 900 E. Waba- Cemetery.
7
sha St.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Shirleen Lande, 726 £. 5th Funeral Home this evening from
St.
7 to 9 ahd at the church WedLouis Stephan, Dover, Minn, nesday after 1 p.m. World War
Miss Florence Runge, 663 I Barracks will conduct a servWashington St.
ice at the funeral home this
DISCHARGES
evening at 7.
Miss Susan Euehmann, 226 W.
Allie L. Bryan
4th St. Mrs. Ronald Kiefer, Lewiston, Funeral services for ABie L.
Bryan, Sauer Memorial Home,
Minn.
Mrs. Daniel Pozanc and baby, were today at 11 a.m. at Immaculate Conception Catholic
Rollingstone, Minn.
Roy Larson, 251 Washington Church, Wilson, the Rev. David
Busch officiating. Burial was
St. 7.
Mrs. Donald Johns and baby, in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Gerald ReWinoha Bt. 1.
dig, Ben Rolfing, Mark ZimMrs. Paul Dettloff and baby, merman,
Marcel Chouinard,
Arcadia, Wis.
Eugene
and
James Karasch.
Mrs. . Richard Kluzik, 327
Chatfield St.
Mrs. Herbert Bohn
BIRTH
Funeral services for Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome R. Ku- Herbert E. Bohn, 728 E. Howard
las, 7421 E, Sanborn St., a son. St., were today at 9 a.m. at
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart,
Albert Babler, Merchants Ho- the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Sunday.
was
admitted
tel,
Dittman officiating. Burial was
in Woodlawn Cemetery.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Pallbearers were: Harold E.
Arnold A. Nelson,
Erickson,
LONG BEACH, Calif. (SpeRaycial) — To SFM2 and Mrs. Ed- Terry and Donald Lynch,
Haun.
and
Harold
mond
win Schell, a daughter Sept. 16
at Long Beach. Grandparents,
Herbert Thiele
are Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Speltz Funeral services for Herbert
and Mrs. Neola Schell, Rolling- (Mick) Thiele, Minneapolis,
stone.
St. Mary's
STILLWATER, Minn. — M*„, who die*d Sunday atWis.,
followMadison,
Hospital,
and Mrs. Roger M. Harris, Stillwater, a daughter, Sept. 15. ing a short illness, will be WedPaternal grandparents are Mr. nesday at 1 p.m. at St. Martin's
and Mrs. R. H, Harris, 773 W. Lutheran Church, the Rev. A.
U. Deye officiating. Burial
5th St., Winona.
will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Friends may call at BreitMunicipal Court
low-Martin Funeral Home this
eVening from 7 to 9 and at the
WINONA
Wednesday after i.2
Attorney Richard H. Darby churchA de-votional
service will
noon.
entered a plea of not guilty be held at the funeral home
to a charge of minor with in- this evening at 8:45>
toxicating liquor in possession
in behalf of his client James
Martin Boe
Smith, 505 Deborah Ave. who Funeral services for Martin
did not appear in court. Special Boe , 800 Gilmore Ave., who
Judge Dennis A. Challeen died of a heart attack Sunday,
scheduled trial for 10 a.m. Oct.' will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at
27 and released Smith on bis Watkowski Funeral Home, Rayown recognizance. Smith was mond Buege, chaplain of the
arrested Aug. 24 at Prairie Is- Veterans of Foreign Wars, ofland.
ficiating. Blirial will be in WoodThomas G, Yakish* 21, 820, lawn Cemetery, with • military
48th St., Goodview pleaded rites by the VFW.
guilty to driving without a li- Friends may call at the fucense and was fined $15. He neral home this evening from
was arrested at 9:15 a.m. Mon- 7 to 9.
day at West 5th and Johnson
streets.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Darby requested that a formMonday
al complaint be made against 3:30 p.m.—Dan
C, 12 barges,
his client Ronald J. Mitchell, down.
Wis.,
Galesville,
who
is
23,
6:30 p.m. — Tennessee, 12
charged with displaying prohib- barges,
ited flashing lights on his cab. Small down.
craft-^6.
No plea was entered and tbe
Today
case was continued until Oct. 7. Flow >- 8,600 cubic feet per
Mitchell was arrested by the second at 8 a.m. today.
Highway Patrol at 12:10 a.m.
Sept. 16 at Highway 61-14 and
LEWISTON FILING OPEN
Huff Street.
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
FORFEITURES:
James Stutzka, 473 E. 4th St., — Filing for the Nov. 4 election
$5, overtime parking, 7:25 p.m. in Village of Lewiston opened
May 2, meter 19, Lafayette today and will close Oct. 7.
Ihe terms of Vernon Zander,
Street.
Thomas P. Dwyer II, La mayor; Robert Kanz, trustee,
Crosse, Wis., $30, speeding 77 Mrs. Roger Allrich, treasurer,
m.p.h. in a 55 zone, 5:43 p.m. will expire at the end of this
Thursday, Highway 61 at Good- year. Candidates should file
with the village clerk.
view, Highway Patrol.
Ruth M. Lucas, 227 W, Wabasha St,, $30, speeding 75 axle weight, 2 p.m. Sept. 16,
m.p.h. in a 55 zone, 5:35 p.m. Highway 61 at Winona scale.
CORRECTION
Thursday, Highway 61 north of
It erroneously appeared in
Winona, Highway Patrol.
Donald Burt, Red Top Trail- Monday's municipal court coler Court, $5, overtime parking, umn that a charge of driving
4:09 p.m. Aug. 15, East 3rd without a license against Francis G. Dzwonkowski, 127 E.
Street.
Steven Schuh, 518 Winona St., King St., was dismissed. It
$5 , overtime parking, 12:07 p.m. should have read that DzwonAug. 27, meter 50, Center kowski forfeited bond of $15.
He was arrested at 4:30 a.m.
Street.
Kenneth Sumner, Minneapo- Sunday at East 3rd and 1/alnut
lis, Minn., $25. over tandem streets.
VUltlng nount Medlcil end surgical
patlsntsi J lo 4 end 7 to 1:30 p.m. (no
children undir 12.)
Mittrnlty pallint>i 3 te 3:30 end J ta
•:3o p,m. (Adulli enly.)
Visiters to e patient limited te two
at one time.

In Years Gone By
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959
Nikita Khrushchev, tired but smiling, arrived in the
heart of Iowa's tall corn country today and announced; "This
is going to be a jovial day. "
Dry and cooler weather is upon the Winona area.
Basil W. Leggin, g.-and knight of Winona Knights of
Columbus Council 639 presented a check for $500 to the Very
Rev. Msgr. J. R. Feitdn in part payment for Knight's pledge
toward Catholic Recreational Center.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1944
Miss Donna Ahrens Went, lo Chicago to spend a few
days with friends.
Dr. and Mrs. A. .1, Large will go to Milwaukee Sunday
where he will attend the educational congress of the optometric extension program.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919
The Rt. Rev. P. R, Heffron, bishop of Winona , will sail
from New York next week on the stenrner Patria for Rome.
With the arrival of Instruments which are expected daily,
the Winona Normal School will bear the proud distinction of
possessing the first free dental clinic in Winona County for
school children.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1894
Henry Hess has returned from Minneapolis.
M. G. Norton's residence? was struck by lightning Saturday afternoon. The lightning knocked a few bricks off the
chimney and twisted tho lightning rod, but did no other damage.

One-Hundred Yea rs Ago . . . 1869
Another immense audience , largely composed of Indies ,
assembled nt Philharmonic Hall last night to see "Frou-Frou."

TUESDAY

Two-State Funerals

SEPTEMBER 23, 1949

Arland M. Hoff

Reilfy, 88, *wcre held Monday at
St. Peter's Catholic Church,
Hokah. the Rev. Peter Coleman
Officiating. Burial was in Mt.
Calvary Cemetery, Hokah. He
died Thursday at a La Crosse
hospital after a lingering illness.
Operator of a grocery store
at Hokah for 40 years, he was
postmaster here from 1935 to
1951. He was born at Hokah to
Edward and Maria Reilly. Retiring in 1951, he spent the last
few years in La Crosse. He
married Julia Olson. He was a
member of St, Peter's Church.
Survivors are: One son, Richard, St. Paul, and one grandson. His. wife, three brothers
and five sisters have died.

Judge
Police Probe Chicago
Denies Motion
Two Thefts Of Wabasha Man

MABEL, Minn. (Special) Funeral services for Arland M.
Weather
Hoff, 64, were held Friday at
Two-State Deaths a funeral home in Austin. Burial
Police are investigating tbe
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
theft of a car they recovered WABASHA, Minn. - -A U.S.
WB
in
Grandviesv
Memorial
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Harold Haugland
yesterday and the theft of District Court judge in Chicago
MONDOVI, Wis. - The Rev. Garden, Austin. He died Wedby
a
denied
a
motion
Monday
Stage Today Chg.
a tire from another car,
at St. Olat ' Hospital,
Harold Haugland, 56, Mondovi, nesday
Wabasha man to defend him- Red Wing . . . . . . 14
Winona
Typewriter
Co
reAustin.
.
2.3 . .. ..
died Monday afternoon at St.
self on a charge of conspiring Lake City
ported
Monday
afternoon
that
He
was
born
Aug.
10
,
1905,
6.0 — .1
Joseph's Hospital, Marshfield,
to destroy Selective Service
a 1964-model sedan belonging to Records.
Mabel to Mr. and Mrs. HelWabasha ...... 12 7.1 + .2
where he was admitted Sept. 11. at
the company had been stolen
Hoff. He married Margaret
Alma Dam .... .. 4.1 . . . .
He had been pastor of Central mer
sometime between Saturday Judge Edwin A. Robson re- Whitman Dam . . . . 2.5 + .1
Mathison
of
Mabel
in
1929
and
Lutheran Church, Mondovi, for moved to Austin the same year.
fused
a
motion
by
Charles
T.
and Monday. Officers Edward
Winona Dam .. .. 3.0 .. ..
21 years.
Matthees and George Kostner Smit, 25, Wabasha, to defend WINONA . . . . . . 13 5.3 ...
Survivors are: His wife; one
judge
himself
Robson
Said
the
. Funeral arrangements are be- son, Donald, Minneapolis; two
recovered the car at the Holirremp'eau Pool .. 10.1 :• ..+ .1
ing completed by Kjentvet & daughters, Mrs, Dean (Helen)
day Inn parking lot at 6:30 p.m. courts can deny such a motion rrenap'eau Dam .. - ¦' ¦. 3.9 - .i
Son Funeral Home.
Monday while cruising the area. when it is felt that the defen- Dakota . . . . . . . . .. 7.4 ¦:. . ..
Hoffman, St. Ansgar, Iowa, and
rights would not be suf- Dresbach Pool'- . .. 9.5
(Barbara)
Mrs.
Melvin
Maricle,
Mrs. Ben Wehlage, Minneso- dant's
-f ,1
Mrs. Anne Boyum
ficiently protected.
Elk
River,
Minn.;
1,1
grandchilMinn.,
ta
City,
told
police
that
Dresbach Dam. .. 1.5 .. ..
7.
George
F.
Loppnow
LANESBORO, Minn. (SpeciaD dren, .and one brother,
'
Smit
was
one
of
15
persons
Melvin, ROLLINGSTONE, Minn. - between 10:30 p.m. Monday and
12 4.6 .. ..
— Mrs. Anne Boyum, 91, died Mabel. His parents,
arrested May 25 after a Selec- La Crosse
two
brothers
Funeral services for George F. 1 a.m. today someone took a tive Service office wa» broken
Tributary Streams
Monday afternoon at Harmony
Community Hospital where she and one grandson have died. Loppnow, Rollingstone, Rt. 1, spare tire from her unlocked into, records covered with paint Zumbro at Theilm'n.28.1 — .1
who died Saturday at his home, station wagon and ransacked and tossed into a bonfire.
had been a patient several
Tremp'eau at Dodge 2.1 ..
Emil A, Wockenfuss
will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. the glove compartment while He was indicted June 3 and Black at Galesville. . 1.1 — .1
weeks.
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. - at
Breitlow-Martin Funeral tbe vehicle was parked in the pleaded innocent in the Chica- La Crosse at W. Sal. 3.8
The former Anne Marie Funeral services for Emil A.
National Bank park- go District Court. Bond was
Thompson, she was born March Wockenfuss, part owner of the Home, Winona, the Rev. Ronald Merchants
ing
lot,
East
2nd and Lafayette set at $2,500 and pretrial mo- Root at Houston .... 5.4 + .1
St.
Martin's
Lutheran
Jansen,
4, 1878, in Arendahl Township, Cisewski - Wockenfuss garage
RIVER FORECAST
Value of the tire was tions were scheduled for Sept.
Fillmore County, to Mr. and here until he sold out and rear- Church, Winona, officiating. streets.
Wed Thurs. Frl.
Nothing
was
taken
from
the
$35.
15.
Mrs. Andrew Thompson and ed in 1985, will he Wednesday Burial will be iri the Money glove compartment.
Cre^k
Cemetery.
Red
Wing
.....
2.3 2.3 2.2
was married to A. O. Boyum at 9 a.m. at Burke's Funeral
' ¦.'
'•
. ¦
GREENFIELD LUTHERAN
WINONA ..... 5.3 5.3 5.3
Sept. 27, 1899. They lived in Home, Winona, and at 10 a.m. Friends may call at the fuPeterson until. 1925 when they at St. Paul's Catholic Church neral home this evening from Judge Grants Diyoree HARMONY, Minn. (Special) La Crosse .... 4.9 4.6 4.6
— Members of the Senior
moved here. She was a member here, the Rev. John F. Vincent 7 to 9 and Wednesday until
of Bethlehem Lutheran Church officiating. Burial will be in St. time of services. There will be Mrs. Ruth Dvorak, 40, Lewis- League of Greenfield Lutheran ETTRICK FIELD DAY.
a devotional service this eve- ton was granted a divorce from congregation painted the walls ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) and an honorary member of its Mary's Cemetery, Winona.
Friends
may
call
at
the
funening
at 8:45.
Conrad Dvorak, 64, by Judge of the youth room in tie church A crowd estimated at 700 atAmerican Lutheran Church Woral home this afternoon from 2
Glenn E. Kelley in District Sunday night. L u n c h , was tended the Ettrick Rod and Gun
men.
to
.
and
after
7
p.m.
Father
Court
this morning. They were served.
Survivors are: Six sons, Lee,
Club-sponsored field day SunTODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
will conduct a Christian
married April 15, 1948 in Wi- raine Sinclair, 603% E, Howard" day. Events included a coon
Lanesboro; Duane, Mabel; Orel, Vincent
wake service at 8.
Becky Baab, 663 Olmstead nona, and have three minor St, Attorney Richard H. Darby chase, trap-shooting and an exGrand Fork, N.D.; Amos, South
children.
St., 4.
Gate, Calif.; Norman, Palm
Patrick Reilly
represented the plaintiff. Roger hibit of antique firearms. CharDesert, Calif., and Forest, Lin- HOKAH, Minn. (Special) - Ricky . rabbit, Minnesota Witnesses were the plaintiff Poole was attorney for the de- coal broiled chicken was servcoln, Neb. ; six daughters, Miss Funeral , services for Patrick City, 4.
and the plaintiff's sister, Lor- fendant.
ed during the day.
A. Muriel and Mrs. Arnold
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Arnold (Almira) Larson, Winona; Mrs. Marvin (Vernelle)
Merrick, St. Paul; Mrs. C. F.
(Elsie) Hollern, Ringtown, Pa.,
and Mrs. P. W. (Rebecca) Williams, Redondo Beach, Calif.;
28 grandchildren; 3i greatgrandchildren; one brother, Andreas, Kalispell, Mont., and
three sisters, Mrs. W. H. (Bertha) Smith, Sr. Paul, and Mrs.
S. R. (Olga) Holland and Miss
Selma, Hettinger, N.D. Her
husband died in 1952 and a
daughter died in 1940.
Funeral services will be Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at Bethlehem
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Leon
Holtan officiating. Burial will
be in the Lanesboro Cemetery.
Pallbearers, all grandsons,
will be Wendell Larson, Kim
Boyum, Lowell Aakre, Jon
Nicholson, John Merrick and
Wendell Freiheit.
Friends may call at Johnson
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GET YOUR VIKINGS-COLTS TICKETS NOW!!

Ignatz Sobota

INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (Special) - Ignatz Sobota, 90, Independence, died Monday at
1:30 p.m. at St. Joseph Hospital,
Arcadia, where he had been
hospitalized 21 months.
A former operator of a drayline here, he was born Jan. 7,
1879 in Arcadia to Michaef and
Agatha Kulig Sobota and he
married Mary Slaby Nov. 5,'
1901.
Survivors are: Three sons,
Fred, Emil and Ernest, Independence; two daughters, Mrs.
Clara Evans, Rochester, and
Mrs. Darrell (Palchie) Asselin,
Duluth, Minn. ; 14 grandchildren; seven great • grandchildren; one brother, John, Independence, and two sisters,
Sister M . Theopista, Mequon,
Wis., and Mrs. Tom Slaby, La
Crosse, Wis. His wife died in
1958.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Ss. Peter & Paul Catholio Church, the
Rev. A. Joseph Foflmar officiating. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.
Friends may call at Kern Funeral Home Wednesday afternoon and evening. The Rosary
will be recited at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Louise H, Burns

PRESTON, Minn. ( SpeciaDMrs. Louise H. Burns, 92, died
Sunday at Long Lake, Minn.
The former Louis Schibursky
was born at Preston July 2,
1877. She was married to Edgar J. Burns, who has died.
A graduate of Carleton College,
Northfield, she* received her
master's degree at Columbia
University, New York City.
She taught school In Minneapolis.
Survivors are: Three brothers, Arthur H,, Preston; Leslie
V. Schiburr, Oconomowoc,
Wis., and Harold E. Schiburr,
Minneapolis, and two sisteVs,
Frances 0. and Mrs. Helen E.
Bowers, Long Lake.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at Thauwald Funeral Home. Preston,
the Bev. T. R. Moritz officiating. Burial will bd ln Crown
Hill Cemetery here.
Friends may call at the funeral homo from 9:30 a.m
Wednesday.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

No. 133 — T h r e e puppies,
male and female Gorman shopherd, mixed breed, available.
No. 153 — White, black and
tan female, mixed breed, no 11ctinsc , fourth day.
No, 154—Large male beagle,
no license, fourth day.
No, 157 — Male , one year
old, black and cream German
shepherd, available.
No. 159 — Male , block part
poodle nnd terrier, available.
No. 161—Small black female,
red collar, no license, first day.
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California ' Horrie
For New lyweds

Josrock-Shea
Nuptials Said
At Plainview
LAKE CITY, Minn. - St.
Joachim 's Catholic Church ,
Plainview, was the scene of the
Sept. 16 wedding of Miss Jeanine Shea and Richard Jostock.
Tlie Rev. Robert Sheehan officiated at the double ring ceremony. Nuptial music was provided by Milo Peterson, soloist,
and Mrs. A. J . Schleicher, organist.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Shea, Elgin and the bridegroom is the
son of Mr , and Mrs . Gervas
Jostock, Lake City.
Mrs.. Charles Kinsley, St.
Charles, sister of the bride,
was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were: Mrs. Francis
Ploetz, the bride's sister, and
the Misses Jan Irwin and Monica Appel.
Arnold Jostock , St. Paul, was
his brother 's best man. Groomsmen were Donald Jostock,
brother of the bridegroom,
Wayne Knaup and Larry Kehren. : Ushers were Maurice
Shea, the bride's brother, and
lames Rahman.
A dinner was given by the
bride's parents m the church
assembly rooms.
The bride is a graduate of
Elgin High School and . St.
Marys School of Practical Nursing and will be employed at
St. Marys Hospital, Rochester.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of Wabasha High School and
is engaged in farming.
The newlyweds are home at
rural Lake City, following a
trip to Northern Minnesota.
t t : r.~-~.- "/. .y.v.v.<<<w:.:vV.--:w

(All Photo)

Barbara D. Beeman
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Beeman, Wichita, Kah„
announce the engagement of their daughter* Barbara
Denial, to Gene Louis Krieger, son of Mrs. Helen
Hill, Redfield, S.D.
The bride-elect, a teach* at Winona Junior High
School/graduated from Derby High School, Wichita,
and Winona State College. Her fiance graduated
from Jamestown College, Jamestown, N .D., and
received his masters degree from Winona State*
College. He is currently teaching at Winona
Senior High School.
A Dec. 20 wedding is planned for CentralLutheran Church.

Bloomington
Is Home for
Newlyweds
LAKE CITY, Minh. (Special)
— St. Mary's Catholic Church ,
Lake City, was the scene of the
marriage of Miss Mary Leah
Cronin and Robert L. Drake
Aug. 9.
Parents of the bride are Mr.
and Mrs. William R. Ryan,
Lake City, and the bridegroom
is the son of Mrs. G. H. Druke,
Belle Plaine, and the late Mr.
Druke.
Mrs. Kenneth Willers, Lake
City, sister of the bride, was
matron ef honor . Kathryn Willers was junior bridesmaid.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Bradley
Lindsey and Mrs. Michael Fogarty.
Donald Druke, Belle Plaine,
brother of the bridegroom was
best man. Groomsmen were

Wayne Larson arid Jerry Steenberg. Ushers were Kenneth Willers and Bradley Lindsey.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at Lake City
Country Club.
Following a honeymoon in the
New England states, the couple
is now at home at 4141 W. Old
Shakopee Rd., Bloomington.
¦
BUDS, BLOSSOMS CLUB
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — The Buds and Blossoms
Garden Club will meet Thursday at 8 p.m. at the Parochial
School Lounge. Members are to
briflg suggestions for the show.
Hostesses are Mrs. Owen Onsgard and Mrs. Dale Onsgard.
S. G. ALTAR GUILD
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special .— The altar guild of Trinity Lutheran Church will meet
Wednesday at 7:30 at the parochial school lounge.

DANCE
CLASSES
Now Forming!

• TAP • BALLET • ACROBATICS

MODERN JAZZ

Blair Woman
To Enter Dairy
Exposition
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Mrs.
Keith Hamilton, : Blair , wil]
demonstrate her 1966 dairy recipe at the World Dairy Exposition and Midwest Festival of
Food in October in Madison. :
The American Dairy Association (ADA) has invited her to
attend the Expo and all expenses for her and her husband
will be paid.
To win this honor , Mrs. Hamilton started in the spring of
1966 by entering the Trempealeau County dairy contest. She
first became a weekly winner,
then went on to win the Trempealeau County contest and in
August of that year competed
against seven others in the district bake-off. She won an electric range as her prize at the
district contest. The following
year she served on the June
Dairy Month Committee from
Trempealeau County.
The Hamilton family has. lived in Blair seven years, moving
here from Westfield, Wis.
Her husband is a cheesemaker at the Western Wisconsin
Dairies. The. couple have four
children, Kathy, a student at
Wisconsin State University, Eau
Claire, and Paul, Jane and Timmy at home.
Mrs. Hamilton works as the
bookkeeper at the Blair School
System. Other interests also include time spent as a 4-H club
foods leader , assistant Girl
Scout leader, Sunday school
teacher and other activities in
the Zion Ltitheran Church ,
Blair.
The demonstration that she
will be responsible for at the
Expo will take place Oct. 7 at
10 a.m. Jane Comings , Madison home economist, will be
working with her pari of the
time. She is also to prepare
at least two of the casseroles
ahead of lime for those wishing
to sample fhe food.
MABEL PTA
MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
The Mabel-Canton school board
will present tbe proposed school
budget for the 1969-7(1 school
year at a PTA meeting at the
Mabel building Thursday evening. Faculty members will be
introduced. Information will be
given on the State PTA Convention at Rochester to be held Oct..
13 and 14, Delegates will be
elected. Parents aro encouraged
to buy memberships at this
meeting.

w.s.cs.

Rummage Sale
MeKinley United
Methodist Church
THURS., SEPT. 25
7 to 8:30 P.M.

Phone 2244 For
Registration

Edstrom School
of Pa nee

WILSON, Minn. — Mr. and
Mrs. Ronald Bunke (Sheryl
Eide) are home in Lemoore,
Calif., following their Sept. 6
marriage at Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church, Wilson.
The Rev. W. L, Beckendorf
officiated at the ceremony uniting tbe daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Eide, Winona
Rt. 2, with the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilton Bunke, Rushford.
Mrs. Kenneth Keller was organist and Mrs. Dale Schossow
was soloist.

PLAINVIEW, Minn. - The
Rev. Donald West received the
marriage pledges of Mis^ Janice Burdick, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Evan Burdick, Plaij iview, and Glen Luehmann, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Luehmann, Lewiston, Minn., Sept. 6
at the Immanuel Evangelical
Lutheran Church here.
Mrs. Dennis Ferguson was soloist and Evan Schiller was organist.
Miss Jean Burdick attended
her sister as maid of honor and
Mrs. Gary Luehmann was
bridesmaid. Gary Luehmann attended his brother as best man
and Merle Burdick , brother of
the bride, was groomsman. Ushers were David Husman and
Lowell Mueller.
Following a trip through the
Black Hills, the couple are at
home on a farm near Lewiston.
A graduate of Plainview High
School, the bride was employed
by Winona National and Savings Bank prior to her marriage. The bridegroom is a
graduate of Lewiston High
School and is engaged in farming.
Mrs. Gary Luehmann and
Mrs. Daniel Pritzl hosted a prenuptial party and Mrs. David
Husman and Miss Jean Burdick also entertained in the
bride's honor.

Brown-Lemke
Pledges Heard
LAKE' CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Lincoln Lutheran Church
was the setting for the Sept.
6 marriage of Miss Barbara
Anne Lemke and Robert Gerald
Brown.
The newlyweds are home at
456 13th Ave., NW, Rochester,
where the the bride is employed
by the First National Bank
and the bridegroom by Crenlo
Co.
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Eighteen units attended the
September outing of the Sugar
Loafers Trailer Camping Club
over the weekend at the KOA
campgrounds.7
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ledebuhr and Mr. and Mrs. William
Armstrong were in charge of
the Saturday afternoon program. After a potluck dinner
Saturday evening, a business
meeting was held with Norman
Bublitz, club, president presiding. Tom Raine was acting secretary in 7 the absence of Mrs.
Paul Sanders.
A chapel service was held
Sunday morning with Roy Buswell reading the scripture and
Tom Raine leading the singing
of hymns. The Rev. Eugene
Meyers gave a short sermonette
and led the group in opening
and closing prayers. The" units
broke camp late Sunday afterA.
noon.
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Sumptuous "Limited Edition" shirt with
great-pleated sleeves,hiboy collar, lovely-to-haiid
sandcrepe,80% Dacron* polyester ,20% cotton.
Sizes: 32 to 38
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SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE . . . Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
Herron, Lake City, will note their golden wedding anniversary
Sunday with an open house from 2 to 5 p.m, at the VFW
Club, Lake City. No cards have been issued.
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"YES, MOTHER. HE WANTS ME TO
TENDER MY RESIGNATION."
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Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bunko

Sugar Loafers
Camp at KOA

MORAVIAN WORKSHOP
BETHANY, Minn. (Special)Tbe Minnesota Moravian Womens Fellowship workshop will
be; held Saturday at 10 a.m.
at the Chaska (Minn.) Moravian Church. Women of the Berea, Bethany and Hebron Moravian churches are invited .
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Good Fabric Selection
Any Window Trontment
Hardware & Acco«orlo»
Decorator Service
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Phyllis E. Konkel
The* engagement of Miss
Phyllis Elaine Konkel to
Charles Howard Schultz, son
of Mr. and Mrs. . Irwin
Schultz, Lewiston, Minn.,
has been made by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
J . Konkel, Caledonia, Minn.
Presently employed by
Camera Art, Inc., Lewiston,
the bride-elect is a graduate of Caledonia High
School. Her fiance , a graduate of Lewiston High
School, is also employed by
Camera Art, Inc.
An Oct. 25 wedding is
planned at the St. Rose" of
Lima Catholic Church, Lewiston.

THE BRIDE Is a graduate of
Lincoln High School, Lake
City, and her husband attended John Marshall High School,
Rochester.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr . and Mrs. Richard Lemke,
Lake City, and the bridegroom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Brown , Orinoco, Minn, The
Rev. William Ziebell heard the
|
couple's vows.
The bride chose a gown of
white organza over taffeta with
venise lace trim and empire
styling. Her veil of imported
silk illusion was trimmed with
lace and formed a chapel-length
mantilla. She carried a bridal
bouquet of white orchids and l
red roses,
I
Miss Donna ,Jarrett, Zumbro \
Falls, was maid of honor and i?
bridesmaids were the Misses $
Beverl y Lemke, Gayle Lemke,
sisters of the bride, and Wendy
Hollman. The maid of honor
wore a floor-length avocado
gow n of chiffon over linen with
bishop sleeves. The bridesmaids
wore lime green gowns styled
like the maid of honor. They
wore matching headpieces and
carried yellow football mums.
ROBERT Ferguson , Oronoco,
was best man and James Rollie, .lames Brown and David
Murray were groomsmen. Ushers were John Miller and Robert Cowden,
A reception was held in the
church parlors for 150 guests.
A rehearsal dinner was nested
by the bridegroom 's parents at
their home,
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Glen Luehmann,
Janice Burdick
Recite Pledges
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Mn and Mrs. Glen Leuhmann

ATTENDING the bride were
Miss . Diane Bergmann, La
Crosse, and Mrs. John Magnuson and Miss Kathy Bunke, sisters of the bridegroom. Cindy
Bunke, sister of the bridegroom,
and Marsha Eide, sister of the
bride, were junior bridesmaids.
Personal bridal attendants were
the Misses Nadeane Philipps
and Nancy Schossow.
Tammy Eide and Brent Heiden were flower girl and ring
bearer.
Donald Bunke, Rushford, attended his brother as best man
and groomsmen were Everett
Eide, brother of the bride, and
Duane Bunke, brother of the
bridegroom. Ushers were Donald McElmury and Duane Eide,
brother of the bride.
Following a reception and supper in the church parlors, the
couple left on a snort honeymoon through Wisconsin. The
bridegroom's parents hosted a
rehearsal dinner at the Golfview Restaurant.
The bride is a graduate of Winona Senior High School and
was employed as an office clerk
at Madison Silos, Winona, prior
to her marriage. The bridegroom, a graduate of Rushford
High School, is stationed with
the U.S. Navy at Lemoore.
The bride was honored at a
prenuptial party given hy Miss
Diane Bergmann at her home
and by Mrs. Alton Block and
Mrs. Clarence Sorum who host- I
ed a party in the church parlors.
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UNICEF Plans Mondovi Church
Made By CWU; Scene of Vows
To Head Drive
MONDOVI, Wis. ' (Special) — Caledonia CDA
Miss Sandra Carol Timm and
The Church Women United
Opens Season
made plans for coming activi- Richard John Schuch exchangties during their first fall meeting. Mrs. Sherman Mitchell
presided. Mrs. Clayton Fosbufgh will again be chairman
of tiie UNICEF tricks or treats
collection , in cooperation with
the Lions Club, a-local dairy,
and the Winona Elementary
Schools.
Miss Ann Pellowski, a graduate of the College of St. Teresa, and a United Nations
employe currently in India
studying children's literature,
will talk on UNICEF Oct. 20"at
1:30 p.m. in Holy Family Hall
of the Cathedral of Sacred
Heart. All church women in
Winona are invited. A nursery
will be provided and offering
of the day will go to UNICEF.
The monthly meeting of
church representatives to CWU
will convene there a half houn
earlier to conduct necessary
business.
Church women are all invited
tb go to the World Community'
Day Nov. 7 at 1:30 p.m. at
Grace Presbyterian Church ,
with nursery provided. Mrs.
Walter Gilbertson and Mrs.
Cletus Moore are co-chairmen
for program and local arrangements. Women who have been
sewing children 's clothing and
layettes for Church Worlfl
Service will present them that
day and other women's groups
will donate gift certificates for
material aid.
CWU will be selling . ^Lit-Lit"
Christmas cards for the benefit of World Literacy and Literature.
Mrs. Glen Fischer gave devotions on the theme "Faith for
Today ."
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ed vows Aug. 30 in ceremonies CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
at Sacred Heart Catholic — Catholic Daughters of AmerChurch here.
The bride is the daughter of ica Court Caledonia 555 met
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Timm , Ele- Wednesday with Mrs. Margaret
va, and the bridegroom is the" Stadtler , grand regent presidson of Mr. and Mrs. Richard ing. A letter was read from
Raymond Schuch , Eleva. The Olive Hastad, state region, and
Rev. Henry Cassidy celebrated the charter was draped in memory of Mrs, Henry Alberts,
the nuptial Mass.
The bride chose a gown of A change in the meeting date
rosepoint lace with a bouffant was announced. The group will
skirt which featured a redin- be meeting the second Thursday
gote and a detachable train. A of the month on a trial basis unbraid of pearls held her bouf- til the end of the year. A dopafant veil and she carried car- tion was made to tlie Immaculate Heart of Mary Seminary,
nations and red roses.
Mrs. Duane Arneson , Eleva,, Winona , to reimburse seminarsister of the bride , was matron ians who worked without pay
of honor and bridesmaids were among the poor during their -vaMrs. Ronald Peterson and Miss cation.
Donna Arneson. They wore avo- T h e following committee
cado chiffon gowns designed on chairmen were announced: The
empire lines with bishop sleeves. Mmes. William Murphy, social
Their veils were secured to involvement; Gale Buxengard,
~
¦
'
'
petal clusters and they carried personal involvement; B, A. I ' . . . ' ¦ T'^-OT . v
#323 FHefiH A«; A n Aicv . "**" ' ~ ^A 3 ^~
Q u a l y , civic involvement ;
daisies.
Duane" Schuch attended his George Meyer, publicity; Faye
brother as best man and grooms- Gengler, ecumenical involve- I ¦ . . . .
semied bUde ,
itt
7 eluded.
88^ *"
men were Dennis Schuch and ment , and Miss Ella Murphy,
Michael Strumness. Ushers were education involvement. T h e
Robert Timm and Jerry Schuch. Rev. Lawrence Ginther spoke
A reception was held in the- briefly to the group on giving
clrvrch - parlors.
good example in their behavior,
The bride is a graduate of manners and dress.
Eleva-Strum Central H i g h Following the meeting, Mrs,
School and the bridegroom at- Al Huesmann showed slides and
tended Mondovi High School. talked about Africa where she
and her husband spent five
months with their son Robert,
who is employed by the State
W& J^y y WBByWk
...
Mitn niihuii iiiiiiii. nw,.
l,V
"
Department there. The couple i
5T '
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plastic
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the Joseph TDunz family, pun? 1
¦
ut
| fioslery, dilntiei, etc. Folds fo?' ' . »pprowed.
was once an exchange student |yeompict storing, .
. ..
9H.
to the United States and spent
Ways in which the local chap- a year with the Huesmann' fanster this-year will implement its fly. study of the subcultures within Lunch was served by the
the community were discussed Mmes. Ben Gardner, LeRoy
at the opening meeting of Iota Frank, Julius Ernsterv Ray
chapter?, Delta Kappa Gamma, Ryan, Lawrence Poston and
Monday night. The dinner meet- Victor Jaeb.
ing was held in the Guild Hall,
The Cathedral PTA will have Central Methodist Church.
its first meeting of the school As & chapter of Delta Kappa
year Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Gamma, the international honor
Holy Family Hall. There will be society for women in education,
an open house at the school pre- Iota . members * have been in-•
¦
ceding the meeting from 7:30 to volved in a study of "values."
'
-: ' - . '
. #S»J SEAL 'N' TRIM — Makes tub
I Stan CltviNC tint • ~ U-M. • ¦¦
"
WWM MST «H0«l
,
p.m.
V cracks Disappear We ma{<e. .Makes
This year, the emphasis will be
I
I ISil' S p l ic e ; , c»rv?ii
¦
» permanent water proof bond.
1 Fwk tipJor tw Sjrt?i» oi' ' ^T .53if at*lni wnilh . «uich
A panel of religion teachers on "values and value positions
Comp ete with viny l adhesive and
No rubbini, no
mHV BSiutirVllVmyoMlnTiM "
do ^* , - -,
odor
Jl' of materia l to so around enincluding sisters, priests, par- of other cultures; the subcul- EITZEN, Minn. - Miss 1
6«.
ilumlnum,
•
Mt
"•
ut
''"«
1
'
tir» tub.
aie;
ents and lay teachers will dis- tures within 'our culture' whteh Nancy Jo Grimm became the I
bride of Joseph 1. McClain II
cuss the religion curriculum for are identified as. 'other'."
elementary students.
In studying the topic, chap- Sept. 12 at the United Church of
Officers for the year are: ter members will specifically Christ here.
Richard Gillen, p r e s i d e n t ; consider the needs of the ghet- The bride is the' daughter of
James Whorton, vice president; to, the Indian , and rural areas. Mr. and Mrs. Walter D. Grimm,
Mrs. Vera Browne, treasurer; An effort will be made to trans- Mira Loma, Calif., and the
Mrs. Walter Ayotte, secretary; late study into action. A spe- bridegroom is the son \oE Dr.
Mrs. Roman Bork, membership cial committee to explore one and Mrs. Joseph T. McClain,
c h a i r m a n ; Mrs. Franklyn phase . of involvement will re- Brownwood, Tex. The Rev. M.
Goltz, room mothers' chairman, port to 'the ' ' -group at the next J.- Graupmann . officiated at the
and Mrs.¦ Donald Dooneyr pub* meeting. Serving on the commit- ceremony assisted by; the bridge
licity.- 7-7 • ' '
7 tee -will be the Misses Eleanor groom's father who delivered
O'Meara, Janet Newcomb, Ver- the 7sera6n,
.
lie Sather and Lois Simons.
The proposed program plans PRESENTED in marriage by
were presented by Miss ArviUa her father, the bride wore .a
Never loses tension.
tie
flat , bacon will not curl. 18c
,n,|hjn ^
Ludwuzke, program chairman fttU-Iehgtd soft white empirt 6
with
styled
gown
edged
in
lace
and first vice president. Group
singing during the evening was long foil slCeves. Her shdulder;
Candidates were initiated led by Mrs. Douglas Kennedy. length veil was trimmed \wth
daisies and she carried a bouMonday evening when the Orquet of garden flowers.
der of Eastern Star met at the WABASHA GARDEN CLUB
Masonic Temple.
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)— Attending the couple were
Invitations were read from The Iris Garden (Club will meet Mrs. Robert Heckman, Miss
Duluth and La Crosse chapters at 2 p.m. Thursday at the Darla McClain, sister of the"
for a special meeting honoring home of Mis. Lena Krueger. bridegroom, and William Mcthe station of Martha.
Members are asked to bring Clain, brother of the bridePlans were announced for the materials for the craft classes. groom.
rummage sale to be held Oct. Plans to attend the District The reception was hosted by
11 at the temple with Mrs. Mau- 1 Horticultural Society "Holi- the bride's grandparents, Mr.
rice Godsey as chairman.
day Panorama " at Austin Sat- and Mrs. Leo J. Deters, at their
The next meeting will be Es- urday and Sunday will be dis- home" in Eitzen. A pre-cerether 's night with invitations be- cussed .
mony dinner was held at the
ing sent to nearby chapters.
¦
Community Center.
Hostesses were Mrs. E. S.
The bride received her bachePRISON
Moe and Mrs. Lyle Morcomb ¦
lor's and master's degrees in
ALDERSON
(AP)
,
W.
Va.
assisted by Mr. and Mrs. James
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Cathedra l PTA
Sets First Meet
Of School Year

Couple Resides
In Stuttgart,
Germany
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THE BRIDEGROOM received.
his bachelor's degree from the
Eastern School of Music, Rochester, N.Y., and his master'9
of music degree from Indiana
University . He will furtheV his
vocal career in Germany.
The couple performed with
the Santa Fe Opera Company
the past season. The newlyweds
are honeymooning on the SS
Epropa en route to their new
home in Germany.
am

Lake City Pair
Honored on Golden

¦Tobacco has been used as money in the old
' Colonial days.

•
'
Tobacco notes were lalcr printed anil issued from
the yenr 1727.
These tobacco notes proved very popular and
lasted nearly ilft y yeaia after tliat dale.
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GIS Initiates
Candidates, Sets
Corning Events
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matic toilet c l e a n e r for
rars ALUM SPLATTER GUARD
s p a r k l i n g bright bowls.
!"otects stov . kitchen walls
F r e s h e n s your bathroom.
& llpors Irom greasi splatter .
Also handy with electric miner . ¦ v-Hyeen.c and . economical.
at0
Folds flat for storage. - 'I(« ' .
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-22JS BAKING SMELLS Set ol 4 natural sea shell*
(4i a " die .) lor bahing serve
ine deviled crab , tuna lish,
ile
"c

LAKE CITY, Minn . (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gerken
wore honored at an open house
at their home Sunday commemorating their golden wedding
anniversary.
Present were Dr. and Mrs.
Wilmar (daughter L u c i n e)
Grossbach, Placcrville , Calif.,
and about 180 relatives and
^
i
friends.
Their son, Marlyn , and |«7iu RT.nii mcHINt ».
'
family, Hereford , Colo. , were
unable to attend. Mr. nnd Mrs.
f)^
John Gerken , Lake City, the
y
couple's wedding attendants, Si
^
|
|were also present.
Gerken and the forme r Clara
I
Issendorf were married Sept. 16
p 1319, at Belvidere, .and they
farmed in Zumbro Palls for 19
|
| years, then operated a hardware store in Mazeppa unti l retiring in I9G0 , and moved to
Lake City in 1908.
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DEAR ABBY:

He's Following
Letter of Law

. ' .

*'

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I would like your opinion of a little
incident that happened to us. To this day I still can't believe it.
, . ¦ ' ¦" ¦ ¦ ,First, let me explain that I am 22, my husband is 24, and
we have a four-month-old baby. My husband and I set out
for a drive-in movie, and we took our baby with us.
Outside the drive-in theater was a sign saying "NO
ONE UNDER THE AGE OF 17 ADMITTED!"
Well a policeman stopped us outside
the gate and said we couldn't take our
daughter into the theater because she was
under 17.
Now, Abby, I mean, what is a fourmonth-old baby going" to see and tell?
Wouldn't you say that was going a little
SPRINGFIELD, VERMONT
too far?

- .

Coming soon!
A fantastic new
convenience!
.¦

DEAR SPRINGFIELD : I think the*
policeman was being somewhat unreaAbby
sonable. But had there been a "babes
in aims" clause tacked on to the ruling, you'd probably
see nine-year-olds carried in by their parents.
DEAR ABBY: We have a wonderful daughter whom we
have not permitted to date until she* reached 16. (Louise
was allowed to go to boy-girl parties, but not "date" in a
car with just one boy alone.) She* is a fine, bright girl, very
pretty, with high moral standards and she accepted our decision without whining or rebelling.
Our problem is that the first boy Louise dated on her
16th birthday is a 22-year-old college MAN. Het father says
he is too old for her. Of course Louise is upset over this. We
have nothing against the boy. He is very nice and comes
from a good family, and we like* him as a person, but not
as a constant companion for our daughter. An occasional
date would be all right, but these two don't care -to see
anyone else. We are afraid Louise will want to get married
and throw away heV chances for a college education .
Are we wrong to try to keep them apart?
LOUISE'S MOTHER
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DEAR7M0THER 7 Not only are you wrong, I doubt
if you can do it. You could demand that Louise date
others and just to please you she ^ may "go through the
motions." But if she has already lost her he*art to this
young man her feelings for him would probably only
grow stronger. But don't worry, if Louise has high
moral standards and is bright, she'll not rush into anything prematurely.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to say a few words to HAD
IT, who griped about having to pick up the tab when he
date's a woman.
I say, a man who wants the pleasure of dating a" lady
who has gone to the trouble and expense of making herself attractive, well-groomed, and stylishly dressed, had
bette*be prepared to put his hand in his pocket.
Otherwise, let the idiot stay home and sit in front of the
mirror and enjoy looking at the one he loves the most.
All the good men are either dead or married . And only
half the married ones are good.
ALSO HAD IT
DEAR ABBY: I would gladly pick up the tab for a date
Iri exchange for the privilege of asking the man out instead
of Waiting to be" asked, or maybe never being asked by the
ones I prefer. Also, for the privilege of earning enough money
to be able to afford it!
Women are still being treated as second class citizens
when it comes to jobs. When women are treated as equals, we
will gladly accept ALL the responsibility that gods with it.
A WOMAN IN K . G
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 6970O, Los Angeles, Calif.,
90069, and enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope,

Attorneys Ask
Postponement of
Nuclear Plant
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Mississippi River ecology would be
disturbed by waste from a nuclear generating plant at Prairie Island, spokesmen for a citizens' group told a hearing here
Monday.
Warren Cohen and William
Hennessee, attorneys for the
Minnesota Environmental Control Association (MECCA) , asked the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (PCA) to postpone
plans for the plant.

Northern States Power Co. has
asked the PCA for permission to
discharge effluents from the
proposed plant into the river.
MECCA claims the plant's discharge would raise the river 's
water temperature so much that
plant and animal life would be
endangered .
The MECCA attorneys asked
the PCA to make a complete
sludy of the plant's possible effects on river life before granting a discharge permit.
NSP officials told the hearing
the nuclear plant is necessary
to the economic and social development of the Upper Midwest.
James R, Forest, an NSP engineer , testified that failure to
put the plant into operation by
1972 could mean a reduction in
service to some customers.

Dienhart replied that farther
cooling was theoretically possible, but that its cost would be
too great for the small amount
of additional cooling that would
result.
The hearing is expected to
end Wednesday, but PCA Chairman Robert Tuveson said a decision on the permit application
is not expected for several
months.
ATHLETIC SOLONS
CongressCHICAGO (AP )
men with sports backgrounds
serving in the House of Representatives are among the individuals with unusual careers before they were elected legislators.
But a study of biographies
gives a real clue as to what an
ambitious young person needs
as background for a career in
Congress.
Commerce Clearing House
said those with sports backgrounds are Robert B. Mathias
—Calif., twice Olympic Gold
Medal winner in the Decathlon
Wilmer (Vinegar Bend) Mizcll
—N .C, former National League
All-Star baseball pitcher , and
Morris K. Udall—Ariz., who
played professional basketbal
with the Denver Nuggets .
Forty-eight members have
served as teachers , 21 once
were newspaper publishers, editors or reporters , 20 have
served as administrative assistants to other legislators, 10 were
F.B.I, agents, 3 nre mcdicnl
doctors, and .'I are clergymen,

Forest said the Prairie Island
plant was basic to NSP's ability
to meet its power service obligations. Without the plant , he
said , the company would fall far
short of meeting ils commitments.
Tho NSP engineer said this
might lead to "selective reducSTRIPTKASK
tion of service to some customQUALIFICATIONS
ers. "
BUDAPEST (AP ) - How
A. V. Dicnhart , director of environmental control at NSP , does one become a striptease
said water temperature could be dancer in one of Budapest's
held below the level described half-a-dozen night clubs?
By producing a certificate of
by PCA regulations. He said the
temperature would drop rapidl y a dancer.
A decree published by (he cula short distance downstream
tura l department of Budapest
from the discharge canal.
Cohen nsked Dicnhart why the [ metropolitan council said "to
plant could not provide addition- perform a striptease act in pubal cooling to further reduce tho lic, the artis t hns to produce n
temperature of the discharged , valid permit entitling her to
I operate ns n solo dancer. "
water.
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One charge card with
over 1,000 banks
behind it!
Youcan use it at over
400,000 places!
¦

<

•
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You can use it at
over 400,000 places!
Master Charge lives up to its name.
With it,you can shop, travel, dine
out, use it for nearly everything you
buy with cash. It's good at over
400,000 places, all over the country
and backed by over 1,000 banks.
New shopping convenience
With a Master Charge card,you can
charge clothing, groceries, tires and
parts for your car, lumber, tools, toys,
and all kinds of household goods.
You can take advantages of sales.
And you can cha rge a wide range of
services, from dry cleaning to
med ical and dental bills.
New travel convenience
With a Master Charge card, you can
charge airline, bus and train tickets,
hotel and motel rooms, restaurant
meals , car rentals and service at the
thousands of gas stations displaying
the Master Charge emblem all over
the country.
» IfltD by MldAmerlca Bankcird Association
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Cash when you need it
If you need cash, Master Charge will
take care of that too. All you have
to do is present your card at any
Master Charge bank.
You can get cash on the spot.
interbank charqlnq
convenience in other states
There are now 44 states and 33
other countries around the world ,
where merchants will honor your
Master Charge card, because Master
Charge is a member of the Interbank
Card plan. So, when you shop at
out-of-state stores, just look for the
Interbank symbol O if you don't see
the familiar Master Charge symbol.
Simple bill paying
and bookkeeping
On the Master Charge plan you
receive one monthly statement for all ,
your purchases, You can pay for
them all by writing just one check.
And you have a complete record
of your expenditures.

'

Extended payments for
easier budgeting
If you wish, you may take advantage
of the extended payment plans
offered by the participating banks,
You can use this feature to
budget major purchases or for
unforeseen emergency needs.
Your Master Charge card is fre e
You pay nothing for a Master Charga
card. There are no annual dues or
renewal fees, And you don't have
to be a customer of a Master Charge
bank to qualify. You can pick
up an application from any merchant
displaying the Master Charge emblem
or at any Master Charge bank.
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CouncilRejects
Garvin Gift of
Wading Pool

City Council members virtually closed the door Monday
night on any prospect of getting a $15,000 bequest from the
H. C. Garvin estate.
The council adopted a resold
tion declaring that the construction of a wading pool in Windom Square.Park would not be
¦
in the public ¦
interest. The
,
0m
will had offerCity
ed the money
for such a CoUPCl'l
project as a
'
memorial to '' .
the late Mrs. Garvin.
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jr7 told the council that
attorneys for the estate could
not be expected to agree to alternative uses for the money as
suggested by the city. Councilmen had balked at the idea of
a wading pool in the park because of its hazardous aspects
and because of- maintenance
difficulties it would present.
They had suggested the money
instead be applied to a memorial fountain in Levee Plaza or
elsewhere.
The council's resolution was
QUEEN HOPEFULS .. .Vying for the title of 1969 home- coronation ceremonies to be held during a pep rally Thursdescribed by, City Manager Carday afternoon in the gymnasium. Homecoming activities wiU
roll J; Fry as. sort of a. last- -coming queen at Winona Senior High School, are, from left:
ditch effort to secure the mon- Gayle Skappel; Mari Merchlewitz, Nola Fuglestad, Carol continue through Friday with a parade through the downey on tie city's terms. The res- Deye, Patti Gepner, Jean Sawyer and Vicki Kowalczyk.
town business district at 2:30 p.m., and an evening football
olution was drawn by the city
Members of the student body will vote for their favorite game' at"Jefferson Stadium followed by a dance at the high 7
attorney and adopted by the -Wednesday morning. This year's queen will be crowned
at . school concourse. (Daily Views photo) ..
council. It described the wading
as
contrary
to
the
public
g»l
terest but suggested that the
public interest would be served,
and the will's intent preserved,
by the substitute application.
A move by Councilman Bany NEW YORK (AP - House- There are nine groups on per cent reflecting a shift
from sales as they did in August, but:
Nelson directed the fcity attor- wives
who
conducted
local
suLong
Island
alone.
They
consist
higher
priced
red
meats
to
eggs,
"We still urge women to just
ney to attend the appropriate permarket meat boycotts last of some 1,500 persons
that "are the bureau said.
court hearings when the will month say their campaigns alreTSdy formed or forming
one beef meal a week and
have
" to GroUps bearing the name of
provision is reviewed..
not
to
buy the expensive cuts,
were only a partial success—lo- help drive down the retail price Mrs. DiLorenzo's organization
just
theylow;
price cuts or file
cal prices dropped temporarily of; meats,
boycotts,
through
she
—FLP? Fot Lower Prices-^-are
¦
, ' operating
—but their movement is far said. ¦ - ¦'¦ : ;
y
in Melbourne Beach, sale cuts."
¦ ":¦
from over and is spreading na- Mrs. DiLorehzo said the na- Ela., Fort Collins, Colo, Arling- ;7 "Live weight prices have gone
¦
¦
-yX-Vf- '- { ' . ., -. - ¦
: \'
, yy tional drop in beef- pfices—tHe! ton, Va,, and another is forming ;
-.
tionally.
in
^ -, .'with 50 down since tbe^high- yjuly, but
"The movement is spreading first in eight ,months-*7an- hi;Shelter:Eock, Conn.
vve
have
ynbt
seeni this decrease
faster than I can keep .upy witb nounced Monday by the Bureau wdii^'.:pxepaFiiig ' .'.for-7«^. .mem<
at; the rttailv level," Mrs. Stoit," said Mrs. Mickejr DiLorehzo of Labor ¦Statistics
was
bership
drive,
said.
"encourshe
Bids were opened and con- who in August led a two-Week aging.'" :- .'. ¦
"- . '¦. : A -X - . A 'i ": ¦¦ • . "Fifty women oven* a tele- phlet said4 7 7777. 7
tracts awarded Monday night meat boycott at supermarkets
by the City Council for pur- in the Levittown, Long Island Porterhouse steak dipped to phone can create a tremendous A decreaise jn • wholesalebeef
$1.63 a pound at retailin August ,stirj'^Mrs.?BiIJorenzo-adided. : prices w£s seen last week in
chase of petroleum products for area of New York.
from
$1.66 /in July. Sirloin to y In: Melbourne Beach, the wife Chicago where they vfell to six
the last quarter of 1969.
y "We started with seven people $1.38 from $1.42 and chuckroast; 'oia college vice president, Mrs. month lows.' Choice beef on the
Successful bidder on gasoline in
Levittown and now we have to 74 cents from 75 cents, the Jan Stophlet, who engineered wholesale market was down as
was American Oil Co. Gulf Oil 400-500
people I can
on to bureau reported.
the boycott around the Cape much as 10 cents -a pound from
. -".
Co. won the contract for motor actively participate, call
said
Mrs.
ivThe
beef,
price
drop
whs
offset
Kennedy
. Space Center, said June at 44% to 45% cents. The
"
oils and grease and American DiLorenzo, the wife of an elec- by 7incre^es,7 in other y meat women ar&
no longerdecking June price was a 17-year high.
•
won the contract for diesel fuel trician. ' " ' ¦ • 7>7 "7-v ' w ;
prices, and egg-prices', rose' 20 grocery ciarts to ,,assess meat "Ik Chicago, meat . ' industry
and kerosene.
sources^ indicated privately that
The successful bid on gasothe boycotting housewives may
line by American totaled $3,be on the right track to lower
079.90.' American was the only
meat prices.
bidder on diesel fuel and kerosene, pricing 500 gallons of diesel fuel and 500 gallons of kerosene at a total of $176,507 The
Gulf bid on motor ' oil and
grease totaled $362.85, compared with an American bid totaling '$427,637
Gasoline bids were as follows (net after deduction of 7
cents taxes): American ' — ,14.06
cents per gallon for 7,000 gallons of premium grade; 12.20
cents for 15,000 gallons of regular grade; and 17.7 cents for
1,500 gallons of regular delivered by tank wagon; total bid
$3,079.90.
Gulf — 14.8 cents for premium ; 12.4 cents for regular; 13.8
cents for 1,500 gallons of regular by tank wagon; total bid $3,103.
Midland Cooperatives — 15.18
cents for premium; 13,18 cents
QUEEN CANDIDATES . . . Vying for Sue Erickson, Barbara Barenthin, Julie Bahfor regular; 15.18 for tank
1
wagon deliveries; total bid $3,- the' homecoming queen crown at Gale-Et- nub, Sharon Oanes, Angle Cantlon and Karen,
267.30.
trick High School are, from left, Julie Grant, Paulson,- (School photo)

Housewives Precise More Boycotts

Award Contracts
Fir Qly Fuel

Holmquist to Ask
Corporate Tax Hike

ST. PAUL (AP)-The majori- Looking ahead, Holmquist utilities, and said lawmakers
ty leader of the Minnesota Sen- said there should be less empha- may have to consider higher
taxes on gasoline and on boats.
ate said Monday he will recom sis on property as a tax base
mend a one per cent increase in and an increased emphasis on The Grove City Conservative
said tie has opposed parimutuel
the corporate income tax and income and consumer taxes.
said lawmakers should "think "First of all, I'm going to in- betting but he now feels lawmakers ought to think about it.
about" parimutuel betting.
sist that there be no sales tax
Conservative Sen. Stanley on food, clothing and drugs," he That drew some applause from
the labor delegates.
Holmquist, speaking at the state said.
AFL-CIO convention, said, how- These exemptions are now in Holmquist's comments were
ever, he sees little need to in- the law, but DFL'ers contend among the earliest predictions
crease or broaden the state the Conservative majorities in on tax changes for the next legsession. Conservatives
sales tax.
the legislature eventually will islative
and Gov. Harold LeVander
bring
in
a
general
stiles
tax.
The majority leader appeared
made a similar pledge before
on a tax panel with the chair- Holmquist told newsmen later the 1S69 session on the sales tax
men of two political patties and the present 3 per cent rate on and no changes were made.
DFL state Sen. Karl Grittner. the sales tax also need not be Grittner, the Senate minority
Holmquist virtually stole the changed.
leader, said Republicans have
show as he sparred good-natur- "Increased growth and infla- "thinly disguised" their intent to
edly with his somewhat hostile tion will take care «f the in- raise the sales tax. Grittner said
audience, composed of DFL- creased costs of government ,'! the 1967 sales tax law gave
leaning labor leaders.
whoring tax cuts to business
he said.
Holmquist said a 1 per cent ih comparison with the $250 tex
boost in the income tax for cor- cut limit for homeowners.
porations will bring in $7 mil- DFL State Chairman Warren
lion a year, enough to increase Spannaus and Republican Chairthe present 35 per cent home- man George Thiss swapped genstead tax credit to about 38 per erally partisan comments on recent tax changes.
cent.
He said he also wil] recom- Spannaus jibed at the "qualimend a gross earnings tax on ty of life" survey which LeVander quotes frequently. He said
the survey is based on the years
Payment of final contractor's Two Windom Men 1963 to 1967, when DFL'er Karl
estimates and acceptance of a
F. Rolvaag was governor.
certificate of completioi) for tbe Die in Crash
One of the high points of the
;
Sanborn Street improvement
labor convention comes this afEroject was voted Monday night Toll Hits 688
ternoon when Hubert H. Humy the City Council.
'- . '¦¦ x s - - .
phrey makes his annual appearTotal cost of the project was
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ance .
put at $139,209.60. Of this the ByTwo
Windom, Minn., men Humphrey is expected to be
city will pay $124,124.27 — uswere
killed
Monday in a car- endorsed for the U.S. Senate, aling state street aid funds — and
truck
collision
near that city, though it is unlikely he will spewill
be
assessed.
The
$15,085.33
bringing
Minnesota
's 1969 traf- cify clearly as yet whether h«
assessments are for related improvements, including installa- fic toll to 688, compared with 767 will enter the race next year.
tion of curb and gutter at in the same period a year ago. Atty. Gen7 Douglas Head, a
points along the street where The Highway Patrol said Jake possible Republican opponent
R. Bottema, 61, and Leo Van- for Humphrey next year, also »
there bad been none before.
The project extended from dermoon, 71, died when their on the program.
Mankato Avenue eastward to a pickup truck, driven by Bot- Maroon and gold canjpaign
"Humphrey
Soint 1,160 feet east of 25th tema, collided with a car at the buttons emblazoned
treet. The street is bituminous- intersection of Highways 86 and in '70"- appeared at the state
DFL. convention over the weeksurfaced and conforms to the 44- 60 just south of Windom.
fpot width specified by state aid The patrol said Kenneth end and are much in evidence
regulations.
Lacey, Fairbury, Neb and his among the labor leaders.
^
In a companion action the wife Shirley and daughters
An- Humphrey said some tipie.ago 7
council authorized payment to gie and Jacqueline were in the he isn't discouraging J^ahy en- •
Peerless Chain Co, of $7^35.85. Car. Shirley Lacey was hospital- dorsements, even ;4bough he's
The company had supplied bi2ed7iat,;,yindom in satisfactory not; saying.yet -whether ¦he_wj ll—
"¦dredged fill for construction of condition.
run.
the easterly extremity of the
NELSON HOMEMAKERS
street under an agreement with
WABASHA, Minn. (Special
HARDY WREN
the city. The agreement also
called for Peerless to pay as- LONDON (AP) - The wren, The Town and Country Homesessed costs of curb and" gutter the smallest bird in the British makers, Nelson, Wis., will meet
fronting on its property, total- Isles, has the biggest survival Thursday at 8 p.m. is the Comrate. In three years its popula- munity Building. Members are
ing $6,240.
Assessment hearings were set tion has risen by more than 50 asked to bring a gift-wrapped
item. Lunch will be served.
tor Oct. 20).
per cent.

Sanborn Project
Accepted by
City Council
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light-your-fire
Buicks are here.

Homecoming Set
At Gale-Ettrick

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special )
— Homecoming events at GaleEttrick High School will get
under way Thursday at 7:30
p.m. with a bonfire and pep
rally at Reception Park.
The homecoming king and
queen will be announced at that
time. The king candidates, selected by the lettermen's club
from among the seniors who
have lettered in football, are
Rick Nelsestuen, Arden Olson,
Jerry Hammond, Wayne Lebakken, Roy Gooden, David Grieve
and Terry Christianson,
Queen candidates, elected by
tho student body from among
the senior girls, are Angio Cantlon, Julie Bahnub, Barbara
Barenthin, Sue Erickson, Julie
Grant, Sharon Oanes and Karen
Paulson.
A sock hop in the school gym
will follow the bonfire.
The parade Friday at 2:45
p.m. will Include bands, homecoming queen and attendants ,
cheerleaders, class and organization floats proceeding from
the high school to the town
square.
The homecoming is built
around tho football game Friday at 7:30 with Arcadia ,
A dance in the gym -with Bud
Thurston nnd his band furnishing tho music will follow. Coronation of the king and queen
will be at 10:30. < •
Plans are under (he direction
of the student council . Serving
on tho council are: Roy Gooden .president; Cheryl Anderson ,
secretary; Daniel Schreiner,
treasurer; Tlm Twesme, James
Johnson, John Boyum> Barbara
Barenthin , Anita Bishop, Rhonda Brandtner, Katy Twesme,
Penny Nichols and Keith Back .
Norman Vallska ls the adviser.

Tfoe/rejutfforyou.Theeara yoiive te^
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This one is the GS 455. Sleek,sporty,exciting.
Its engine?455cubic-Inches. 350 horses strong. With a four-barrel carburetorthat breathes through realalr-scoopa
Four on the floor? Afinely tuned 3-speed automatic? Both are available. Power disc brakes. Positive traction
differential. High performance rear axle ratios,too. And lots more.
braking,
Wide-tread fiberglass belted tires that are standard on all 1970Buicks give improved traction
cornering and acceleration;significant increases intread life; and substantially superior resistanceto road hazards.
Side gua rd beam construction for added protection. Body by Fisher.
Therefc luxury,too. Bucketseats,If youwant them. Full carpetin/
Obviously the most excitingcar weVe ever made.
And one that youVeteenasking for.
See it. See all the 1970Light-Your-FireCars.
The Qran Sportsand Skylark Sport Coupes andConvertibles.
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Rushford Pool
Project Gets
Rig Boos!

Asks 'Squeeze'
Be Put on
For Welfare

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
- The Rushford area swimming pool received a big sendoff in the drive for funds last
week with a donation of $7,500
from R u s h Products Co. —
nearly 10 percent of what the
pool will cost.
The company employes 220
from Rushford and area. Dar
Casey, in making the presentation to Burdell Smith, president of the pool corporation ,
said his firm wanted
make
ELGIN QUEEN CANDIDATES . . . From left/ Karen a contribution toward tomaking
Benike, Jean Harnack and Susan Tesmer. <Mrs. Lloyd Rushford and community a betBIG DONATION . . . Bar Casey, left, presents a $7,500
Melendy photos)
ter place to live by helping check from Rush Products Co. to BurdeU Smith, president
build the pool.
3t will be constructed below of the Rushford swimming pool project. The contribution
(Mrs. Robert
the Good Shepherd Lutheran represented nearly 10 percent of the' ¦ ¦cost.
, - ¦' "7
7 '
Home and cost about $80,000. Bunke photo)
Solicitors are visiting every
home in Rushford during the
Road Runners Want
Covered Wagon
drive.
The pool will be built by OakNew Site for Race
mount Pool Co., Caledonia. Dropped From
Bids will be sought later for an
HONOLULU (AP) — The
aluminum pool 42 by 75 feet , Nebraska Seal
Mid-Pacific Road Runners Club
with wading pool 16 by 24 feet,
plus bath house, decking, fenc- CARSON CITY, Nev. (AP) - says it will find a new site for
ing, plumbing and electrical The oxen-driven covered wagon next .year 's six-mile race.
The annual event in nearby
work.
1
that adorned the Nevada High- Waimanalo was called off Sun.
- ¦
way Departments officiaV seal day a mile from the finish when
Rain in Florida
for 39 years has disappeared the lead runner was beaten by
over the distant mountain raige three local toughs, police reportCauses Lake to Rise
for which it was heading.
¦
"
QUINCY, Fla. (AP) _ The The department adopted Mon- ed.
water was 28 feet high and ris- day a new seal which it said
ing in Lake Talquin Monday was more in keeping with the TO PROVIDE HOUSING
night, the result of three days of times.
V ; MADISON, Wis,(ff) - Blessed
rain in northwest Florida.
The new emblem presents a Sacrament Catholic Church will
When M. L. Purvis, the dam modern freeway that winds be- provide housing for
ONE WILL BE KING . . . A t the Ergta homecoming.
100
at the lake south of Quin- tween mountain ranges to con- persons expected to about
Left to right, Jim Ernst, Dave Piipps and Fred Lorentson. keepier
arrive
in
cy, was asked if the dam was nect scattered communities. A Madison this
weekend to demholding, Purvis replied: "1 jet aircraft's just above the hor- onstrate for increased
welfare
¦-•'¦"
guess so. I'm sittin' on it."
izon.
benefits.

MADISON, Wis; W> - A state
legislator Monday invited counties to put the squeeze on his
colleagues to wring more money out of Madison for welfare
programs.
The invitation came from
Sen. Walter Hollander, R-Rbsendale, chairman of the Joint Finance Committee.
Moderating a panel discussion
ori the effects of the new state
budget , Hollander told delegates
to the county boards convention
they have the chance to take a
position that would help them
financially by recouping federal dollars that would be lost
under the budget.
"THE COUNTIES have the
opportunity, through resolution,
to help guide the thinking of the
fegislature when it convenes
Sept. 29," Hollander said.^But Robert Mortensstf of
Madison, County BoarpVAssociation executive, said W such
resolution is scheduled to come
before the convention this week.
When Gov. Warren P.
Knowles called the special session, he asked it to consider
appropriating an additional $33
million in and to cities, including the restoration of $7.5 million in welfare spending cut by
the legislature.
Hollander said the major problem is not repeal of aid to
dependent children of the unemployed, stepchildren and students over age 18, but the legislative mandate that aid to dependent children grants generally cannot be greater than 120
percent of the national aver-
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percent of the national average
apply oiily : to the subsistence
grant and remove rent supplements and special needs from
the restriction.
Welfare mothers have said
the 120 percent limit is too low.
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WINONA COUNTY
ABSTRACT CO., IHC.
535 Junction St.
PHONE 8-2987

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A 21year-old Minneapolis man was
expected to be charged this
morning in the shooting of a
Currie, Minn., man in a Bloomington apartment Sunday.
Bloomington police said the
Minneapolis man apparently
shot Charles Peltola while holding Peltola and five others hostage in tie apartment.
Peltola was listed in "serious"
condition by a Minneapolis hospital spokesman early this
morning.
Officers said the gunman stopped two apartment occupants
about 3 a.m., got in their car
and forced ttie pair to drive
around. After taking their money, the gunman forced them to
drive him to their apartment.
The gunman then roused four
other persons visiting the pair
and robbed them and "made
constant threats," police said.
The wounding of Peltola occurred at the apartment. After
the Currie man was shot, the
! other men subdued the gunman.

Save $100

1 Seats 1

High Power Behind-the-Ear
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Use Sean Easy Payment Plan

lightweight you'll hardly know It's
¦a. Fingertip control lets you tolect
voiume. Powerful high-performance battery. Forward-mounted microphone.
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Will be.at Sears—WINONA
On Thursday, September 25tfi—I to 5 p.m ,
Next Visit Will Be Thursday, October 9th
m

SHOP AT SEARS
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ELGIN, Minn. (Special) There are three queen and
three king candidates for the
Elgin High School homecoming
this weekend.
Candidates for king are David Phipps, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Phipps; Jim Ernst, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ernst,
and Fred Lorentson, son of
¦ the
Vernon Lorentsons.
Susan Tesmer, daughter ol
Mr. and Mrs. Edward . Tesmer;
Karen Benike, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Benike,
Jean Harnack, daughter of the
Bill Harnacks, will vie for the
queen title.
THE Johnstown Flood Company of Winona will play for
the coronation ball Friday night
following the football game between Elgin and the Faribault
School for the Deaf at 8 p.m.
Activities will start Friday
with a parade at 2:30 p.m.
Cash prizes for best floats entered by the several classes will
be awarded.
Two first graders, Brenda
Leisen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Leisen, and Scott
Smith, son of the Ivan Smiths,
will be crown bearers at the
coronation.
KAREN WESCOTT, daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wescott, will be junior high attendant to the queen; Richard Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Johnson, will be junior high
page.
The other attendants will be
Diane Wandrey, grade 10,
daughter of the Arthur Wandreys, and Connie Loos, grade
lt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Loos. Other pages will
be Mike Schroeder , grade 10,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Schroeder, and Larry Brown,
grade 11, son of the Darrell
Browns.

Spring Grove Filing

E. Halvorson, Consultant

"

Wlnone

SPRING G R O V E , Minn.
(Special) — Filing dates for
Spring Grove village offices will
be from Wednesday through
Oct. 17 at 5 p.m.
The terms of Robert Hillmim ,
mayor ; Hollls Onsgard, trustee,
and Dale Drolvold , treasurer ,
will expire at the end of this
year. A justice of the peace wil
be elected to fill a vacancy. AU
terms are for two years except
trustee, which Is three.

Is the are a 's o nly a d v e r t i s i n g medium

because they wanf It -
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Th* Annual MMting Of The Winona County
Chapter Of Tho American
\

RED CROS S
Will Be Held

Wednesday. Oct 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Linaban's Inn

¦
¦
¦

' for ' tht Express Purpose Of Electing Members To 7h«
Bflard of Directors and Hearing Annual Reports. The
Meeting Will Be Preceded7fiy . A Dutch Treat Dinner At
¦ ' 6:30 p.m. ¦

RON ZWONITZER

___^__ '

¦

Chapter
Chairman
¦
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sonnel services of* the Catholic
Hospital Association and director of research and special projects for ' that association.
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formerly the director of per-

Mr. .Christopher will talk on
the image and expectation of
sisters by changing society;
practical problems and the so*
lution techniques in renewal ef- .
forts; systems of government,
authority and accountability
based on coliegiality, dialogue,
and subsidiarity, and some considerations on renewal.
Sister Genevieve Speltz, OSF,
College of Saint Teresa, program chairman, has arranged
tor a panel presentation by
members of the council to inform all sisters of its workings.
Panel members are: Sister Fidelis Logan, OSF; Rochester;
Sister Loretta Klinkhammer,
OSF, Rochester; Sister Claudelle Miller, SSND, Winoha; Sister Mary Boylan, SSND, Winona, and Sister Rita Bendinelli,
OSF, Cotter High School, Winona. The Most Rev. Loras J.
Watters, bishop of Winona, will
be celebrant at the Masses. All
priests o! the diocese are invited and encouraged to attend.
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The newly formed Winona
Diocesan Sisters' Council is
sponsoring a Sisters' Day at
Good C o u n s e l Motherhouse,
Mankato, on Saturday and at
Assisi Heights, Rochester, on
Sunday.
Main speaker will be W. I.
Christopher, St. Louis, Mo., a
well-known layman, speaker,
and .author, who is currently
president of W. I. Christopher
ahd Associates.
a firm of consultant speciali s t s working
with hospitals,
nursing homes,
businesses, and
service institutions concerni n g management, supervisiohi''personnel,

¦M

Minnea^plis Man Plans Told
A FOUR man subcommitee
bf the Joint Finance Committee
should- be able to work out a Will Be Charged
For Elgin
solution to the limited question
and that should be adopted by
¦¦ the legislature, he said. The In Shooting
Homecoming
agreement, Hollander^sfwcolat*<t_wou!d be to make the 120
' ¦
age. :
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Sisters Council
Plans Meeting
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MODERN DAY GASHOUSE GANG

\Mariin Led Twins Claw Way to West Title ]
' M I N N E A P O L I S' .Iff) I
The Minnesota Twins, under
1
§
the prodding, of a short - tempered little manager • oast in
i
§
the mold of a Casey Stengel,
I . clawed their way to the West
§7 Division pennant of the American League—with words, fists
i
and base hits.
|
|
i
Billy Martin, who played under Stengel on those great New
1
§
York Yankee teams of the ISSOs,
I
took a firm hand on his players
from the start of his first season
I
§f
if
i
1
%' -.
P
§

as manager.
The Twins, described as the
modern day version of the GasThouse Gang, went into 1969 hoping to recover from a disastrous
seventh place finish the season
before.

The season was in the second
month when Martin unloaded a
salty verbal attack on the Twins
farm system. He later apologized. A week later he called
Ted Williams, Washington manager and Hall of Fanier the
worst player he'd ever seen.
Martin explained later that he
was criticizing Williams' base
running and lack of hustle as a
player.
In the third month , pitcher
Dave Boswell tried to take on
teammates Rod Carew and Cesar Tdyar in a Kansas City hotel.
In the fourth month , Boswell
kicked and slugged outfielder
Bob Allison outside a Detroit
bar. Martin wasted little words,

knocking out his pitcher and
four on the West Coast and two
straight in the Twin Cities. It
sending him to the hospital for
several 'stitches. Boswell was 7 was all over.
back in two week§, carrying .. . Hitting and defense carried
Martin's line-up cards to ' •.the . I weak pitching most of the seaumpires.
son.
Harmon Killebrew, /the mighThere were beanball incidents
tiest slugger of the powerful
against Oakland, one sending
Twins, admits "having one of
players from both teams pourmy better years." The third and
ing onto the field tor-battle.
first baseman may wind up with
¦a Through it all,* the Twins said
career highs of more than 50 hotney remained united and devotmers and 150 RBI.
y
ed to Martin.
Pitchers wince at having to
The Twins took an early seaface a lineup with three .300 hitson lead, fell in and out of first
ters—league leader Carew, first
place for very brief periods and
baseman Rich Reese and right
went into"September expecting
fielder Tony Oliva. Shortstop
a torrid fight with the Oakland
Leo Cardenas and outfielder CeA's. It never happened, The
sar Tovar could finish in the
Twins beat the A's three out of
.280s, Ted Uhlaender and Kille-

brew, high .270s and wise old
catcher John Roseboro .250s or
¦ '- '
.260s.
.
Tovar and Carew, All-Star
second baseman the three years
he's been in the league, torment
pitchers on the baselines. Carew
broke an American League
record with seven steals of
home in his first seven tries. Tovar will swipe more than 40
bases. Killebrew even has eight
steals.
Veteran Bob Allison and rookies Rick Renick, George Mitterwald, Charles Manuel and Graig
Nettles have turned in key hits
in spot appearances. Defense
Quilici
replacement Frank
helped win games with his two
homers.

Twins President Calvin Griffith's highest compliment to
Martin was for his handling of
the injury-riddled pitching staff.
Boswell, Jim Kaatand Dean
Chance were late getting started ahd were bothered by injuries.

BosweU still has a chance for
20. Kaat and Chance are showing late season strength.
But the ace came out of the
bullpen, 32-year-old Jim Perry
who achieved a career high
when he hurled his 20th victory
Saturday. Perry has lost only
two games since the All-Star
break. Tom Hall, a rookie lefthander, also was impressive in
the later states.
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When Twins starters faltered,
in came Ron Perranoski who
broke the league record for
saves and could still appear in
75 games this year,
Roseboro, Perranoski and Bob
Miller, who also have pitched
strongly, came to the Twins in
,1968 from the Los Angeles Dodgers in exchange for two of
Minnesota's 1965 league champions, shortstop Zoilo Versalles
and pitcher Jim Grant.
There was another important
trade. '
Griffith used two words for
his opinion of the biggest factor
in 19697
"Leo Cardenas," he said flatly,' "without him, I doubt that
we'd bey where we are today."

Twins Bubbling Over Pennan

Henry Boucha
Changes Mind
About Hockey

A ^EE ONE .. .Minnesota Twins' manager Billy Martin takes a sip of champagne
as he receives a congratulatory phone call
in his office in the Twins' dressing room

after beating the Kansas City Royals 4-2,
Monday night. With the victory went the
western division title in the American
League. (AP Photofax)

Martin Kept
Team Respect
KANSAS CITY CAP) - Billy
Martin, colorful and peppery
manager of the Minnesota
Twins, says he kept the respect
of his ballplayers by not handing out petty fines and by being
tough.
"I've had their respect right
from the beginning," Martin
said before the Twins clinched
the American League's West Division against the Kansas City
Royals.
"I've never had any problem
there," he said. "I've held onto
their respect by handling them
like men. I don't throw out a lot
of silly fines. That would have
lost their respect."
Martin said he met several
situations of budding trouble full
flush this year to avoid deeper
problems.
"I think I had to, though," he
said. "I had to stop it right then
before it spread."
He didn't detail any of the
specific situations for public
consumption.

Gopher Hockey Star
Signs With Rangers
KITCHENER , Ont. (AP) Dick Paradise , a 23-year-old defenseman who starred for the
University of Minnes ota, has
been signed to a professional
contract by the New York Rangers, it was announced Monday
by the National Hockey League
team.
Paradise is (lie first American
to be signed by the Rangers
since Jack McCartan , a goalie ,
in 19C0-B1.

Wkimm

and Al Worthington, all veterans of the Twins' 1965 pennant-winning club, pointed to
the play off beginning Oct. 4 in
Baltimore as the reason they
couldn't get so elated Monday
night. .
"We haven't won that much,
yet," Kaat said. We've got a
tough five-game series ahead

of us with Baltimore. The one
in '65 meant more, because that
was the whole league."
"The others can do the celebrating for me," said Killebrew, who helped the Twins to
victory by socking his 47th
home run. He now leads the
major leagues in both home
runs and runs batted in, w i t h
137.
"We've got a long way to
go," Killebrew a d d e d . '"w«
haven't won anything yet."
Martin, who received telephone calls of congratulations
from Gov. Harold LeVander of
Minnesota , . Twins' President
CaMn Griffith and v Martin's
father-in-lnw
in
Nebraska,
talked of his pre-playoff plans.
"1 want to rest Leo Cardenas," he said. "IT1 keep Rod
Carew in there because of the
h a t t i n g race. Fll get Rich
Reese back in there, and let Allison, Frank Quilici and Rick
Renick play more to get their
timing down.
"I don't know about Harmon.
I'll talk it over with him and
see what he wants to do about
resting.¦ He's just been fantastic- "' ¦
Martin was encouraged by a
strong eight-inning pitching job
by Bob Miller, his first start in
six weeks because of a pulled
muscle. Billy admits his pitching is not deep for the playoff.
What about Baltimore, who
won eight of the 12 games
played between the two A.L.
division winners this season?
"They're a good ballclub, and
they'll be tought," Martin said.
"But they can be beaten."

1
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WARROAD, Minn, (AP) Highly-touted prep hockey player Henry Boucha has decided
against enrolling at the: University of Minnesota and instead
will play Junior A hockey in
Canada, the Minneapolis - Tribune said in its Tuesday editions.
V ' '. '" .'
Boucha , who recently revealed plans to marry, Is currently
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, to finalize a two-year contract with the
Jets.
Boucha, who was selected to
the all-state tournament team at
defense after leading Warroad
to the finals, was to take a final
entrance exam at the University
Friday. Warroad lost to Edina
5-4 in that championship game
in which Boucha suffered an-injury.
Henry's mother, Mrs. Alica
Boucha, confirmed the decision
Monday night.
"I am a little disappointed
that he is not going to the University of Minnesota but he will
be attending a junior college in
Winnipeg while he plays.
"His biggest dream in life is
playing in the National Hockey
League and he will get a lot of
experience in Canada ," she added.
Glen Sonmor , coach of the
Minnesota hockey team, said
"We're very, very disappointed.
Henry's an excellent hockey
player; the kind that only comes
along once in a great while.
"He did have a te3t to take
to be eligible to play at Minnesota as a freshman , and there
was the chance that he would
have to sit out a year. That may
have figured in his decision, but
he'll be a fine hockey player,
wherever he plays. "
¦

KANSAS CITY (AP) - Billy as necessary to head off more
Martin would let nothing de- serious troubles.
tract from his moment of glory. "I think I had tb be tough."
Some of Martin's v e t e r a n he said. "I had to stop it right
baseball players held their en- then, before it spread. I've had
thusiasm in bounds Monday my players' respect right from
night as the Minnesota Twins the beginning, and I've g o t it
edged K a n s a s City, 4-3, to now."
clinch the American League Players like Harmon Killebrew, Bob Allison, Jim Kaat
West title.
They pointed to the impending five-game playoff with the
Baltimore Orioles for the A.L.
pennant and a berth in the
World Series as enough reason
for them to hold their celebrating to a minimum.
Not so Martin and most of
the other Twins, particularly
the younger players.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST I DIVISION
"I say let's celebrate it, with
W. L. Pet. GB
champagne and the whole Baltimore ........M 47 .493 '
"
84
tl .$62 20
Detroit
works," Martin bubbled in the Boston
24
U Jl
clubhouse as he drank from a Washington ... ... 78 75 .53*
.510 »
V
M
7»
AK
31
Nsw
York
,
giant-sized brandy snifter.
Cleveland
41 n .399 45
"Without this celebration," he
WEST DIVISION
W. L. Pet. OB
asked, "why split the leagues
. . . . n 41 .401
up into division? I was all for '. MINNESOTA
-II 71 .533 UKi
Oakland :'
48 85 .444 24
the champagne. This is my big- California
Chicago
44 81 .421 Wfs
gest thrill."
Kansas City . . . . . 44 ,89 .418 58
n ,vn «'
There was little doubt Martin Seattle MONDAY'SMRESULTS
relished the moment.
MINNESOTA 4, Kansas City I.
•
4, New York 3.
There were other moments Boston
Seattle 5, California 4.
perhaps less enjoyable this sea- Only games scheduled.
TODAY'S GAMES
son as Martin found himself the
Chicago (Wynne, 4-4, and Johnson,
center of controversy as he
1-1) al Oakland (Hunter, 10-15, and
Odom, 15-4) 2. twi-nlght.
feuded with fellow manager j
(Boswell, 18-11) at KanTed Williams of Washington ; MINNESOTA
sas City (Hedlund, 3-3) night.
the Twins' farm department Seattle (Fuenres, 1-1) at California
(McGlothlln, 8-15) night.
over where to ship a pitcher in Washington
(Cox, 12-4) at Detroit
(Lolicti, 18-95 night.
the minors; the press; and even
(Phoebus, 14-4) at Clevewound up giving pitcher Dave Baltimore
land (McDowell, 17-14) illflM.
Boswell a pretty good licking in New York (Stottlemyre, 1M3) at Boston (Rome, 7-10) night.
a fistfight after Boswell got
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
heated up because a coach al- Chicago at Oakland.
at California (night).
legedly told Martin he had Seattle
MINNESOTA at Kansas Clly.
dogged it.
Washington at Detroit (night).
it Cleveland (night).
Martin, earlier Monday night, Baltimore
New York al Boston (night) .
staunchly defended his actions

TAKES LEAD . . . Lighted scoreboard at Kansas City
shows that Minnesota Twin Harmon Killebrew just belted
his 47th home run to take over the major league lead, The
Twins also won the American's Western Division flag Monday
night . (AP Photofax)

Winona High JV
Loses to Logan
Minnesota (4)
ab r li bl
1011
55 0 % O
4 111
4 1)0
0000
3000
0000
3 0 11
2100
4 110
2 0(0
OOOO

Tovar .cf
Oliva,rl
Klllbraw,1b
Allison,!!
Uhlaondr.lf
Renick,3b
Carcw .lb
Mlllrwald.c
Qullicl,3b
Cardenas.ss
Mlller.p
Worlhgin.p
Totals

Kansas City (3)
ab r h bl
4 110
Kelly,rl
4 02 0
Floro.lb
Kpatrlck.ct 3 1 1 1
p|n|ella,ll
4111
Foy,3b
4 00 «
3 0 00
Adalr.Jb
Northey.pr O O O O
Marllnoi.c 4 0 2 1
Hernandi.ss 2 0 0 0
Keough.Ph 1 0 0 0
1004
Schaal.it ¦
Rookcr.p
200 0
1010
oilver.ph
32 4 7 * Fltimorls.p 0 0 0 0

MINNESOTA
KANSAS CITY

Totals
33 1 • 3
000 210 Ml— 4
001 000 003- 3

LOB-Mlnnasota », Kansas City 1. 10Plora, Allison, C»r«ienai, Plnlella. HR—
Killebrew (47), SB—Tovar. S-B. MllUr a,
SP—Klrkpatrlck, MlllerwnlU,
IP H R ER BB SO
B. Millar (W4-4) . , § 7 3 3 0 4
Worthington
1 1 0 0 1 0
Rookor (L,4-1S) , . . , • 7 3 1 1 3
Fltrmorrli
, I 2 I 1 1 «

LA CROSSE, Wis. - Winona 's
junior varsity football team
dropped its second game of the
season, losing 14-.0 to La
Crosse Logan here Monday afternoon.
Lognn scored on n 10-yard
pass in the first quarte r nnd
returned, a pass interception 30
yards in the fourth quarter for
a score.
Winona 's JC lost three fumbles and also had three passes intercepted. The ,1V nlso
recovered four Logan fumbles.
Tlie Hawk JV meets Ln Crosse
Central at Jefferson Field in
a 4:30 p.m. game next Mondny.

Save—Worlhlnnlon. WP — B. Miller, WINONA
LOOAN
Hooker. T—JiJJ, A-7,727.
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Martin did talk about the incident in which he used his fists
to subdue pitcher Dave Boswell
after Boswell became ira te over
. Twins coach telling Martin
the pitcher had not run the ordered number of laps in practice.
"The Boswell thing was blown
out of proportion ," said Martin.
"Some of the writers were, completely out of line. I don't pal
around with my players and I
don't run away from thorn , either.
"I'm just a manager , I'm not
a paper god. I don't have to run
them out of bars to have their
respect. I don't hnve to fine
them cither. What good is a
leader if he doesn't live and die
his convictions?"
Martin said his toughest job
this season has been to keep the
Twins' injury-plagued pitching
staff patched together, "I still
don't know who my third and
fourth pitchers will be for the
Baltimore playoff ," lie said.
Injuries to Dean Chance , Jim
Kant , Boswell and others from
time to time hnve forced Martin to rely on veteran reliever
Bob Miller nnd youngsters Tom
Hall and Dick Woodson more
thnn lie wanted. "We were just
lucky enough thnt the clubs they
pitched against they could hold"

Martin said.
Otherwise, 'Martin attributed
the Twins' success to the combination of virtually all his regulars having good years and a
few; notably Harmon Killebrew
and Tony Oliva, having tremendous years.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

EAST DIVISION
W. t. Pet. GB
Nciv York .. .. ... 94 41 .404
Chicago. . ....... 89 44 .574 I
Pittsburgh .... ... 82 72 .532 lltt
l
l
i
St. Louis
82 72 .532 I
Philadelphia
41 92 .399 32
Montreal
. . . . . . . 51 104 .329 43
WEST DIVISION
W. L. Pet. GB
San Francisco ... 84 47 .562
:¦
'
; .. 87 v 48 .561
Atlanta :
82 70 J39 4
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
V 82 71 -536 4
Houston . . . . . . . . . 78 74 .513 714
San Diego . . . . . . . 48 106 .311 39
MONDAY'S RESULTS
New York 3, St. Louli 1.
Cincinnati 2, Los Angeles 1.
Atlanta 5, Houston 3.
San Francisco 4, San Diego 1.
Only games scheduled.
TODAY'S GAMES
St. Louis (Gibson, 18-11) al New York
(McAndrew, 4-7) night.
Philadelphia (Jackson, 13-16) at Plltsliurglv (Veale, 13-12) night.
Montreal (Stoneman, 10-18) at Chicago (Holtzman, 17-11).
Los Angeles (Osteen, 19-14, and Foster, 3-8) at Cincinnati (Arrigo, 2-7,
ant) Fisher, 4-4) 2, twi-nlght.
Atlanta (Stone, 12-9) at Houston
(Ray, 7-2) night.
'WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
St, Louis at New York (night).
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh (night).
Montreal at Chicago.
Los Angeles at Cinelnnaf (night).
Atlanta at Houston (night).
San Francisco at San Diego (night).

A drinkis a drink
is not necessarily so,

"It was just a great team effort, even though I know that
sounds trite," Martin said.
Asked about Minnesota's chances in the five-game A.L. playoff with Baltimore, Martin said:
"The Orioles are a good ballclub , but they can be beaten. It
depends. If my ballclub is hitting and we get decent pitching
we'll beat them.
"As for Baltimore 's record ,
I'd like to have had Chance all
year and see what our record
would have been. "
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Kaihy Whitworth
Coming Closer
To Carol Mann

CINCINNATI (AP) - Kathy
Whitworth lost the Lincoln-Mercury Woman 's Open Golf Tournament at Alamo , Calif., Sunday in a playoff with Donna Caponi , but she closed to within
$64 of Carol-Mann for first place
on money winnings in the Ladies Professional Golf Association tour.
LPGA headquarters said today the $2,300 Miss Whitworth
won Sunday boosted her total
for the tour to $41,701. Miss
Mann won $1,375 for a fourthplace tie at Alamo and has won
a total of $41,705.
Miss Mann and Miss Whitworth each has won six tournaments on the tour.
Miss Caponi's $3,000 victory at
Alamo brought her winnings to
$17,407 and boosted her ahead of
Sandra Haynie, who has had
the third spot for weeks.
Miss Haynie has won three
times nnd $24,605.
FIRST WINNER PAYS
DENVER , Colo, (AP) _ Rudolfo Calderon , on apprentice
jockey from Ecuador , rode tlie
first winner of liis career at
Centennial Track this summer.
His horse, Dig Knees, pnid
$133,110 for $2.
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7 Crown think their whiskey is quite
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different from the rest.
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Smoother, Lighter. Better to serve mm
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Quality, through and through,
Their findings have made
7 Crown the best-liked brand of
whiskey in the whole world.
That's got to be superior.
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HAPPY WARRIORS

State Gridders
Seeing Stars

BILL PRICE
Knee Injury Reported Not Serious

ROGER JEHLICKA
7' .- "Leading Tackier Last Friday

JIM DYBEVIK
Defensive Halfback Has Scored Twkv

By HOWARD LESTRUD
Daily News Sports Editor
Two football games later and two Winona State College
defensive
standouts are seeing stars.
¦¦ ¦;
• The stars are on the exterior of the helmet and not on
the interior. Warrior coach Mooa Molinari and his assistants
installed a new incentive awards system two years ago,
whereby outstanding players received stars to place on their
helmets after making an outstanding play ih the game prior.
Roger Jehlicka, 175 pounds 'soaking wet and with his
uniform on according to Molinari, has three stars. He has
recovered three fumbles, all in the first game. Jehlicka was
also the team's leading tackier last Friday against the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Another star collector is 200-pound junior defensive halfback, Jim Dybevik.
Dybevik ran back an interception 40 yards plus for a
touchdown in the Warriors' opener two weeks ago and he
ran one kack 80 yards for a TD against Chicago Circle fast
week7
"I'm not-a Jehlicka," laughs Dybevik when showing his
star-less helmet. "I keep them under cover," the Austinite
says. Dybevik also recovered two fumbles in State's 36-7 win
over the Chikas in Chicago.
* Asked if he gambled on his interception Friday night,
Dybevik quickly replied, "I think you always gamble and it
always pleases me to know that I have Starzecki (Rick)
behind me."
Jehlicka and Steve Erdmanczyk (200) were Dybevik's
guides on the 80-yard run. "The ball was thrown a Ettle short
and when I started my run I just watched Rog and Steve
clean 'em out," Dybevik said.
Coach Molinari has been smiling since he returned from
Chicago and he says Dybevik, Jehlicka and halfback Bill
Price are three reasons why*
"Dybevik is a money player, Jehlicka has that quickness
because of his wrestling ability K wrestles at 147), Billy is
still rusty but he continues to improve," Molinari commented.
Price ran for 114 yards in 15 carries Friday. The 190pounder from South St. Paul hasn't played football for the
past three years. He served in Vietnam the past year. "•:
"It feels pretty nice to tote the pigskin again and it's
much better than the war because you don't know what to
expect over there ," Price said.
.
Contact has been a stranger to Price for the past few
years, but he met up with it again Friday. "Getting hit is
all the same to me but I did get racked up pretty hard a
couple of times against Chicago," Price recalled:
In addition to praising the work of Dybevik, Jehlicka
and Price, Molinari said every player "had a pretty good
day" including the reserves who he had a chance to watch .
Ron Hohrman ran for more than 70 yards and quarterback
Don Wistrcifl, sophomore, was put under fire.

Mays Cracks 600th Home Run

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Willie back here when he became the
Mays says he thrives on pres- second major leaguer ever to
sure, but he felt relieved to hit 600 home runs.
have some of it lifted from his "The pressure was building

Happy Packers
Show Results of
Sunday s Battle
GREEN BAY (AP) — It was linebackers," Bengtson said,
a happy bunch of Packers who giving credit for keeping Dick
showed up voluntarily Monday Butkus at bay to Guards Gale
for the team's training pro- Gillingham and Bill Lueck and
center Ken Bowman.
gram .
They are leading the Nation- "The holes were there ," conal Football League's Central curred top ground gainer , fullDivision by a full game, after back Jim Grabowski. "The
their 17-0 victory over Chicago. blocking was especially sharp
It was a tough battle, fought on the draw plays.
the hard way, mostly on the Bowman saw the 17-0 victory
ground. There were the usual in- as a comeback and a mental
juries.
lift for the team. "SeventeenBart Starr was hobbling on a zip . . . we needed that against
sprained instep, Marv Fleming, a Chicago team that handled
the only tight end on the roster, us pretty easily in the preseahad a bruised shoulder and son," Bowman said, referring to
linebacker Jim Flannigan is out the 19-9 thumping the Packers
for a month or two with a brok- took from the Bears in the August Shrine game.
en arm.
"I haven't spent one minute "I'm sure we had some
In that room," Starr said, point- doubts about this season," said
ing to the training room as he Bowman, "but we got rid of
limped toward his locker, "and those doubts by beating a real
good team fairly convincingly
I don't intend to."
yesterday."
"You always hope to run like It was the lack of a big miswe did ," said Head Coach Phil take that made the defense
Bengtson, meeting the press good and clinched the shutout,
after watching films of the vic- Gengtson said.
tory. Hard, tough running and
blocking was his training camp
ONE PACKER was hoping
theme song and it paid off particularl y hard for a teamagainst the rough Bears.
mate's recovery. That was wide
"We were doing a job on their receiver Boyd Dowler, who
moved over to Fleming's tight
end spot.
Long Road Ahead
"I've played there before ,"
commented the tall receiver,
For Bruins' Green
"but you can't classify me as
OTTAWA (AP) — Teddy one of the stronger tight ends
Green of the Boston Bruins , one in the league,"
of the National Hockey League's Then, thinking about knocktop defensemen injured in a ing heads with San Francisco's
stick-swinging duel , faced a big linebackers Sunday in Millong recuperative road today.
waukee, Dowler turned to the
The Bruins' 1969-70 champion- training room and yelled at
ship hopes suffered a jolt during Fleming: "Marvin will be
the weekend when Green suf- ready."
fered a fractured skull when hit
by Wayne Maki of the St. Louis "The strength we thought we
Blues in the first period of an had was more or less proven
correct," Bengtson said. "Of
exhibition game .
course, it's only one game. We
ANOTHER WOMAN FIRST
have 13 more. Things can
LETHBRIDGE , Alta. (AP) - change awfully fast. Just look at
Barbara Suitor of Arrowwood , yesterday's results."
Alta., bpcame the first woman The other three members of
jockey to win a recognized race the Central Division , supposedon an Alberta track Monday ly tho league's toughest , Chicawith a victory at exhibition park go , Minnesota and Detroit , nil
before 2,000 fans .
were beaten.
Miss Suitor received her licence Friday. Besides her win
Monday, she wa.s third in another race.
Miss Suitor guided Hobo's Dolight to victory in tho fifth race.

up, I had been trying too hard night with one on in the seventh
to hit home runs," said the 38- inning to give San Francisco
year-old wonder after he clouted a 4-2 victory over .San Diego.
'The big thing is that it won
No. 600 as a pinchhitter Monday
the game," said Mays after
keeping the Giants a half game
ahead of Atlanta in the National
League's frantic Western Division race.
Frank Torre, the former Milwaukee first baseman, represents the Adirondack Bat Co.,
and has been following Mays
and the Giants around for several weeks, waiting for Willie to
hit No; 600. The milestone
smash earned Mays a $12,500
sports car and one share of stock
for each foot the homer traveled.
The blast off Padre rookie
righthander Mike Corkins was
estimated to have traveled 390
feet. It followed an infield hit
by Ron Hunt and obliterated
a 2-2 tie.
WILLIE MAYS 7. . San
Francisco 7 Giants* Willie
Mays holds bat and half he
used Monday night to hit
his 600th career home run ,
second only to Babe Ruth's
714, Mays' seventh-inning
pinch-hit blast also gave
the Gi&vts a 4-2 victory over
the San Diego Padres . (AP
Photofax)

A small crowd of 4,779 gave
Mays a standing ovation and
the entire San Francisco bench
was waiting at home plate as
Willie rounded the bases on a
gimpy knee injured several
weeks ago in a home plate collision with Chicago catcher Randy Hundley.
"It was a thrill to see all
rny teammates waiting at home
plate — that's something you
don't see very often,'' Mays
said.

In Monday night bowling
league activity , Jaastad Hardware of the City League at HalRod Lanes broke loose for a 3,064 count to jump into second
place in this season's records.
Had the series been rolled last
year , it would have stood tied
for sixth in the record books.
Meanwhile, G o l d e n Brand
Foods belted 1,056-3,005 (its
third consecutive 3,000-plus series) and William's Hotel molded an even 3,000.
Bud Berger slammed 228652 for Holiday Inn , Bob Beadles led the William's surge with
246—616, Luther Myhro spearheaded Jaastad on 236—649,
Gary Schossow toppled 608, Jim
Konkel 607, and Bob Kratz 606
errorless.
Bunke's Apco in Hal - Rod
Lanes' VFW League cracked
1,067-3,002 behind the muscle
of Dick Seeling's 213—625 and
Del Prodzinski' s 212-606. The
1,067 is the fourth highest men's
team game to be recorded this
season.
Ken Hovell flipped 236 for

Sand Bar and Bruce . Bessie of
Wason's Supper ' Club marked
211—602.
Shirley Gehlhaart , substituting for Polachek Electric,
pounded 202-550 in the Pin
Topplers League at Westgate
Bowl. Watkin's Cosmetics swept
to 981—2,662. Les Krage belted
543, Betty Englerth 528, Doris
Bay 523 errorless, Irene Pozanc 526, Jane Maschka 519,
Vivian Brown 510, Nancy Nicklaus 201—506, Irlene Trimmer
202-503, Helen Englerth 502,
and Esther Kclm 501.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Go Getters — Betty Kramer powered
Steve's Lounge to a 694—1,960
sweep with her 200—515.
Monday League — Ed Feltz
of Quality Sheet Metal slapped
221 and Frank Adams hit 579
for Quillin's IGA.
WESTGATE BOWL: Westgate
Ladies— Doris Bay, bowling
for Leahn 's House of Beauty
ripped 212—532, but Midland
Co-op led team scores, piling up
880—2,557. Marcy Anderson shot
513 and Ruth Todd 512.

Alley Gaters — D o r e t t a
Schultz tipped 195 for Economy
Plumbing and Larry Donahue
of the Sunshine Five scattered
517. Linahan's marked 909 and
Fenske Body Shop totalled 2,583. Carol Fenske topped 504
and Arlene Kessler 501.
Community — Morris Schutz
hit 223-586 for the Pizza Hut
and Gibson's recorded 1,002—
2,798. .

'

KANSAS CITY (AP) - The
Kansas City Chiefs sent ace
quarterback Len Dawson TO
Oklahoma City today for examination by a specialist of his injured left knee.
While Dawson's playing status
for next Sunday's American
Football League game at Cincinnati remains in doubt until
the doctor's report is received.
Dawson sustained ihe injury
in Sunday 's 31-fl victory at Boston. He was hit as he attempted
a long pass to Otis Taylor on the
next to last play of the third
quarter. The pass was incomplete.
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Hal Leonard Music ...... 4
s
Bern:e's D-X ............. 4
S
Blanche's Tavern
4
J
Robb's Motor Sales ........ i s
J&K Office Supply
S
i
John's Fun House ......... J
T
Home Beverage
.... ..... 1 T
PIN TOPPLERS
¦¦ ¦ W. L
Westgate r
.
1
l
Mali* . Tavern ..
'
Polachek Electric
«4 JV4 ' ' .
Winona Paint & Glass .... S
4
Lakeside Gull
4
J
'
Shorty 's Bar t Cafe .... ;. 4
S
waiklnj cosmetics
...... 4
s
H&M Plumbing & Heating . ]</¦ 5'/,
Winona Fruit Markil' . '... .,. ' 1 7
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate
W. L.
Liehn's House of Beauty ... 13
l
Winona Typewriter
10
S
Midland Co-op
.' »
« .
Circle O Ranch
S
7
Ken 's Herifwar* ..........,. 1 . 12: ' ,
HdaOad's
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 lj
ALLEY GATERS
Wes;gale
W. L.
Economy Plumbing '. . . . . . ; . 10
1
Fenske Body Shop ......... ?
3 .
5
Linahan's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
s.
Sandy ' . '
*
* ¦
Jeanetve's
s
7
Curley 's Floor Shop ...... 414 7tt .' ¦
Sunshlna 'S'
4V» 7V4
Montaomery Wards . . . . . . . . J 10
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Dawson Will See
Knee Specialist
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• Day * comes to ui from a large agency In central Wisconsin.
tl*ti
Beloit College
Master Degree
r** 'rem
and a
from
He was
Duke University.
with the Croup Insurance Departcf
ment
Travelers Insurance Company for four years. At
Winona Agency he will specialize in group hospitalization and

He '"* •

p¦ ^K2%^f |^B accident, long-term disability, health and life Insurance .
'
I* working towards hia C.L.U. designation.
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Mr. Businessman-

SERV < N(l
Ill * sit

Picture your product

for faster acce ptance ,
greater sales, and

Ul

increased profits.

Phono 5952
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HUNTE R FOUND
KALISPELt, Mont, lfl Searchers found a Wisconsin
hunter frostbitten, but otherwise in good condition Monday
in the rugged Bob Marshal
wilderness area east of here ,
officials said.
RonaTd Zanto of Madison became lost Saturday after becoming separated from his
hunting companions.

/L Winona Dally Newt
"* ¦ Winona, Minnesota
TUESDAY , SEPT. 23, 1969
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as 600.

"I don't know how much longer I can go," says Maysj "but
I know I'll hit some more home
runs if I can stay healthy/that's
been my trouble. I was out of
the lineup for a couple of weeks
and I had trouble getting my
timing back."
Caledonia Harriers
"Yes, but you've hit the ball
as well the last couple of weeks
Outrace Holy Cross
as you have in several years,"
CALEDONIA, Minn. - Cale- said teammate Jim Davenport.
donia High School's cross coun- Mays has 10 hits in his last
try team outraced Holy Cross 27 at bats and has driven in
Seminary of La Crosse, Wis., seven runs in his last eight
MONDAY
21-39 at the Ma-Cal Grove Coun- games. He says he thrives on . Athleilc Club
W. L.
, 3
I
try Club Monday. The win im- the kind of excitement the Gi- .' . Quillin's jIOA
Futl
1
0
* Oil
proves the Warriors' record to ants and Braves are generating Jotwlck'
Bunke'i APCO ........... 1
l
in their run to the Westeh Divi- Qutlity Shact Met*! ........ I 2
3-1.
;
George's Bar
o
3 .
Caledonia's Charles BeitUch sion wire.
First National Bank ...... •
1
finished first in a time of 10:43,
OO GETTERS
Mays says he believes that . Athleilc Club
W . L.
followed by teammate M i k e
i t
three
or four players might Steve's .. . ... ;..,.
Burg 20 seconds later.
Winona
Plumbing
come along and reach the 600- EB'$ Corner ............... 31 0 0
.Caledonia also won the B homer plateau.
Unknowns ; ................. I
t
meet, this by 19-36. The B "The kids today are bigger Avenue
Cafe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i J
CITY
squad record is now l-l.
and stronger than they were
Hal-Rod
W. L.
The next varsity meet is at when I broke into the big
Pepsi cola
i i
home with Waukon, Iowa; at leagues," he said. "I hit 41 A.D.
BCOtery
I
J
4:30 p.m. Friday.
4
J
KWNO . .
homers my first full season with . Oolden Brand Foods
, s
4
1
the Giants but 1 never dreamed Country Kllchen ..... . .-...,,
4
CLIPPERS EDGE DENVER
Wllllarm Hotel
5
4
STAMFORD, Ont (AP) - then that I'd hit 600. People Jaastad Hardware
4
5
Dilike
Stan
Musial
and
Joe
Holiday lpn
4
s
Rick Kessel scored a goal with
Sunshine
Bar
a
Cafe
4
s
55 seconds left as the Baltimore Maggio never came close and Oasis Bar & Cafe
i
*
Clippers of the American Hock- I had no reason to think that Park Plan ...
-.. 1
*
Cheer 's Barber Shop
1
ey League edged the Western I would.
*
VFW
"The
next
person
to
hit
600
Hockey League Denver Spurs
- L.
Hal-Rod
VI
.
5-4 in an exhibition, game Mon- should ' be Henry Aaron (of At- Koehler1! Body Shop ..... I l
7 V J'
lanta.) But there's no one else Wason'i Supper' Club
day night.
4
s
Unknowns ..? ,...;
in the big leagues today -who 's fiunke
(
J
'i Apce .:
Sand (ir
I
even close."
*

Jaastad Hardware Rips
3,064 Count at Hal-Rod

GANGINfi UP
BOULDER . Colo. (AP) _ On
one day last spring the University of Colorado received
signed letters of intent to enroll
from nine California high school
football linemen weighing a total of 2 ,120 pounds.

DURFEY

Mays, slowed by age and injuries, doesn't even consider the
possibility of catching the alltime home run leader, Babe
Ruth, who hit 714 roundtrippers.
Ruth was the only other big
leaguer ever to hit as many

*

///
III

POWER PISTONS . . . Members of the
Power Piston trnpshootlng team , which won
a tropny (or placing first in tho Arcadia
Trapshootirig League, are from left : Rudy
l

Klink , Ed Fernholz, Ron Schreiber, Don Sliiby
and Gary Klopotek, Power Pistons had 032
points. '(Mrs, Franklin Sobotta Photo )
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Jill Smith
take Center
Rural Fire Call
Wins High
Fees to Increase NamesPark
Point Honors
Plan!Manager
Jill Smith of Nelson, Wis.,

and her horse, Champ's Red
Wing, walked ( or trotted) off

Rural townships contracting
with the City of Winona for fire
protection will be asked to pay
higher fees under new contracts
to be proposed.
v The amounts paid for rural
calls barely povef the, costs of
gas and provide no return for
maintenance ok city equipment,
said C7 i t y '.v iv y , • .-.
_,.
Manager CarroU 7J. Pry.; . City
Tenryear con- - :

with high point honors at the
Big Valley Ranch September
Horse Show in East Burns Valley Sunday.
Judge - for '• ¦t he- show was7 Sue
Sather of Winona with Dick Burt
of Homer announcing.
fcacts wit h Council
y *
Showmanship at Halter
Winona/ Wil1—Wendy woodworth, showing Oky polky son and Horn-' ' 7
. . ' '—
ewned by Big Valley Ranch.
Sept.
30,
er townships; expire
I—Carey Griesel, thowln.r Hud owned ty
a contract w ith Warren TownAllen Ooetiman.
S—Cathy Fleming, mowing Money Creek's ship expires Dec. 1, 1969, and a
Wy-IMa.
4—Jill Smith, Nelson, Wis., showing contract with Hillsdale TownChamp's ' Red Wing.
ship ejpires Jan. 1, 1970.
J—Mary Bauer, shewing Lee Tom's Tina.
«—Carl Bushman, Fountain city, wli. .
Shewing Bar 7 Sanchey.

Bareback Horsemanship

1—Pam
Orevr, showing
Greenway
Chance, ewned by Wendy Woodworm.
J—Wendy .Woodworm, shewing Oky polky
owned by Big Valley Ranch.
I—Jill Smith, showing Champ's ¦ Red
Wing.
«—Jerri Jeresek, shewing Two-Dashes,
I—Krysten Cornwall, showing Mime.
J—Cathy Fleming, showing Money creek's
Wy.||-la.

'

Western Pleasure

1—Champ's Red Wing, owned and ridden
) by Jill Smith.
1—Leo Tom's Tina, ewned and ridden by
¦
'
, Mary Bauer.
I—Spur Hancock I
, owned' and rittlta,
by Nancy Bushman, Fountain Clly;
Wli.
4—Little Dan, ewned and ridden fey Beverly Bushman, Fountain city, wis.
S—Prince Selgen, owned and ridden ky
Tarry Lembkey.
i—Hud, ridden by Carey Griesel and
owned by Allen Goetzman.

Western Horsemanship

I—Carey Griesel, riding Hud owned ky
Allen Goetzman.
1—Jill Smith, riding Champ's Red Wing.
S—Cathy Fleming, riding Money cretk'B
Wy-IMa.
4—Mary Bauer, riding Leo Tom's Tlm.
I—Wendy Woodworth, riding Sports Shu
Fly owned by Big Vallay Ranch.
t—Jerri Jeresek, riding Two-Dashes owned by Big Valley Ranch.

Egg and Spoon

1—Jim Girtler, riding sonny Champ II.
I—Kurt Lessen, riding Cindi,
s—Paul Girtler, riding Jim Bob Giant.
4—Mary Bauer, riding Leo Tom's Tina.
S—Jerri Jeresek, riding Two-Dashes.
t-Satli Shortrldge, riding Sultan's Sboky.

English Pleasure ;

t-Ganln Height's Bonnie, ridded by
Mary Durfey.
Si-Champ's Red Wing, i-ldden by Kim
Edslrona, owned by Jill Smith.
t- .eii*v Creek's Wy-ti-ta, rmsen by
Cathy Fleming.
?-Traveler, ridden by Marie Christensen,
5—Cinnamon, ridden by Pam Graver,
«—Prince Selgen, ridden by Terry Lamb' hey. ' .

Knock Down and Out
Jumping

1-Lesan, ridden by Kim Edstrom, owned by Ann Roblnion.
a—Garvin Height's Bonnie, ridden by
Mary Durley.
3—Cinnamon, ridden by Pari Grover.
4—Greenway chance, ' ridden by Kim
Edstrom, ewned By Wendy Woodwork.
S—Hud, ridden by Allen Goetzman.
4—Prince Selgen, ridden by Terry Ltmlkey. '
. - .. . .-

Speed Jumping

1—Sultan's Sooky. ridden by Selll Shortrldge.
1—Traveler, ridden by Marie Chrlstm¦• sen. •
*— Natural Gas, ridden by Kim Bdslrorn,
owned by Ricky Lembkey.
4—Prince Selgen, ridden by Terry tenia-,
key.
I—Flick, ridden fey Lonnte Sass, Alms,
Wis. ¦ . " " ' . ' " ¦

Pole Weaving

1—Flick, ridden by Lennle Sass.
l_TroublCs Bear, ridden by Joy Hlttnar.
S—Misty, ridden by Barbara Haiien, Peterson, Minn.
4—Topsy, ridden by Sharon Johnson,
Rushford, Minn.
S—Dolly GO, ridden by Duane CiulJie.
4—Pancho, ridden by Marly Christianson.

Clover Leaf Barrels

1—Cindi, ridden bv Kurt Lessen.
X—Natural Gas, ridden by Rick Lembkey.
S—Trouble's Bear, ridden by Joy Hittner.
4-MJstey, ridden by Barbara Halle™,
S—Robin, ridden by Peg Brooks.
4—Shente's Budd, ridden by Kris Buawell.

Tire Race

1—Pancho, ridden by Marty Christiansen.
1—Garvin Height' s Bonnie, ridden by
Mary Durfey.
S-Snoffy, ridden by Sandy Pomeroy,

4—Flick, ridden by Lennle Sass.

5—Rcbln, ridden fey Peg Breoks. .:
4—Sultan's Sooky, ridden, by Salll Sh«rtridge.

Guppy Sessions
Begin Saturday

The first sessions of the fall
guppy swimming program at
the YMCA will begin Saturday,
said Robert Vander Berg, progrpm chairman.
;
Guppy swim is for boys ' in
the first and sCcond grade. It
is for beginning swimmers or
advance swimmers.
Two classes will be -held each
Saturday running from Sept. 27
through Dec. 20. There will be
no class thC wceeknd of ThanksS» vin&
The first class will run from
9:13 until 10 a.m. and the second class will run from 12
noon until 12:45 p.m. Classes
will be divided into two parts;
one part for beginners, who
will meet in the shallow end
of tho pool , and ono part for
advanced swimmers, who will
me*et in the deep water.
Two instructors, with helpers,
will be used to ensure tho safety of the boys , said Vander
Berg, Advance registration Is
rcauired and a fee for thd class
will be charged. Classes -will
be limited to 15 boys in (he
shnllow or beginning class and
10 hoys in the deep or advanced
class.
For mord information , contact
Vander Berg.
¦
OLYMPIC CHAMP WINS
(AP)
BUDAPEST
Sweden's Bjoern Form won the
fencing event of tho World Pentathlon Championships Monday,
totalling 1,089 points with 33 victories.
Runnerup to the Swedish
Olympic champion was Ilungarinn-born Paul Pcathy of the
United Statea, Pesthy collected
1,000 pointa with 30 victories.

COUNCILMEN directed the
manager to draw proposed
agreements with the first three
townships for early presenta-

Long-Range
Plans Asked of
State Colleges

ST. PAUL, Minn. - The
Minnesota State College Board
served notice on the six state
colleges Monday that each college will have to come up with
a long-range academic plan and
a statement of the standards
used in proposing new programs
before any new academic majors or departments will be .approved.
FRANK Chesley7 Red Wing,
chairman of the board's curriculum committee, said the board
currently lacks such information.
"For example," he said, "the
committee would like to know
how each college determines
that there will be sufficient interest in a particular new program to justify offering it.
"The question is related to
the over-all question of the efficient allocation of educational
resources within the college and
within the system as a whole."
The committee also seeks information on the minimum number of faculty members and minimum standards of faculty preparation needed to create "viable" departments and majors,
Chesley said.
The board adopted a resolution instituting an examination
of all graduate,programs in the
system, with a report due by
next June, and said it will approve no new graduate programs until the college making
the request has reported on its
long-range plans and standards.
A SIMILAR resolution on undergraduate programs is expected to be passed at the next
board meeting in November, officials said.
In other business, Chancellor
G. Theodore Mitau reported
that 75 students are participating in two programs under the
new , Common Market p 1 a n,
which provides for students at
each college to take advantage
of unique programs at the other
state colleges.
He said 48 students from five
colleges are in the Inner City
Student Teaching Program in
the Twin Cities. , Previously,
only St. Cloud State and Mankato State had student teachers
in the metropolitan area.
Another 27 are spending the
fall quarter away from their
home college studying at another state college.

The weather forecast for
Wlnoni and vicinity calls
for tbe digging out of blank-,
tts and sweaten u tern- 7
peratures are predicted to
dip below the 40-degree
mark tonight.
The forecast calls for .
clear skies and cool temperatures tonight, followed
by fair skies and warmer
readings Wednesday when '
the mercury is expected "to
hover between <o and 68.
The outlook for Thurs- •
day is for temperatures
near or a little above normal and with a ' chance, of
showers. • ?
Monday's Showers -produced .45 Inches of, moisture and were accompanied
by a cooling trend. After an
overnight low of 49, temperatures had climbed only
to 56 by noon today. A high
of 76 was recorded Monday.

GRA N

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
receipts Mon. 621; year ago 417;
trading basis unchanged to
down 4 cents; prices %-4% lower; cash spring wheat basis, No.
l dark northern 11-17 protein
1;58%-2.14%;
Spring wheat one cent premium each lb. over 58-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each l& lb. under 58 lbs.
N6. 1 hard Montana winter
l'.50%-1.85'%.
Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter
1.44%r1.82%.
No;, 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.65-1.69; discounts, amber 2-3; durum 3-57
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.11%1.14%.
Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
81-63.
Barley, cars 176, year ago
219; good to choice 87-1.14; low
to intermediate 87-1.08; feed 7086.7.
Rye No. 1-2 1.06-1.09 .
Flax No. 1 2.85 nom.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.43
nom.

1 P.M7 New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 26% Inland Stl SOVs
Allis Chal 23% I B Mach 356V4
Amerada 48 Intl Harp 26%
Am Can 49V* Intl Paper 39%
Am Mtr
9 Jos & L
22
AT&T
50% Jostens
36
Am Tb
— Kencott
42%
31%
Anconda 27% Loew's •
Arch Dn 44 Marcor
49%
Armco Stl 28% Minn MM 115
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Blue Chips
Spur Marked
Advance

tion to their boards. They would
be asked to adopt a 5-mfll levy
for fire protection purposes. In
addition the agreement would
call for payment of $40 for the
first hour of service by the city
fire department add $25 ' '. tor
NEW YORK (A P) - The
each additional hour7
stock market, spurred by severUnder agreements soon to exal blue-chip gains, continued to
pire, the payment provided
climb in moderate trading early
was $50 for the first hour- and
this afternoon as advances out$10 for each yadditionaLyiiour.
distanced declines by 200 issues.
There has been no levy far ^payThe Dow Jones industrial avment beyond the amount tenerage, registering a small gain
dered f or each fire call. 7
;
Monday, reached 836.19 at noon ,
Each, fire run made by city . ' .; ;
lltt« 7:7 7 :y-v Tbada- ' ' - 7 .
up 4.42.
equipment costs an a\$rage of
'
'
according
to
a
report
pre$400/
Analysts noted that several
pared by city personnel and
glamor issues, which spiraled
submitted by the manager to
upward Monday, fell prey today
councilmen.
to prof it taking. Xerox, a star
In 1868 tbe city department
performer Monday, fell off 2%
made nine runs to rural fires.
at i01%7
Present agreements cover 238
Other declines were seen in
properties in Winona Township,
WINONA MARKETS
Control Data , off 1% at 139T and
324 in Wilson Township, 321
IBM off 2% at 356.
Swift & Company
in Homer Township, 33 in WarSome glamors, however, conThese
quotation]
apply
lo
hogs
deliverren Township and 23 in Hillstinued to gain, such as Polaroid,
ed to tha winona Station by noon today.
dale Township. Only parts of the
HOOS
up % at 138%.
Van Tassell
Maroushek
Hog market; Butchers 50 cents hlshar;
latter two are served by WinoOne analyst said today's marsows 25 cents higher.
na. The remainder lie within the
ket performance represented a
Meat type, 210-230 lbs. .. 3S.7S-2i.25
John F. Van Tassell will be
Bulchers, 310-230 lbs
. 2 5.75
service-radius of the Lewiston
"further consolidation in the
Sows, 270-300 lbs.
. 23.25
overall plant manager when
fire department.
,
base-building pattern with the
Heart
Fund
Gifts
CATTLE
Lake Center Switch Co. Occu800 mark of the DJI now a valid
Cattle market: Steady.
TOWNSHIPS could expect
High choice and prima
28.00
low."
pies
its new facilities in Airport Used for Researc h
Choice
25.25-27.50
better service along with acSeveral of the Dow Jones inGood . . . . . , '.
22.75-25.75
Industrial
Park
.
ceptance of more realistic fees,
Gifts to the H&rt Fund in Standard
; 21.75-23,75
dustrials added a strength to the
the report stated. A larger tank The new facilities will com- memory of Victor Bohnen, late. Ullllly cows
M40-20.50
market, with Woolworth up 2 at
. . . . . . . . 17.00-19.50
truck could be provided and bine the present downtown and Winona resident, were made Canner and cutter
38% and Proctor & Gamble up
VEAL
more than two men could be
last month and will be used Ve^l market : Steady.
1% at 995/s.
41.00
sent initially on 7 a call, the re- Industrial Park plants of Lake for research into the causes Top Xhblce
The Associated Press 60-stock
Good and choice .. ........ 31,00-40.00
which
is
an
affiliCenter
Switch,
port said. Fire Chief Ervin Laufand control of heart disease!, Commercial
22.00-30.00
average at noon was up .9 to
22.00-down
enburger said the present tank ate of Lake Center Industries.
said Keith Ostrander, Pleasant Boners
291.6, with industrials up 1.8,
Bay State Milling Company
truck's capacity is 350 gallons
LIVESTOC K
Valley Rd., memorial gifts
ant
Van
Tassell
has
been
pl
rails up .6, and utilities off .4
¦
'
Elevator
A
Grain
Prices
of water , hardly enough. for the
manager, Gale Products Co., chairman of Winona County, Ona hundred bushels of grain will be
SOUTH ST. PAVU
task.
,
Rubbers, electronics and airthe minimum loads accepted at tha eleMinnesota Heart Association.
SOUTH ST. PAUL UB—(USDA)-Callle
valors.
He said if additional funds Galesville, Wis., a Lake Center
Heart memorials offer "a No. 1 northern spring wheat . . . . UJ 5,000; calves 400; slaughter steers and lines were mostly up fractionalcould be secured the depart- Industries affiliate, since Au- way of paying significant re- No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.5' heifers steady; cows about steady; bulls ly, while motors, aircrafts, utiliweak; vealers and slsughter calves
ment could acquire a tank gust 1966.
3 northern spring wheat . . i . 1.50
steady; feeders scarce; high cholca 1,077 ties, metals and chemicals were
spect to relatives, friends and No.
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.46
end 1,141 lb slaughter steers 29.00; most mixed.
truck with a capacity of as
'
'
Ben M. Maroushek. Jr., who associates who have died, and No. 1 hard winter wheat .... ... -1.4! . choice 950-1.225 lbs 27JO-28.50; mixed
much as 2,000 gallons. 7 Most
Texaco led the list of the 20
No.
2
hard
winter
wheat
.......
1.3>
high oood and choice 37V0O-27.50; high
give hope to the living by sup- No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.35
farm and rural water supplies has headed the present product
choice 954 lb slaughter heifers 28.00; most-active Big Board stocks at
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.31
most choice 850-1,025 lbs 2S.25-27.iO; mix- 31%, off • ¦%. . ";
are not adequate to meet the assembly operations at the In- porting projects designed to No.
Boeing, which
1 rye
1.04
ed high good and choice 26.00-^6.50; utildemands of firefighting equip- dustrial Park plant since its help reduce the toll of death No. 2 rye
. . . . . . l.flt
lly and commercial slaughter cbws 21.00- said it was ready to move on the
from
aiid
disability
resulting
ment, Laufenburger said.
21.25; canner and T cutler 18.00-20.50; supersonic
Froedtert Malt Corporation
transport airplane
opening in 1966, will become as- the various forms of heart and
utillly and commercial slaughter bulls
Hours: I a.m. te . p.m.
- —SST—after President Nix23.00-26.00; cutter 2! .50-23:00; choice
Submit
sample
bofor
loading..
Ostrandcirculatory
diseases",
sembly division manager in the
40.00-43.00; gooc!
Barley purchased al prices subject la vealers
37.00-33.00; on's earlier approval, moved up
er said.
choice slaughter calves 2B.0O-30.00; good l% at 35tt.
market.
¦
new facility, and John J. Cada,
¦
..
22.00-28.00. . .
.
He* pointed out that the great
Winone Egg Market
Home Oil-A was the most acwho has headed the downtown
Hogs.7,500; barrows and gilts trading
(Winona Produce, Ilebell Produce) need
for
heart
research
funds
uneven,
strong
to
mostly
25 «enls high- tive stock on tiie American
metal stamping operation, will is indicated by the fact that it
These quotations apply as ol
er; Instances 50 cents higher) 1-3 200-250
Stock Exchange, falling off iM
10:30. am. today.
handle that operation in the new
Ibs 24.25-26JO; 2-4 250-280 lbs 25.75Grade A lumbo (white) . . . . . . . . . . .43
is
estimated
more
than
19,000
2650;
sows steady to strong; 1-3 300-400 at 39%.
plant as metals division man- Minnesotans will die from heart Grade A large , (white) ........... .40 lbs 23.00-24.25;
2-3 400-600 Ibs 21.75-23.25r
ager. Both will take on new-du- disease and circulatory diseas- Grade A medium (white) ..,,..,. .24 leeder pigs steadyM-3 120-160 lbs 23.50- lbs 24J5-25.00; 2-3 500-600 Ibs 21.75-22.75.
Grade R (white)
M
24.00.
Cattle 1,000; calves none; slaughter
ties as all operations are ex- es this ytfan In Winona Coun- Grade C
........;....... .12
Sheep 3,000; trading oti all classes' fair- steers steady; several loads high cholca
panded ahd developed.
ly active, steady; most choice and prime and prima 1,125-1,275 Ibs slaughter steers
ty,
for
example,
there
were
451
J. W. Hein Jr., presently plas- deaths ' last year and of this ledgement card is sent by the 85-105 Ib spring slaughter lambs 28.00- 30.50-31.50; choice 950-1,222 Ibs 29.00-30.50;
,
28.75; good and choice
utility good 26.75-28.50; few loads and lots
tics division manager at Gale number 250 were from heart Heart Association to the be- and good slaughter 37.00-28.00;
ewes
7.50-8.50; choice 825-950 Ib slaughter heifers 27.©)
new
the
feeders 27.00-28.00.
to 28.00; good 25.00-26.25; Utility and comProducts Co., will be
¦ ¦A 6,390
reaved family
immediately choice 60-80 Ib CHICAGO
merclal cows 19.75-21.25; utility and comcontract for furnish- plant manager at Gale. He has disease.
$
CHICAGO Ml -(USDA)- Hogs 3,500; mercial bulls 24,00-24.50.
Individuals
may
contact
Osupon
notification
of
a
memorial
ing classroom furniture f o r been with Gale Products since
butchers steady; 1-2 205-235 Ib butchers
Sheep .100; few lots good and choice
trander for Heart Fund Memor- gift. Receipts are" sent to don- 24.75-27.25;
schools of Independent District 1966.
1-3 200-250 lbs 26JO-27.0O; 2-3 75-100 lb spring slaughter lambs sleady
ial
information.
An
acknowors
for
income
tax
purposes.
205-260
lbs
26.00-26.50;
sows
1-3
300-350
at
23.00-27.00. :
861 was awarded Monday night
Van . Tassel will continue to
by the School Board io St. Paul report to H. Gene Rygmyr, ^—
—
^
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Book fc Stationery Co., St. Paul.
Lake Center Industries manager
St. Paul Book was one ! of of manufacturing, said Ted Biefive suppliers who submitted
sanz, Lake Center Industries'
bids for fur- __________
~" general manager.
nishing 37 ta- f™—~"~

Furnishings
Contract to
St;Paul Firm

bles, 120 lift-

School

Council Receives
ACQUISITION of the new CD Shelter Study
furniture is, in part, a continuatop desks, 229
chairs a n d
seven teachers* desks.

D^a-J
DOqi Q

tion of a board program for systematic ¦' replacement of , classroom furnishings and for expanded classroom facilities for
a larger student population and
additional teachers.
Hie lowest overall bid was
submitted by Jones & Kroeger,
Winona, which offered a quotation of $5,451,
The board's business manager, Paul W. Sanders, pointed
out, however , that certain of
the desks listed by the Winona
firm did not meet bid specifications.

HAUENSTEIN - Burmeister
Co., Minneapolis, quoted a price
of $5,389 but its bid did not cover two of the items requested.
The other bidder was United
Chemical & School Supply, Minneapolis , with a total bid of $6,737.
Taking into consideration the
fact that the Jones ic Kroeger
bid did not meet all specifications and HauensteLn-BurmeisRomuald Galewski has been tcr didn't bid on all items, the
¦
elected• ' chief ranger of St. board agreed to award-the conThomas Court 360, Cathoilc Or- tract to St. Paul Book & Stader of Foresters.
tionery.
Others named: Vice chief
ranger , Ronald Galewski ; re- A FACTOR in the decision,
cording secretary - treasurer, too, was that the equipment
Joseph E. Jereczek ; financial supplied by St . Paul Book would
secretary, Lawrence F. Jaszew- be compatible with other furski; speaker and chairman of nishings in the school system.
audit , Fred Rettkowski; audit In other action Monday the
co-chairman, G e o r g e
R. board formally approved purSchultz; juvenile director and chase of a
$10,000 treasurer's
s e n i o r conductor, Michael
Bronk; junior conductor, John bond which had been authorizBronk ; outside sentinel, Henry ed at a previous meeting.
M. Walinski, and inside sentinel, Henry Frie .
Trustees nre James Mausziycki Sr., John J. Palubicki and
Henry M. Walinski.
Tho Rev, Peter Fafinski , senior associate pastor at St. Stanislaus Catholio Parish, was
appointed spiritual director of
A Montevideo , Minn., man
the court, succeeding the Rt. was charged with careless
Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski , driving today after an earlywho was transferred to St. morning accident investigated
Mary's Parish at Chatfield, by tlie Winona County Sheriff's
Minn.
office .
The juvenile members of the
Sheriff George Fort said that
court meet every third Tuesday Chnrlcs A. Eischenich v^as
and the adult court meets the southbound on 44th Avenue ,
third Wednesday of ench month. Goodview , and turning left onSessions nre held in the St . to the Old Goodview Road at
Stanislaus School linll club- 1:05 a.m. when he lost control
rooms.
of hia car .
¦

Forester Group
Elects Officers

Goodview Crash
Results in
Traffic Charge

AftCAl)lA MAN ILL
ETTHICK, Wis . (Special) Leonard P. Sheehy, Arcadia , is
critically ill in a Ln Crosse
hospital. For many years he
was postrnnstcr end rurni mad
carrier nt Ettrick. On h's retirement several years HRO the
family moved to Arcadia .

IT WILL GET
C-H-l-L-L-Y
TONIGHT

Fort said tho 1900-model sedan ran into the ditch on the
right side of Goodview Road ,
crossed to the loft side , knocked
down a mailbox and several
small pine trees and came to
rest in the ditch. Damage wns
$150 to tho front nnd left side
of the car. The mnllbcorVwasvalued at $50.

A Civil Defense county-city
cohamunity shelter plan, approved by the Winona Cotinty
Board of Commissioners, was
received and filed Monday night
by the City Council.
Councilmen noted that the city
had not been consulted in connection with .the plan's preparation. It was assembled by Nason, Wehrman, Knight _ Chapman, Minneapolis consultant
firm. The council observed also
that the city will bear much
of the burden of administration
and supplies distribution.
City Clerk John Carter recalled that the agreement extends back for several years
to a time when city and county
were jointly responsible for
funding and administering Civil
Defense projects. Both are to
contribute equally and be reimbursed from federal funds.
In practice , however , it was the
city which did the work and
supplied the interim funding,
Carter said.

IS THIS A GOOD
TIME TO INVEST?
Blair & Company Invites You and Your

Investment Minded

Friends to Attend a Free Lecture on

Should You Own Stocks or Funds?
* ¦ Mutual funds and the growth:minded investor. What is the
total range of mutual fund performance?
* Special report on computer stocks
* How do funds offer a potential hedge against inflation on a
long-term basis?

Fire Destroys
Silo,Hay Near
Lake City

* W hat about the much discussed CHECK-A-MONTH plans
for retirement?

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Fire damaged a Martin
Steele silo, 21 by 50 feet, beyond
repair and the equivalent of 300
bales of hay was destroyed
Monday on the Willard and Elmer Pick farm seven miles
southwest of Lake City in Lake
Township.
The Lake City fire department was called at 6 a.m. nnd
stayed 23 hours to save other
nearby buildings. Tlie chopped
hay still was smoldering this
morning.
Wind added to the work of
firemen in saving the other
buildings. Tlie silo caved in.
No estimate of loss was available .
¦

This meeting is designed to give definite answers to these questions. Different
objectives for stocks and funds will be discussed. Prospectus ond complete descriptive literature will be given to you for ready reference after the meeting.

Banking Graduate
SPRING G R O V E , Minn.
(Special ) — . Donald F. Jennings, Onsgnrd State Bank ,
was among 404 bankers from
30 states nnd Puerto R'co who
graduated recently from the
graduate school ot banking at
the University of Wisconsin,
Madison.
The school , sponsored by the
Central States Conference consisting of bankers associations
of 16 states , requires a l i e n dance for two weeks each year
for tlirco years for graduation.

Discussions will be led by Blair & Co. company representative, Joseph Roche,
who has counseled thousands of investors. It is open to the public, and will be
conducted af

The Holiday Inn in Winona at 7:30 p.m.
On Thursday, September 25

BLAIR & CO INC.
— Founded 1890 —

Members of New York , American and Mid-West Stock Exchanges
130 Foshay Tower , Minneapolis , Minn. Phone : (612) 339-2595

State Cancer
Meeting Set

Want Ads
Start Here
NOTICE
This newspaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
any classlflK) advertisement published In the Want Ad section. Check
your od and call 33J1 II a correction
must be mode.

Card of Thanks
JCHAFERWe wish to express our thanks to everyone who visited, sent cards, food/ flowers and helped In any way during fhe
recent Illness and loss of our beloved
A special
Mother and Grandmother.
¦
thanks to Rev. Deye and Ihe doctors
and nurses at Community Memorial end
C & R Unit.
The Family of Lydla Schaler

In Momoriam

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—Frank
IN LOVING MEMORY of Alice Stephin,
who passed away 1 year ago today:
Chupita, president, W i n o n a
No pen can write, no tongue can till.
UNCALLED FOR—
BLIND
ADS
How much we mtss you.
County Chapter, American Can- C—78, 79, »3, 85, 87, BB.
We know you're In the arms of Jesus,
To shine among the Angels;
cer Society, will be among AmBut what It meant to lose you,
erican Cancer Society volunteers
No one but God will ever know,
God gave us strength to fact It,/
who will meet here Thursday
And courage to bear the blow ;
But we shall meet you In Heaven by
and Friday to attend a series of
and by.
Sady Missed byprogram development workHusband, William; Children and
shops and to confer honors to
Grandchildren
program activity and fund-raisLost and Found
'4
ing achievements in the past
year, Three hundred and fifty
FOUND-Man's '68 class ring, Can have
delegates from all sections of
by naming Initials. Write to Resident,
Minnesota are expected .
4310 Zone Ave. N., Robbinsdale, Minn.
55«2.
At the Thursday evening
awards dinner, citations will be
FOUND—boy's small bicycle. Call alter
3:30 to Identify at 768 E. 2nd. Owner
presented to seven individual
may have same ty paying for this ad.
volunteers and 1,1 ACS county
units for outstanding contribuPersonals
7
tions to the control of cancer.
luncheon
A crusade awards
BEST TASTE In town. Compare! Wed.
will be held Friday noon to recSpecial: Pork chop, potatoes, gravy,
vegetable, roll, butter, beverage. Jl.
ognize those who helped set a
SIDEWALK CAFE, Miracle Mallnew fund-raising record of $832,LOST bright carpet colors . . . restore
500 for the Minnesota division
them with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
in the April drive.
Miss St. Dennis Morehare.
shampooer $1. R, D. Cone Co.
A panel of physicians will disATTENTION,
Members ! Want to
cuss recent advances in cancer LA CRESCENT, Minn. - attend real ELKS
stag party with steak,
Queen of the Lakes Annette St. fun and games? Call the Elks, 4716,
detection and treatment .
no later than Wed., the 24th, for reDennis, Osseo, Minn., will join servations.
in La Crescent's Apple Festival
IT'S HEREI Annex Open, Sept. 28th .
Saturday and Sunday.
Room for a few more foursomes. If
Accompanying the queen will you want to play, contact innkeeper
Meyer, WILLIAMS HOTEL, right
be hospitality vice commodore Ray
now!
and Mrs. Robert Morshare.
MINNEISKA, Minn. . — Min- The Aquatennial visitors will MAKE PLANS for the Big Saturday
Dance, Oct. 4, featuring the CORDOneiska will have its village elec- be guests for the 6 p.m. ban- VOX
Combo playing for your dancing
reports
Mrs.
Lestion Nov. 4,
quet Saturday. Later that eve- and listening pleasure. LEGION CLUB.
ter Brueske/ clerk.
ning Queen Annette will preside GET THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR SYSThe terms of Mayor Lester as mistress of ceremonies at TEM! Have your air duds and furnace cleaned with our Mobil-Vac PowBruesie; Albin Konkel, trustee, the coronation of the 1970 Miss er
Vacuum. Your home will be freshand Ed Heaser, treasurer, ex- La Crescent.
er, cleaner, more comfortable and
healthier
to live In. Call Joswick for
pire at the end of the year. Tbe next morning, after join- free estimate.
JOSWICK FUEL & OIL
A justice of the peace will be ing the Lions Club for break- CO. Tel. 3389.
elected to fill a vancancy.
fast, Queen Annette and Vice ANNA ELIZABETH GOING: Born at WlCandidates may file with Commodore and Mrs. Morshare nona, June 1, 18J9. Nieces and nephews
please correspond with the undersigned:
Mrs. Brueske between today will ride in the parade on the W.
E. Granger, 1060 Elizabeth St.,
Pasadena, California 91104.
and Oct. 7. All terms are for Aquatennial float.
two years except trustee, which
WINTER JACKETS without any "zip"?
(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. 16, mt)
For zipper replacement and pocket reis three years.

Aquatennial
Queen to Attend
Apple Festival

Minneiska Vote
Set for Nov. 4

(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. 16, 19»)
State of Minnesota )¦ SJ .
) In Probalo Court
County M Winona
No. 17,014
In Re Estata of
Agnes Sikorski, Dtcedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Administration, Limiting Tlm* to Fill claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
John A. Laska having filed herein a
petition for general administration stating
lhat said decedent died Intestat* and
praying that John A. tasks and Ben
J. Laska be appointed administrators;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on October 8, 1?«, at
9:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tha probate court room In the court house
In Winona, Minnesota; lhat the time
within which creditors of said decedent
may file their claims be limited to four
months from the date hereof, and that
tha claims so filed be heard on January 14, 1970, at 9:30 o'clock A.M.,
before this Court In the probate courl
room In the court house In Winona,
Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
given by publication of this order In
the Winona Dally News and by mailed
notice as provided by law.
Dated September 12, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
(treater. Murphy, Brosnahan A
Langford,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(Flrlt Pub. Tuesday, Sept. *, 1969)
Stale of Minnesota ) u.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
¦
No. 17,009
In Re Estate ot
Eleanor A. Porter, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate of Will, Limiting Time to Fill
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Mary Jane Ward , having filed a petition for the probate of the Will of said
decedent and for the appointment of
Mary Jane Ward as Executrix, which
Will Is on tile. In this Court and open
to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be hed on Octobe r 2, 1969, at
10:30 o'clock A.M., belore this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesola, and that
ob|octlons to the allowance of «ald Will,
If any, be filed belore said time of
hearing; that the time wllhln which
creditors of said decedent may file their
elalmj be limited to four months from
the date hereof, and that the claims
so filed be heard on January J, 1970,
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In Ihe probata court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
nolle* hereof be given by publication
ol this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice es provided by
law.
Dated September S, 1969.
MARGARET McCREADY.
Probata Clerk.
(Pfobate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner

Tel. 9509 or £436

1-year guarantee

Female — Jobs of Int.
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BABYSITTER In my home, Mon, through
Frl. Tel, (-1633. —

——

'
¦—,

*-

-

—
: ,

DAY WAITRESS wanted. Please apply
In person, Dairy Oar, 114 E. 3rd.
COOK WANTED-Tues. and Frl. nights.
Crest Motel and Supper Club, Caledonia. Tel. 724-3311.
HIGHWAY COUNTRY Kitchen needs addltlonal full-time waitresses. Apply In
person.
WAITRESS WANTED - Garden Gate
Restaurant; i- st W. 3rd.
No phone
calls.
WE NEED a mature woman to work In
our Inspection Department and also
for.,som» counter work. Apply In person
to either Mrs. Brown or Mr. Haddad.
Haddad Cleaners, 164 Main.
WAITRESSES NEEDED . Ful 1 or parttime, day and evenings shifts open.
Must be 21. Apply to Miss Pietsch,
WILLIAMS HOTEL.
COLLEGE GIRL to live In7 Light housekeeping duties. Free board and room
plus weekly allowance,- Half block from
WSC campus. Tel. 3315."
FULL-TIME neneral office work. Work
consists of handling our customers by
telephone, considerable amount of typing and other office duties. Better than
average fring* benefits, For appointment call Mrs. Kulas at 2391. Credit
Bureau of Winona, 68</> E. 4th.
MOTHER'S HELPER, 18 or over, fo do
light housework and help cart for. 3
school-age children. Olher help employed, ;Private room, TV, "-top salary. References arill -Interview—w. H. Forman,
14 Benhlll Rd., St. Paul, Minn. Write or
call collect, 612-227-6106.
DAY
WAITRESS, hours 11-5; night
¦ 'waitress, 3 nights, hours 5 to 12. Oasis
Cafe.
GO GO DANCERS and exotic dancers,
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.
AFTERNOON
WAITRESS - 11:30 to
7:30.
Paid vacation after 1 year,
steady
employment,
hospitalization
In ¦ person
benefits.
Apply
only.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd
¦St. . '..
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 74 W. 3rd.
ATTENTION HOUSEWIVES - SELL
TOYS & GIFTS PARTY PLAN, now
through Dec. Excellent commissions, no
collecflna. no deliveries, no Investment.
Call or write "Santa Parties", Avon,
Conn. 06001. Tel. 1 (203)673-3455.
ALSO BOOKING PARTIES

WAITRESS
Must be 21.
STEVE'S LOUNGE
COCKTAIL WAITRESS
PARK PLAZA HOTEL

Immediate Opening
For Office Cleaning

Wabasha Area

MEN WANTED

Inquire
WINONA GLOVE CO.
230 Bridge Aye.7Wabasha '

' IMMEDIATE
y
OPENING .j
lor mature person with -'
mechanical ability.'
, APPLY AT 7

RONCO
ENGINEERING CO.
4424 W, 6th St.

FIBERITE CORP.
501 W. Srd

Women Wanted

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W, 3rd
Winona, Minn.

NEEDS MEN
for general production .
18-year-old minimum age.
All; 3 shifts available.
Steady year-around work.
APPLY IN PERSON
8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
New Car Department

MECHANIC
NEEDED

Apply in person
-at -

Rush Products Co.
Rushford, Minn .

FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W. 3rd
Winona , Minn.

TRASH HAULING~

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

NEEDS WOMEN

for General Production work.
All 3 shifts available.
Steady year-around work.
Must be 18 or over.
APPLY IN PERSON
8 a.m. -5 p.m.

4 MEN

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING & HEATING
761 E. 6th
Tel, 2371

Full or Part Time

WINONA GLOVE
416 E. 2nd

THE GUITA R
BEGINNER'S

GUITAR CLASS
(NON-ELECTRIC )

STARTING
WED., SEPT. 24

f

$Q95
^w

includes

• Rental Guitar & Case • Book
• 4 Group Lessons

ENROLL NOW!

HAL LEONARD MUSIC
Open Friday Evenings

Winona

32

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME

Business Opportunities

37

3.2 BAR With living quarters above. Good
East Central location. Complete with
fixtures, for only $17,900. TOWN &
COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel. 8-1476.
FOR SALE . — cafe and 3.2 beer, includes
living quarters, in the beautiful Zumbro Valley. Contract for deed, easy
terms. Joe's Cafe, Millville, Minn. Tel.
798-2161.
'
ELECTRONICS BUSINESS for sale duB
to health. Franchise dealer for top
line of merchandise. Terms to responsible ' parly. Write C-84 Daily
News.

42

POODLE CLIPPING—Mrs. Carol Wing,
Hillcrest Poodle Parlor, Alma. Tel . 6854873.
WISH N' WELL Poodles, 2500 Shelby
Ave., La Crosse, Wis. Stock reduction
on cream, apricot, white and black Toy
Poodles. Grooming all breeds. ,

Horses, Cattle/ Stock

We are an accredited member of 1ht
NHSC and approved for VA benefits.
We offer an outstanding compensation
pleh; Including salary plus commission, profit sharing retirement and
many other benefits.
Call for early

sppointment:
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SPRINGING HEIFERS due to freshen In.
Oct. 1 Holsteln and 1 GuernseV- Louis
Engler Jr., Cochrane, Wis. Tel. 248-2295.
LARGE TYPE springing Holsteln heifers.
¦
Paul J. Kieffer, Altura, Minn.
BLACK ANGUS heifer calves, 13, from
early spring; 7 steers. Also new ahd
used silo unloaders. Lester Mueller ,
Alma, Wis.
WANTED—pasture to rent for 3 ponies,
near Wlnons. Tel. 8-3762.
HAMPSHIRE BOARS with test station
records and cut-out data on llttermates.
William Schomberg, Rt .1, La Crosse,
Wis. Tel. West Salem 787-2239.
PUREBRED DUROC boar. Tel. Mondovi,
Wis. 926-5441.
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars and
gilts. Testing station records: Length
29.6, backfat 1.12, loineye 6.04. Milo
Wills, La Crescent, (IVi miles S.E. Nodine).

GAS WATER heater, 30-peit.; hall seat
and mirror; wood cupboard, 4' wide,
*' high, 35" deep; 2 small sump
pumps; electric motor, 220, 1 h.p.-S h.p.
Tel. 4556,

Rt . 27Mondovi, Wis. 54755
Tel. 926-5231
Farm Implements

WALNUT 23" TV console, black and
white, |lke new. 608 E. Broadway.
DINETTE SET. 6 chairs, oood condition,
$30. Blonde human hair wig, $25. Tel.
8-1852. .
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CUB CADETS-7, 10 and 12 h.p., available with mowers, snowbtowers, blades,
cultivator ind plows. Kalmes Impl.
Co., Altura, Minn.
FORD 2-ROW 602 corn picker, mountings
for 770 or 880 Oliver tractor, with 12roll husking unit. Excellent condition.
Tel. Rushford 854-9220. .
NEW IDEA corn picker, No. 7, good condition, $200. Oscar Borgwardt, 4250 Sth
St. Tel. Winona 4392. .

TWO USED Allis Chalmers Terra Tiger
all Terrain vehicles. Excellent condition. S790. Goodrich Lumber and Coal,
Durand, Wis. Tel. 672-4268. .
CIRCULATING HEATER, used wood and
coal; kitchen stool , fan, small table
vise, 45 and 78 RPM phonog raph records, costume lewelry, misc. Call afternoons through Frl. 1114 W. 6th.
FOR BETTER cleaning, to keep colon
gleaming, use Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent electric shampooer $1. H.
Choate 8. CO.
GIBSON TRACTOR - 1968, 7 h.p., 38"
mowe r attached. 1968 Lowrey organ.
Tel. 685-4873.
NEW AND USED wheelhorse; tractors,
snowmobiles, minl-blkes. Westgate Gardens, Tel. 7114.

TWO SPEEDY steel cribs, 1,000 bu., rat
and mouse proof with ventilators. Good SPACE HEATERS, 2 gas with blowers, 1
oil; pipe, fittings;
bathtubs, sink,
condition. Elmer W. Schultz, Rt. 1, Arpanelling, oil barrel, 40" gas kitchen
cadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7198.
stove. Tel. 8-4768.
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond CHRISTMAS TREES - sheared Scotch
Pine, tapered, colored, 6'-8'. Call OshK. Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
kosh 1-414-235-1446; write . Box 703.
932-4308.
Come to Coloma, Wis. Smokey Beaver Farm.
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
'
~
hose parts, storage cabinets.
GET YOUR Zenith color TV now and
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
save on closeout models!
FRANK
:
555 B. 4fh
Til. 5532
LILLA 8. SONS, 761 E. 8lh. Open evenings.

WANTED '

FEDDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671
W. 5th.

USED'
CORN PICKERS
In trade On New
New Idea
Pickers

NEW . SHIPMENT of velvet upholstery
and upholstery fabrics in TWEEDS,
FRIEZES,
TAPESTRIES
AND
PRINTS.
These
are
Exceptionally
Beautllul.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES,
9th and Mankato or 62 W. 3rd.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
New . & Used
Sales - Service - Parts
Guide Bars Rebuilt New Chains
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
'
Tel. 2571
2nd 4 Johnson

Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

Freezers &.Refrigerators

It costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
In end Bet our prices. WINONA FIRH
& POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. 5065.
AT EASE, MEN! New Miracle exterior
paint remover may be rolled, brushed
or sprayed on, then hosed off. Scaly
paint comes off quickly and easily.
Available at your

USED BADGER
CHOPPER

PAINT DEPOT

with , corn and hay head.

167 Center St.

USED Gehl Chopper
USED Dearborn Wagon
USED New Holland and
Fox Blowers
GOOD SELECTION OF
GEHL & KEWANEE
WAGONS
Including the Big Ones

DAILY NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at .
TED MAIER DRUGS

F A . KRAUSE CO,

"Breezy Acres"
Hwy. 14-61 E.
Winona

. ,:
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
V ,
WILL BE TAKEN •

NOTICE

Anyone having past due
pawned articles7 call for
same at once or they will
be sold as we are closing
out,

WESTERN
APPAREL and saddlery,
hats, pants, shirts, suits, belts, buckles,
49
ties, boots, Jackets, jeans , moccasins,' Fertilizer, Sod
chaps, purses, lewelry. Saddles, bridles,
bits, spurs, reins, KIEFFER'S Western ' CULTURED SOD, also local sod. Free
estimates. Tel, 8-1494.
Shop, St. Charles. Tel. 932-3044.
~
'
CULTURED SOD
SHEEP—registered Corriedale and Suffolk
1
Roll
or
1,000.
May
be
picked
up.
rams and ram lambs. Bill L. Helm,
Also black dirt.
St. Charles. Tel. 932-4538.
Tel. 6332 or 8-4132
AFTER
5:30 : Inquire 726 I. 71h
TWO-YEAR-OLD
registered
Hereford
bulls. Elmer Schueler, Rushford, Minn.
GOOD
BLACK
dirt, fill dirt, fill 'sand,
Tel. 864-9122.
61
gravel and Crushed rock. DONALD Building Materials
VALENTINE, Minnesota Clly, A/llnn.
REGISTERED YORKSHIRE Feb. and
Tel.
Rolllngstene
8689-2366.
INSULATE NOWI-Cold Weather 's lust
Mar. boars and commercial gilts.
around the corner. Save on fuel bills.
D t, C Yorkshire Farm, Kasson,
Minn. Tel. 635-3731 or 634-7191,
Hay, Grain, Feed
50 We are equipped to blOA Insulation
Into the aide walls for better home
. protection, see , us for your Insulation
8, ENGLISH SHELLED CORN-Everett
COMPLETE WESTERN
Rowekamp,
STORE, Riding equipment, clothing,
needs. Standard Lumber Co., 350 W.
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3879.
horse supplies — breaking, training,
3rd.
horses for sale, stud service, boarding,
SILEAGE CORN, near city limits of Ll
Indoor arena, English and Western
Crescent, $60 an acre; also 1969 oats. Musical Merchandise
lessons, trail and hay rides. Big Valley
BILL CORNFORTH, La Crescent, Minn.
Ranch, East Burns Valley . Tel. 3857.
Tel. 895-2106.
SPINET ORGAN—1 year old. Tel. 8-4541 .

NEUMANN'S

Ken Byrne
(608) 768-0600 collect
All day Monday or Tuesday
CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
of ELECTRONICS

Train for PRINTING
fc
¦ Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork

Dr. Roberts
Horse Insecticide

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

Wipe or Spray
Qt.
$1.89
Gal.
$3.95

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown 4, Miracle Moll

OVER 500 JOB OPENINGS
NOW AVAILABLE AT THE
State Employment Service
Stenographers
Office Clerks
Bookkeeper
Restaurant Manager
Service Station Attendant
Operator,various types machines
Assemblers
Production Workers
Waitresses
Porters
Kitchen Workers
Retail Sales Clerks
Occupational Therapist
Warehouse Manage r
Apple Pickers
The above represents some of the occupations
Winona Employers have listed. For more detailed
information , appl y in person at:

Call Ron or Paul at
8-2921

(54 K, 2nd

Correspondence Courses

MAHOGANY TOY Dachshunds, AKC registered. $60. Tel. 6389. East Burns Valley, second farm.

¦Do you believe you have what If
takes to be a successful sales representative? The mechunlci of our program can be learned and we 'll spend
the time training you in this area.
But you must have a special sales
sense to begin with and you must understand and like to help people. If
you would like to build a career for
yourself with a growing young-minded
company In the educational field in
surrounding area, we can provide
the training and experience that will
help meke you successful.

NEARLY NEW furniture, chest of
drawers, JI9; vinyl couch, Walnut color,
for 2 persons and lounge chair, makes
Into a bed for 1 person, chocolate color;
either one $20 down, low paymentt.
Tel. 8-3225 abut 8 p.m.

BAKE, RUMMAGE 4 Apron Sale, Sf.
Casimir's Parish Hall, Wed., Sept. 24,
9 to l.y

John F. Loomis

WILL DO. TYPING and/or bookkeeping
in my home. Tel. 8-2312.

Office

LEARN TO PLAY

Want 100 open 7 Holstein
heifers for out-of-state
shipment. Call or write

AT STUD, small miniature
apricot
Poodle, good pedigreed background, excellent disposition . Tel. 685-3289. Mrs.
Richard Gleiter, Alma, Wis, :

If Yoii Have The Natural
Talent We'll Train You
—and Make You a
, Top-Paid Pro
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FARMERS ;

EXPERIENCED
COOK
(2 to 10 shift)
7 PARK PLAZA HOTEL
-: EXPERIENCED
' BARTENDER
(Full or part-time)
PARK PLA2A HOTlEL

SIAMESE KITTENS for sale. Tel . 8-3309.

7 SALES
Rush Products Co. REPRESENTATIVE
Immediate opening for factory workers on first and
second shifts. No experience
necessary.

whiteb.au; wis., 54773.

Dogs, Pets, Supplies

Must have mechanical
ability.
Apply In Person
to EARL STOKKE
Service Mgr .

Wanted—Livestock

terms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. -4210.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR for Communi- THREE-DAY-OLD Holsteln heifer and OIL BURNING furnace, 110,000 BTU,
bull calves wanted. Daryl Schlesser,
$25. Wood wardrobe with mirrored
ty Action Agency operating In Buffalo,
Rl. T, Arcadia; Wis. 54612. Til.
doors. Tel. 9475. 114 W. 7th.
Eau Claire, Jackson, and Trempealeau
¦ -•¦ 323•
'
¦
•
.
•
..
:.
V
.
.
counties. College degree ' In social . work . 7021.
v. . .
'
DIAMONDS are a girl's best friend, until
or business administration or 'the equiLEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
she finds Blue Lustre for cleaning carvalent on-the-lob-, administrative exper-, market for your
A
REAL
GOOD
auction
pets. Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb
ience. Community action experience delivestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
ilreble, Salary, $8,000 to $12,000, Send
Bros. Store.
week . Livestock bought every day.
letter of application stating qualificaTrucks
available.
Sale,
Thurs.,
.V
p^n.
tions .io Western Dairyland Economic
GARAGE SALE, 119 W. King. Tools,
Tel. Lewiston 2667 or Winona 1U4
nails, Iron pipe and fittings, copper tub. Opportunity Council, fne. Court House,
ing and lumber.

Earn a high school diploma, or
prepare for Slate G.E.D. ExamsAsk for free brochure — tells-how.
AMERICAN SCHOOL DEPT. WD 91
P.O. Box 3255, St. Paul, Minn. 55101

APPLY AT

Rushford, Minn.

COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must have
references. . Write C-78 Dally -News ,

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29

CONTACT

B. Summary and Conclusions .
The Winonn Counly Board ol CommlsC. Recommendations .
alonws mot In the Commissioners ' room
II,
Preparation of tht Community
ol
Winona
,
City
ol the Court House In the
Shelter Plan.
Minnesota, al 4:00 o'clock P.M, on MonA. Shelter Capability Allocation
day, September 8, 1969, with Ihe followPlan.
Schooning members present: Richard
B. Procedure! for Development
over , Leo R. Borkowski, James Papennl Sheller.
fuss, Paul Baer and Chairman L«n J.
C. Plans lor Implementation of
Merchlewitz presiding.
the CSP.
On mollon, Ihe Interim Zonlnn OrdiIll , Appendices A through K
nance as passed and approved by Ihe
Board ol Counly Commissioners on June hns been submitted lo this Counly Bonrd
and has boon found fo be In all ways
t, 1168, be extended to Auoust l, 1970.
On mnllon, Ihe tollowlno, hills were acceptable;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVerdered paid:
ED That the provisions ol said PrelimiOUT OF THE ROAD A
nary Wlnonn Clly ¦ Counly Community
Sheller Plan, which plan it on Hie In
BRIDGE FUND
Iho Olllce of lha Auditor In and lor
Ruth Cady fl John E. Anderson ,
Winona Counly Is hereby accepted , and
ROW & Damonos
S 14 .JJ that snld plan he entered Inlo hy the
A. O. Houbleln, ROW A Damages 121.50 Counly of Winona, Slate of Minnesola .
Henry B. Heubleln, ROW 8, DamDated September Blh , 1969,
1,311.00
ans
Gerald J. A Grace
. Simon,
LEN J, MERCHLEWITZ ,
ROW & Damages
11. 00
Chairman ol tho Hoard of
Counly Commissioners.
ten M. fc Mary P. Rowekamp,
ROW & Damages
439.00 AlleM:
Paul Reps Jr., & Helen J . Pops,
ALOIS J. WICZF-K,
ROW & Damages
... .
169 .50
Counly Audllor.
Archibald Ferguson, ROW K

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, Thai an
extra session ol the County Board ol
171 .00 Winona Counly, Minnesota, will be hold
al Ihe Courl House In Ihe City nl Wlnonn ,
on (he 6lh day ol October, A.D. 1969.
190..10
Len J. Merchlewitz
) Counly
Richard Schoonover ) Commissioner!,
462.15
Leo R. Borkowski
) Winona
James Papenfuss
) Counly,
112. 80
Paul Daer
) Minnesola
Attest:
RESOLUTION
ALOIS J . WICZEK,
On motion, tht tallowing resolution wai
Counly Audllor and ex olllclo
unanimously adopted In meeting duly
. this fllh day of September,
*y. r- m.
Clerk ot lire Board,
IM?.
Baled at Winona, Minnesota, Ihls Blh
WHE-REAS a document entitled Pre- dny ol September, 1969.
liminary Wlnons c l l y ¦ Courtly CommunOn mollon, Ilu Board ad|ourned,
ity Shelter Plan prepared hy lite plartnlno
I.EN J. MERCHLEW ITZ ,
firm of Nason, Wnhrnian, Knight and
Chairman of Ihe Hoard ,
Chapmen, Inc ., ol Minneapolis, MinnesoAlios):
ta , consisting ol:
I. Introduction.
ALOIS J. W I C / E K ,
|
A. Background,
Counly Audllor ,
11

Wyoming Hereford bred hetfera. Vartion
Blel, Dodgeville, Wit. Tel. 608-«5-i2«.
CARPENTERS WANTED-Park ConstrucAMBITIOUS MEN needed to erect greention, see at Ridgeway or Tel. 2554 afthouses. Must not be under 17. Experier 7 p.m.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
ence not needed. Will train. Advancement. Travel paid. Write to Wlnandy HELP NEEDED-Apply at City Meat
SANITATION - ISOLATION - VtCClltaGreenhouse construction, Inc., Box 597,
Market, Fountain City/ Wis.
lion — Ventilation — Perspiration tre
Richmond, Ind.
all back of the OeKalb 20-week pullets
VETS CAB needs full or part-time .help.
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHTel. 3354 or Inquire at 302 E. 3rd.
ERY, Rolllngstone, Minn. Tel. »W2311.
Available year around.
Help—Malt or FomaU
28
WaumindM 626-2347.

25-30 hours a week.
5 days a week. '

Of the Extra Session of the Board of County
Commissioners of Winona County, Minnesota. Jerry 's Plumbing Service
827 E. 4|h
Tel. 9394
September 8, 1969

97 .23

For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

pair, W. BetsIhger, 227 E. 4th.
Slate of Minnesota ) *s.
County of Winona ) in Probate Court
NOT
US! Many restaurants feature a
No. 17,015
Specialty which Is great . . . but the
In Re Estate ef
rest of the menu doesn't quite measure
Victor W. Bohnen, Decedent.
up. At RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probata
3rd St., we have variety to oiler, wllh
of Will, Limiting Time to File Claims
each dish carefully prepared for maxiand fpr Hearing Thereon.
mum enloyment. Dine with us where a
Elna E. Bohnen having filed a petition
variety of good food" abounds. Open
for the probate of the Will of said de24 hours every day except Mon.
cedent and for the appointment of Elna
E. Bohnen and The Merchants National 25-23-36! WHEN you run into figures like
Bank of Winona as Executors, which
this you had better Insulate. These figWill is on file in thla Court end open
ures are fine on a beauty queen . . .
ta .inspection ;
but they are a bit uncomfortable when
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
they show up on a thermometer. Win1969,
at
thereof be had on October 8,
terize your home now with the' help of
a Home Improvement Loan from MER9:30 o'clock AM., before this Court M
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK. A garage,
the probate court room In the court hous*
combination doors and windows, a furIn Winona, Minnesota, and that oblecnace, new roof, any worthwhile Imtlons to the allowance of said Will, il
provement Is eligible for ont of these
any, be filed before said time of hearlow-cost loans.
ing; that the time within which creditors
ol said decedent may file their claims
safe arid fast with GoBese tabbe limited to four months from the REDUCE
'
date hereof, and that tha claims so . lets and E-Vap "water pills." Ted
Maier Drugs.
filed be heard on January 14, 1970, at
9:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
EMOTIONAL
PROBLEMS?
Join us
In tht probate court room In the court
weekly. A self-help group. Write Box
house In Winona, Minnesola, and that
891. Tel. 7W1 or 4221.
notice hereof be given by publication ef
Ihls order in the Winona Dally News DOES ONE of your loved ones have a
and by mailed notice as provided by
drinking problem? If s .
contact the
'Taw.
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
'tSVs W. 3rd.
Dated September 12, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judo*.
(Probate Court Seal'
Transportation
8
Streater, Murphy, Brosnahan &
Langford,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
SERVICEMAN driving to Los Angeles,
Sept. 29 would like 1 or 2 passengers
(First Pub. Tuesday, Sept. 1, mil
to share expenses. Tel. 6069.
State of Minnesota I ss.
County ol Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 17,011
Business Services
14'
In Re Estate of
Frank W. Tushner, Decedent. .
Ordtr for Hearing on Petition for Admin- MANN • & ,. PETERSON Custom Digging.
Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
istration, Limiting Timi to File Claims
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
and lor Hearing Thereon.
Ruihford.
Marcia S. Tushner and Frank A.
Tushner having filed herein a petition
TREES,
TREES, TREES — trimming,
lor general administration stating that
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
said decedent died (nlestale and praying
estimates . Blonq 's Tree Service, Wilhat Frank A. Tushner be appointed adnona. Tel. 8-5311.
ministrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
STARK EXCAVATING &
thereof be had on October 2, 1969, at
BASEMENT DIGGING
ItUS o'clock A.M., before this Court In
Rt . 3, Winona
Tel. Wlloka 3532
the probate court room In the court house
in Winona, Minnesola; that the time
within which creditors of said decedent
may file their claims be limited to four
Tal. S-3592
months from the date hereof, and tPist
the claims to filed be heard on January
8, 1970, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before Plumbing, Roofing
21
this Court In the probate court room In
the court house In Winona, Minnesota ,
and that nollce hereol be given by publication ot this order In the Winona Dally
News and by mailed notice as provided
Male—Jobs of Inters*}— 27
by law.
Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorless
Dated September S, 1969.
G. S. Woxland Co.
MARGARET McCREADY ,
Rushford, Minn.
CUT PULPWOOD-call on Frl. for more
Tel. 864-9245
Probate Clerk,
Information. Tel. Kelloofl 747-22M.
(Probate Court Seal)
WHEN EATING watermelon you have a
Harold J. Libera,
choice : You can be neat, or you can SCHOOL BUS driver for route from Datotn lo Winona. Contact Lyle Sperbeck,
Attorney lor Petitioner.
enloy III Mothers enjoy It more when
Dakola. Tel , 643-6711,
they havo an In-Slnk-Eralor garbage
disposer to get rid of seeds, rinds,
and olher mealtime wastes, . The InSlnk-Eralor works quickly, qulclly, dependably years longer than other disposers. Ask about them at

OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS

Damages
Carl O. K Lilly I. Peterson, ROW
fc Damages
Rrxjur Baer fc Wer.ley W. A nilmbnlh H. Randall, ROW A Damafjus
George E. fc Adeline E. Skeels ,
ROW & Damages
Harold L. fc Caroline Rlemann,
ROW fc Damages
.,
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43 Articles fer Sale
21 Main—Jobs of lnt«ra»t— 27 rVU>*—Jobt ef Inform— 2^ Horses, Cattla, Stock
WEN wanted by tha hour, for gen* BARTENDER WANTED - Apply Vic's 130 CHOICE Montana - Hereford cows, MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all aires,
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER TWO
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
bred to Angus bullsclOO choice to fancy
eral ftrmwork. George Rothering, Tel.
Bar, 115 Main.

Plumbing, Roofing

Minnesota State Employment Service
163 Walnut St
Winona , Minn. 55087

Seeds, Nursery Stock

53

WANTED—Timothy
and
Rid
Clover
seed. Free pickup on 1,000 lbs. or
more. Plainview Seed House, Plainview, Minn. Tel, collect 507-534-1304. •

Articles for Sale
FLUTE, elso hl-ll
8-1892 after 5,

,
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record

player. Tel.

LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
New A Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehring 's Electronic & Music, Inc.
Lewlston.Mlnn. Tol. 5681.

NEEDLES

For All Makes
Of Record Players

Hardt's Music Store
116-118 E. 3rd

SCHOOL
Music Programs
Will Be Starting Soon For

BAND

f

f ORCHESTRA IP

Our Trial Rental Plan Makes It Easy For You To
Own The Best In A NEW or USJ5D Instrument, All
Instruments Checked By Our Own Service Department.

RENT BY THE MONTH
LOW
AS

PER

$ O OO

MONTH

+J
All Rental Fees Will Be
Applied To Purchase

TiaL JmnwuLWMMC.

64 E. 2nd

'

Tel. 8-2921

.

Furn,, Rugs, Ltnoldum

64 Apartments,Plats

CLOSEOUTI Rubber, vinyl asphalt and
vinyl asbestos Ilia. Odd lots. Self-service, help yourself. 9x», 5c eachi 13x13,
10c each. SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tal.
8-33W.

Hollywood Beds

Complete with boxsprlngs7
mattresses, frames and
headboards,

$64.95

FOUR RO0MJ end bath. Tel. 72M after

EIGHTH E. 129-Lovely, redecorated 1bedroom duplext $135. Tel. $-5$7i.

NEWLY REMODELED 1-bedroom second
floor apartment, near Jeff«r»on School.
Adults. Available Oct. 1. Ttl. 4007 until
5:30.

Wardrobes
$29.95

SIX-ROOM heated apartment, 1257% W.
6th. Adults. Available now. 1125 per
month. Tel. 8-3768 or 8-2127.

' '¦ "
"
. . ' " *M_*e_

Dinettes

Table extends to 72 in., with
8 chairs.

$109.95

3-Pc. Spice Walnut

Bedroom Suite

Includes 6 drawer double
dresser with mirror, 4-draw- '
er chesiyand. panel bed.

$119.95

Apartments, Furnished

91

TWO ROOMS—refrigerator and electric
range. Suitable for 2 girls, 157 W. 4th.
CENTRALLY LOCATED apartment for
college women. Tel. 5129.
WANT ONE MORE male student attending college, furnished apartment, presently occupied by two. JO E. 9th.
APARTMENT for rent for 2 or 3 monhts
only. 2 bedrooms, heat : and hot water
fomlshid. $700. Tel. 9340.
FURNISHED small 1-bedroom apartment,
all utilities. $90. Inquire 509 Main.

Save $15 on

Armless
Sofa Beds
Now $79.95
Save $15 on

Vinyl
Recliner
Now $64.95
Save $95 on

Sofa .: ¦;' ,'

87 in., floral and quilted.

Now $169.95

Houses for Salt

-

FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle ill sizes and .kinds ot
auctions.
T«l. Dakota 4434143

~~~

ALVIN KOHNER

AUCTIONEER, City end state licensed and bonded. Rt. J, Winona. Tal.
49M. y

UPSTAIRS APT,, West location, 4 rowtif,
full bath plus, ttorage and porch. Pri- SEPT. U-rThurs. 12:3o p.m. 5 miles N.E.
vate entrance, stove, rterlgerator, heat
of Canton, Minn, on county blacktop
and hot .water.furnished.;Avallible Oct.
No. 23. Merlin Sorum, owner; Knudsen
¦
lit. Tel: 6493.
• f c Erickson, auctioneers! Thorp Salts
. / 'y
Corp., clerk.
^
LOWER OUPLEJC-l-btdroom, - carpeted,
heated, garage. »150.; tnqutre 50» i^afrt. SEPT.25-Thura. 11 a.m. 5 miles S; ol

NICE RESIDENTIAL area, 1 bedroom
apartment. *J0. Tel. 1-5376.
.

30-Inch Metal

Auction Sales

90

24" WIDE utility cahfnet white enamel DOWNSTAIRS APARTMENT — 4 roomi
finish, 4 shelve), $27. BURKE'S FURand bath, 3 rooms carpeted. Heat,
NITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin. Open
drapes, stove, refrigerator, water and
Wed, ami Frl, avattlngs. Perk befilnd
garage. USO
month. Adult*. Tel.
¦ 2933. . . . . . per
th» store.
..

ONE-BEDROOM apartment, private bath,
furnished Utilities. Employed lady. 365
Vina.

Business Places for Rent 92
Downtown retail and office rentals.

Plalnvlaw, Minn,, on trie Dover-Plainview Road. Albert Staeje fc Vermllya
Bros. Inc., owners; Maas & Maes, ' auctioneers) First National Bank, PlainView, clerk.

SEPT. 25-Thurs. 11 a.m. 7 miles E. of
Fountain City. Edmund Platteter, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
SEPT. 26—Frl. 6 p.m. Asnes Blsek Auction, 707 Washington St., Independence,
Wis, Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

.
52'A E. 3rd :
Tel. 6066, 4347 or 2349

WAREHOUSE SPACE for rent, approximately 1000 sq. ft. Second St., downtown. Tel: 9869.

SEPT. 27-Sat. 1 pm. 4ft miles W. ol
La Crescent on North Pine Creek Road.
Joffre Pedrettl, owner; Alvin Kohner,
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,- clerk.

93

BARN FOR RENT In West Burns Vallay,
suitable for horses or storage. Tel. 3630.

¦/

n •.
\

106 Exchange Bldg.

OWNER LEAVING TOWN
Will accept offers. 3-bedTOoms, breezeway, 3 garages, double lot. Low tax
and quiet area. Contract for
deed.

SEPT. SS—Sun. 1 p.m. Household Items,
etc., on Hwy. 74, Elba, Minn. Mlka
"Malerus, owner; Roy Montgomery, auctioneer; Altura State Bank, clerk.

98

-

"Wib" HELZER
REALTY

SEPT. 27—Sat. 12:30 pim..Vi mile N. ot
Houston, Minn, on Hwy. 76, then i
miles E. and N. on County Road - 9,
then 2 miles W. on township road. Milton E. Duffy, owner; Beckman Bros,,
auctioneers.

Farms,Land for Sal*

99 Usftd Can

.1 BEDROOM - WEST
Carpeted living room, dining room, big kitchen,
1 screened porch. $8,000. Good
condition.

IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell real
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real
Estate Brokers. Independence, Wis., or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel, 323-7350.

2-BEDROOM HOUSE
Choice of 2, Both east . central. $6,900 and $7,400. 'Low
down payment.

Duplex

Two large apartments. One
and two bedrooms. Kitchens, living rooms, baths. All
hardwood floors. Large lot.
Double garage. May be purchased with a small down
payment.

Contract for D>eed

Large five bedroom home
near Win on a. Spacious
kitchen and living room.
Small down payment, balance like rent.

109 Used Cart

CHEVROLET-IWO 4-door, 283, 3-barrel,
automatic, runs and looks good. Cheap.
$125. Tel. 2226 alter 3.

FORD, 1955 Station Wagon, repainted Inside and out, new tires, V-8, automatic,
would Ilka to trade for Volkswagen
Truck Van or to tell; 1961 Chavrolet
Impala 4-door, V-8, automatic, excellent condition Inside and out. perfect running order; 1957 English Ford
(Angella), 2 motors, 2 transmissions,
7 tires. To be assembled, Tel. 4749
or 8-3591.

1968 RAMBLER

Ambassador SST.
2 Door Hardtop, solid brown
finish with matching rust
cloth and vinyl interior.
This car has the remainder
of Factory Warranty and
is equipped with the following accessories.
• AIR CONDITIONING
• V-8 MOTOR
• POWER STEERING
• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
¦ ' • RADIO
. . • WHITEWALL TIRES

$2295

OPEN MON & FRI.
EVENINGS

Two bedroom home oh an
extra large lot. Garage.
Large living room and bath.
Very nice kitchen with antiqued cupboards. Ample
closet area Full basement.
$11,500.

FARMS-FARMS—FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Tel. Office 597-3«9
Res. 695-3157
We buy, we sell, wa trade

WE ARRANGEFINANCING
on properties listed with
us, with low down payments. Call for details.

I JL j:

BO

TRIUMPH-1961 Station
good. Tel. 3872.

CHEVROLET-1961 6-cyllnder, runs good,
J20C. Tel. 8-3063.
IMPALA—1962, 1-owner car. Paul J. Klet-.
fer, Altura, Minn.
PONTIAC-19S4 Tempest, ttandard shift,
6-cyllnder. 24,500 miles. Must sell. Tel:
68<S0.

$2995

V0LKSWAGEN-1965 squara back, red,
good running condition. Tel. 2501.

1966 OLDS
"Vista Cruiser"

CHRYSLER - 1965 New Yorker 4<lo«r
hardtop. 383 V-8, automatic .transmililon, full powar, factory air. Tel. 471f.

STATION WAGON
Beige in color with matching beige all vinyl interior,
regular gas V-8 engine, aur
tomatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, radio, heater, white sidewall
tires. Drive this oqe Today.

7 f*ORD—1963 Galaxie

$1895

. ' '^VA^^-^f-'.^

-

TRIUMPH ROADSTER-1965
Inquire
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-41 E., Winona
Tel. 4274
ROLLOHOME-10x55', carpeted, 2 bedrooms, partially furnished. Excellent
condition. Tel. Fountain City 6J7-787J
alter 5 weekdays or anytime weekends.
DONABELLE 1959 mobile home, 10x50V
excellent condition. New furnace and
hot water heater. Very reasonable. TH.
8-4247.
"
HAMPTON
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
SCHULT
MARSHFIELD
INC.
HOMES,
J.A.K.'t MOBILE
NELSON, WIS.

fjan©f ww Winn
tHH^feJfelA WMM
[

WOR

| 100% WARRANTY
7
k
'

|

ON '66 AND NEWER CAR
• No Oil Burners After Purchase
• No Bad Transmission After Purchase

^rn GMms

\ They all look good on competitor's Used Car Lot
I — but — experts say "Get a 100% Warranty".
8 year's experience with 100% warranty.
|
[
]
. ::'- (No7Johnny Come Lately)

i TOUSLETTOBB !
I
L

Your "Country Style" Ford-Mercury-Lincoln Dealer
MIRACLE MALL

[ —^ -.^- *^--~- - -

-

m

—

^ i— ' —

^ ^

GOME SEE THE NEW
1970 - PLYMOUTHS & CHRYSLERS

AUCTION

ON DISPLAY NOW

W$dbtif o:

|

J

J

I Saturday, Sept. 27 j
I
12:30 P.M.
|
1 SALE SITE: Farm is located Hi mile north of Houston, I
Minn,, on Hwy. 76, then 6 miles east and north on
|
"" County Road #9, 'lien 2 miles west on township road,
Watch for the Thorp auction arrows. Lunch by St. Mary 's
Circle.

I
f|
I
1
I
I
$
I
I
I

j

i

j

Popular Price
$12,700

A Lot of home for this
money, Excellent location,
2 bedroom home, Living
7 Holstein cows , fresh in June, bred back; 1 Holstein | Room,
Dining room is car4
Holstein
cows,
fresh
in
back;
bred
cow, fresh in July,
peted and paneled, M» bath
August, ' open; 2 Guernsey cows, fresh in June, bred
off kitchen and frill bath
back; 1 Jersey cow, fresh in June, bred back: 1 Jersey
upstairs, full basement and
Jersey
cow,
fresh
in
Sept.,
open;
1
Cow, fresh in Aufiust,
garage.
openj 8 cows,; milking, pasture bred; 2 Holstein heifers,
2 years old, pasture bred - 5 Holstein heifers, 8 months
old; 2 Holstein nolfers, 3 months old; 1 Guernsey heifer,
Call The
3 months old; 1 Guernsey helfer l month old; 2 Holstein
heifers, 1 month yld, All cattle TB and Bangs tested for
Action Number
interstate shipment.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT: 2 Surge milker units; 1 David
Bradley milker unit ; 1 DeLaval milker pump; 1 300
4115 ~|
gal Mueller bulk tank; 1 stainless steel strainer.
|
TRACTOR & EQUIPMENTi Farmall "M** tractor; Massoy Harris seml-toounted power mower; A.C. 60 combine,
6 ft. cut.; A.C. 2 row mounted corn picker ; J.D . 14 T hay
For Many Other Listings
bafcr; J.D. hay conditioner. For more information contact the Thorp office In Rochester, Minn., 507-288-4041 .
THOIIP ON THE SPOT CREDIT
Sale managed by the Strand Agency, Caledonia, Minn.
I
Auctioneers are tho Beckman Brothers.

38 HEAD OF CATTLE

I«
I

|
fI

HOMES

If you arc tot afraid of
work you can turn this
piece of property into a
nioe home, in need of repair and Redecorating, but
priced to sell . . . or will
trade for a 3 Bedroom home
in the country.

MILTON E. DUFFY, Owner

I THORP I SALESCORPORATION

I
^^^^^^^ JmMDs unuir mriott t tut wm aama
ILmMis ^ms^^

I

7 j^^^m

THE

GORDON

Motorcycle!, Bicycles

107

Motorcycles New fc Used
Complefe Parts & Service
Winona—La Crosse—Eau Clalra
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Trucks,Tract's Trailers 108

Bldg.
©Exchange
Winona

FORD—1963 Vi-lon pickup, V-8, automatic, radio, hooter, camper cov«r. Tel,
8-llPl alter 6 p.m,
WILLYS JEEP-H44, 4-Wheel drlva, lull
cab, snow plow, - $700. Rick Andres,
Alma, Wis . Tal. 685-4312.

Bi|MPM

AUTO

I 1\r\\J t

^H

ALL MODELS
AVAILABLE

WWwSv^Jw ^^

,\xrm SS ^SSSSSSS ^^j ^^^

¦
^^^MHB^^^P^
I ^^^BBB ^^^

k 'iVilM IJ SERVICE

Huge selection... you'll find just what
you're looking for. Great deals,too!

BRAKE JOB

Come see the 1970 Plymouths

COMPLETE GUARANTEED

$3Q88

and Chryslers today.

Here is what we do:
1. Install NEW brake linings all four wheefs
2. Completely rebuild wheel cylinder
3. Turn drums and arc shoes to fit drum's for
complete and safe braking
4. Bleed Brake Jmms, and Nadd New brake fluid
5. Clean, inspect und repack front wheel bearings

MONTGOM ERY WAkD

MIRACLE MALL

TEL. 84301

Nystrom Motors Inc.
AUTHORIZED DEALER ^ f _S CHRYSLER

WJSf

165 W. 2ND ST.

i

.

..

CLASSIC 1955 Thunderbird, white wttrj
black interior, automatic transmission.
See at 445 Main. J2500. Tel. 6625 evenings or weekends.

SCHULTE 12'x56' two-bedroom mabll*
home, lust, like new. Carpeted. Many
bOIIt-lns. Tel. 7434.

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

'im Bdsm:-

500 2-door hardtop,
352 V-B, stick and power iteerlng. A
well-maintained 1-owner car. $595, Tal.
Rolllngstone 689-2651.

Mobil* Homes Trailers lit

1965 OLDS F-85

\ WAll

*- I

run*

DODGE-1949 Coronet 440 2-door hardtop,
cream with tan vinyl.. top, slant 4
motor, radio, automatic. Tel. Father
Brown 2172.

4 door Hardtop. Color is
white •with maroon top and.
m a r o o n interior, power
steering, power brakes, radio, heater, white sidewall
tires, tinted glass , windshield wipers, MANY extras. Driven Only 14,000
miles.

1969 BUICK
Skylark

Wagon,

THUNOERBIRD-1961. Tel. 9673 alter J
p.m. . - - . . . ' .
'

?968 OLDS
Delmont 88

$1195

2 DOOR HARDTOP
Borzyskowski
• V-8 Engine
Residence Phones After 5
Automatic Transmission
•
FURNITURE
Houses for R«nt
Power Steering
95
•
Ed Hartert ......... 7. 3973
302 Mankato Ave.
Radio
•
Bill Ziebell ..........7 4854
FURNISHED MODERN 1-bedroom home,
Tires
7 Tel, 84808
available Oct. 1 until June 1. 8 miles PASTURE FARM-145 acres, about 75
Mary Lauer . . . . . . . . ' .': 4523 ¦ - . ' • Whitewall
Light Pack
acres
good
tillable
land,
nearly
all
seedfrom Winona. No pets. Tel. 8-1966.
•
Hour
Phone
Service"
"24
Good Things to Eat
65
ed down. 4-bedroom home, good well.
,. Charles E. Merkel—Realtor
• Deluxe Wheel Covers
$17,000.
THREE-BEDROOM house ot Bluff Siding,
DRIVEN ONLY 6,000 miles,
Wis.
Newly
carpeted,
garage,
$150
per
APPLES — Wealthy, Beacon, Duchess,
'
Realtors
Boyum
Agency
,
month. Tel. Dakota 643-6377.
Light Blue metallic with
Whitney Crabs. Stuber Farm a KenRushford, Minn. Tel. 844-9381
nels, * grilles an County Trunk AA. from
Wanted—Real
Estate
1
0
2
blue vinyl interior.
or
Clair
Hatlevlg,
Salesman
MARION
JT.
1045.
2
bedrooms,
$150,
Bluff Sld/no.
Tel. 875-5935
The
available at once. No dogs. Students
TRULY A ;ftEW CAR
considered. Inquire 1074 Marlon. T«|.
RED POTATOES, 10 lbs.,. 39c* Russets,
6087.
Gordon
Agency,
Inc.
J2.98/100; tomatoes, 15c lb.; paaehes;
7 afa ¦
Houses
for
Sale
799
¦ '¦ : '
pears; beer and pop. Winona Potato
'
TWO-BEDROOM
HOUSE,
carpeted,
full
REALTORS
USED CAR PRICE
Market.
:
basement, attached garage, numerous WEST LOCATION-2 bedroom cottage.
bullt-lns. Adults preferred.. Tel. 7434.
Shop at Our
Square lot. 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
Sewing Machines
73
552 E. 3rd.
, NEW LOCATION
ALMOST
AN
ACRE
3rd and Washington
GOOD USED SEWING machines, reconAuction Salts
A. DREAM HOME with 3 bedrooms, now
dltloned and guaranteed $20 and up.
available. We will be glad to help work
(Formerly the old
And within tbe city limits!
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W, 5th St.
R^lTptV
I
fl
out a purchase for you on this prop
Firestone Building)
Minnesota Land &
Beautiful yard and garden
erty. Call us for price, terms, and an
appointment to see. ABTS AGENCY,
|120 OUTER- TCL2349|
surround this charming
Stovei,Furnace*, Parti 75
Auction Service
¦
INC- 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4355.
"We service what we tell."
- place" complete
Everett J. Kohner
"country
Winona. Tel. -7814
WHITE ENAMEL kitchen renge, also
THREE-BEDROOM home, kitchen, living
workshop
and
barn,
with
Jlm
Papenfuss,
Dakota.
Tel.
643*2972
clrcul»tlnj luater, both wood or coal,
.
room, gas heat. Nice yard and garage,
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Ttl. 864-9381
garage. All new steel siding
*10 each II tekeh Immediately. 407
Will sell contract for deed or cash,
Wabasha Ave., St. Charles. Tal. 932Nice home for small family with reaand combination windows
SEPT.
11
e7m.
12
miles
S.
of
2*-Wed.
4MV
sonable taxes. 559 E. Front St. For ap
GF -yfE!
on this very nice, completeWinona, 3 mlles-W. of Wlfoka. Sheldon
answer
Tel.
polnfment Tel. 6457, If no
¦ ¦
Bros., owners; Alvin Kohner,- auctionIRON FIREMAN stoker, 500-lb, capacity,
Beautily
remodeled
home.
M955. •
.
eer; Northern Inv. Co,, clerk.
ASK US About Town
good condition. Tal. 3498.
ful new kitchen, carpeted
HOfoES FOR SALE—Are you plannlni
House Living!
12:30
p.m.
3
miles
N.
SEPT.
2*-Wed.
and panelled! living room,
USED ELECTRIC ranges, all recondito "build your own home? FAHNING
of Caledonia, ' Minn, on Hwy. 76, then
tioned and guaranteed. B & B ELECHOMES will do the framing for you
dining
3
bedrooms
room,
2 miles N. on County Road No. 22.
Beautiful hew two - three
TRIC, 155 E. . 3rd.
and you can complete It yourself. Flrv
Dennis ^ Wood, owner; Beckman 8,
and lovely new bath. Full
Ish materials furnished. Saves 5$$ ir
two - three bath
bedroom,
construcOIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service. \ Schroeder, Auctioneers; Thorp Sales
building
costs.
Conventional
basement, new gas furnace,
' Corp., Clerk.
homes
have
private -patio,
RANGE Oil. BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth.
tion. Planning service. Prices from
new wiring, new water heatTal. 7479. Adolph Michalowski.
44975. Financing available to qualified
optional fireplace, the best
buyers. Model home on display. Open
er, new roof. Can be easily
of built-in appliances and
weekdays 8 to 5, Saturday until noon,
financed . . . call now!
REMINDER
Typewriters
77
averting by appointment. FAHNING
carpeting.
Double: garages,
Don't miss this one!
HOMES, Watervllla, Winn.
grounds and private swimTYPEWRITERS and adding machlries for
(Bill)
Platteter
Edmund
tale or mt. Reasonable rates, fret
PROMPT Real Estate Sales
ming, pool are maintained
v
delivery. Set us tor all your office' supAnd Financing
$1,000 DOWN
FOR you.
plies, . desks, -files or office chairs.
Frank West Agency
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tart. 5222.
On
contract
for
deed
will
Yon combine the conveni175 Lafayette
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
. . put you in your own home
' 7 81 Located 7'Miles ' .. -<. - FounWanted tjBuy
ence of apartment, living
with 3 bedrooms, 2 full
with the privacy and tax
tain City or 11 miles W. of
WORLD BOOK encyclopedias, (or 7th
baths, new ^ gas furnace,
advantages of Home OwnArcadia bn State Hwy. 95
or Ith grader. Mrs. Cy Brom, TramHOMES
full basement, garage, cenpealeau, Wli. Tel. Centervllle 539-2185
ership when you ' live The
then 2 miles
to
town
road,
after S.
Large Family home, 4 Bedtral location. Stop paying
Town House Way!
S. .
7, 7
room, Living Boom, Dining
the landlord and see this
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON S. METAL
AFTER HOURS dALL:
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
one!
THURS., SEPT. 25 Room, Newly redecorated.
metals and raw fur.
Myles
Peterson . . . . 7 . 4009
Closed Saturdays
Starting at 11 A.M.
3 Bedrooms up, 1 Large
Laura Satka ........... 7622
122 W. ind
Tel. 2047
NEAR
THE
LAKE
Bedroom down, large kitchLaurp Fisk
2118
Lunch will be served.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
en, dining room, 1% baths,
Large
2
story
3
bedroom
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
Dairy equipment, tractor
raw furs and wooll
full basement, gas heat,
home with new kitchen,
machinery, feed, hogs and
large ^yard, room for GarSam Weisman & Sons
newly carpeted living room,
equipment, 16 B a n t a m
den Plus garage .
INCORPORATED
full basement, big yard.
JL BOB
¦450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
chicks, Palomino gelding,
Easy financing . . . low
1967 Ford truck, some andown . Move right in!
HOMES
Rooms Without Meals
86 tique items. ARTICLES
NOT L I S T E D : Ho&tein • Completely Redecorated 2
T REALTOR
ROOMS for men, wllh or without houitbedroom story and one half,
NEARLY NEW
keeping. No day sleepers. Tel. -4859.
heifer, 2 years old; 6 Holl20ctNreft-Tti.2H9
Room,
Living
Carpeted
stein heifers, 10-11 months
SLEEPING ROOM wllh balh for 1 or 2
3 bedroom ranch West. iff
iiii ii iuti T i II iniiwii 'dining room and den. Fimale sludtnts. Tel. Rolllngstone tV>old; Holstein steer, 18
Beautiful kitchen, large liv2241.
w
i
t
h
available
nancing
months old ; 2 Holstein
ing room, deluxe bath with
small Down Payment.
CENTRALLY LOCATED sleeping room
10 months old.
steers,
shower and tub, attached Boats,Motors,Etc.
106
for gentleman only, separate entrance .
Tel. t4T).
garage. UNDER twenty !
Small Home for the retired
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
LUND ALUMINUM fishing bout, W,
couple or young coupfe getwith accessories ant( 15 h.p. Evlnroom
Northern Inv. Co., Clerk
ONE MALE
student, sleeping
¦
rude motor. Both In •xcollenl condiWithout meals. Tel. 9444. 926 W. King.
1—~~~
ting started. 2 bedroom,
tion. Tei. am ¦ • ' ¦:
1
AFTER HOURS
I living room, dining room,
issisw ^^
ELGIN BOAT-17', tD h.p. electric Hart
full bath and a nice size
Scot, trailer am) other equipment. Exkitchen.
cellent condition.'Mutt tell. ssoo. R ick
Andres, Alma, Wis. Tel.» 485-4812.
Pat Helse ... 5709 or 2551
ANOTHER JllORp AUCTION .
DAIRY AND stock farm, hay In barn
and silos filled. Fall possession. > Write
P. 0. Box 792,. Winona.

SPECIALS

Near the Lake

109

Used Cars

4 door Sedan, turquoise in
cofor with matching interior, V-8 engine, standard
transmission, radio, heater.
Just a NICE car . Was $1295.
NOW REDUCED TO

77 . ' ' Beautiful'-.View.

Well cared for, three bedroom stucco home with
garage. Kitchen, dining
room, living-room and den.
1% baths. New gas furnace.

109

lST-OF-THE-WEEK

BUICK, 1966 Special 2-door hardtop; 1967
Oldsmobile .
. 2-door. Bolh cars excellent condition. See at Bill's Gull,
17* B. 3rd. Tel. 9912 or 8-1947.

' SSW^^^SiiSalB

NEW HOUSE—3 or 4 bedrooms, family
room with fireplace, targe patio, attached garage. Gordon Matlhees, Goodview. Tel. 5868.

-

140 A%RES, 95 tillable. Large home, good
LOT FOR RENT—Approximately 10,000
dairy barn. Only 5 miles from Wisq. ft. (creel for used car sales, or will
nona on blacktop. TOWN & COUNTRY
build to suit tenant. Second & WashingREALTOR, Tel. M476Y
ton. Tel. 9869.

Far mi for Rent

HEIGHTS BLVD. 1518—new 2-story house,
4 bedrooms, family room with fireplace, double attached oarage, air conditioned and landscaped. Hilke .Homes,
Inc Tel. 4127 for appointment.

SEPT. 27—Sat. 11 a.m. Wehrs Chevrolet
Inc. Auction, 1 mile W. of Bangor, Wis.,
lust off Hwy. 163. Llnese & Miller, auc- ACTION REALTY-selHng or buying a
tioneers; Northern Inv. Co. , clerk.
home? For courteous, helpful and ef.
fectlve service Tel. 4115,
SEPT. 27—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 3 miles W. ol
Eyota on Hwy. 14, then 1>A miles S.
Bryce Tottingham, owner; Roy Montgomery, auctioneer; Farmers State
Bank, Eyota, clerk.
¦

SEPT. 2^-Mon. 12:30 p.m. 1 mile W. of
Ullca, Minn,on Hwy. 14, then 114 miles
S. Ben Felstead, owner; Alvin Kohner,
. auctioneer; Thorp Sales Corp., clprk.

Stirneman-Selover Co.

99 Houses for Sale

ONE-BEDROOM HOME at Bluff Siding, COMPLETELY REMODELED 5-room ' 1Wis. 5 minutes from Winona, IVJ acres
story home. Nev» bolh. 2 , bedrooms
land only $5300. Will consider contract
and kitchen, newly carpeted . Full baselor dead. Tal. Fountain City 417-4703.
ment oil heat, garage. SO'xiso' lot.
West central location.' Attractive financB. NEW HOME now being offered. 5
ing available. Te|. 3971 alter 5.
rooms and bath. Full basement. All
hardwood floors. Excellent . home to IN LA CRESCENTr-lor
sale or trade, 1
Clean. S23.000. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
nearly new S-bedrbom xhome with dou15» Walnut St. Tel. S-436S. .,.
ble garage; 1ft :bal|t noma with double
attached garage; both 'vacant. $11,900
REDECORATED INTERIOR and carpetand $19,900. Large selection of properly
ing on all floors, 5 rooms and bath
for sale or trad* In La Crescent area.
on first ' floor, 3 rooms and bath on
BILL CORNFORTH REALT Y, La Cressecond. Completely redone with new
cent, Minn. Tal. 895-21C*:
melal siding and combination windows, new kltetun cupboards, sink,
paneling, new gas furnace, full basement, garage, 60'x)4C lot. E. central
location.
Financing
available. Tel.
350» after 5.
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By Roy Cran«

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chaster Goiild

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE

Bv Chick Young

REDEYE

by Gordon Bess

LIT ABNER

By Milton Cannlff

STEVE CANYON

By Alex Kotzky

APARTMENT S^

REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Al Capp

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Fred Lasswell

TIGER

By Bud Blakr

By Dal Curtis
THE WIZARD OP ID

NANCY
¦
1IM11
>"»*——

By Ernie Bushmlller
1 -li

MARY WORTH

—.111,1 WM«M> »
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DENNIS THE MENACE

¦

By Parker and Hart

.

GRIN AND BEAR IT

By Saunders and Ernst

'CO/, TMAT OCSUM IS gEAlSHINY!'

"Always moving furniture, disturbing the orderl y balance of
the house... I warn you, Adele, of the dangers in
altering the human environment!"

